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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Brazil is definitely guided by cultural patterns and to a
certain extent it is considered an underdeveloped country*

Mal

nutrition plays a great role in this picture* Questions frequently
arise as to what type of education would improve the population^
nutrition, how this could be accomplished, and what practical approach
would appeal to Brazilians and motivate them to adapt their food habits
to a better nutrition program.
Food habits are cultural patterns which affect food intake as
much as climate, socio-economic factors and agricultural development*
There is a definite sequence from cultural patterns to food intake to
body metabolism.

How to improve this sequence has been the

challenge of the centuries. We know that education is a key to the
improvement of nutrition.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem*

The problem was the writing of a

nutrition and cookery book for the homemaker of Brazil*
A review of current scientific nutrition literature preceded the
writing of the book.

In the book an effort was made to present this

information in simple understandable language.
Recipes were standardized and chosen for tastiness, wholesomeness and nutritive value, using foods available in the country, and
were tasted by a taste-testing panel,

(uote Table IV, page 21*1).
1

2
Reasons for the problem>

Malnutrition is a world-wide problem.

The United Nations organization is attempting to eradicate this situa
tion through specialised agencies as the World Health Organization* the
Food and Agriculture Organization, and the United Nations International
Childrens Emergency Fund, which according to Scrimshaw, (31*2) have
become “a conscience to the world.11 As FAQ was founded, Sir John Qrr
called it "the world* s answer to the atomic bomb,M because, "if the
nations cannot agree on food, they can agree on nothing."(28)
Maia (108) points out that a country is as civilized as its
population is well nourished.

The trouble with many is that health is

considered merely an absence of disease instead of "a state of complete
physical, mental, and social well-being.
Brazilians have attributed their civilization*s shortcomings to
climatic and racial factors, but Jo sue de Castro(^) states that
inadequate nutrition is one of the greatest handicaps in their social
evolution.
Unfortunately, Brazil’s nutrition index is still low.

Why is it

that of every 1,000 babies born in Brazil, 170 die in their infancy?
And why is it that of every 1,000 Brazilian children under the age of
five, 6 die of gastrointestinal disturbances, and 7 of congenital mal
formation and diseases of early infancy l Why cannot these children be
robust with health, alert, smiling and active, with a healthy color?(^i?)
Brazil1s geography is not responsible for the nutritional deficiencies.*108) Why do so many of the children then not have health,
which is "one of the fundamental rights of every human being, without
distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition," (76) especially when we know that this health can be obtained
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largely with food?
Several nutrition surveys have been made in various parts of
Brazil* As far back as 19U6 Ackroyd of FAQ found in a survey of
industrial workers in Brazil that only 20 per cent received adequate
calories*

The average man received only 1,600 calories as contrasted

to the American industrial worker who receives 3#00G or more. He also
found the diet of these Brazilians deficient chiefly in calcium, iron
and protein.

Because of insufficient calories it would appear that

the protein would not be properly utilized because protein can only be
absorbed efficiently when there are sufficient calories accompanying
it to supply the energy demands.
Lowenstein^0^ conducted a nutritional survey of rural families
in Jequitiba, Minas (middle west) and found that many mothers after
giving birth would abstain from milk, meat, fruits and eggs.

He found

a low intake not only in protein, but also in calcium, riboflavin,
vitamins B and
A study of infants in the lower socio-economic groups in Brazil,
by Waterlow and Vergara'3*7°) showed that different regions had differ
ent problems.

Rarely were infants breast fed for more than a year.

Many received gruels made with refined cereals and sugar, seldom with
milk, in the first few months of life. Others were fed bean soups.

In

Belem (northern zone) infants received gruel, and in addition beans and
rice, arid vegetable soups with beef bones and fish.

They fared better

than the Recife (northeast coast) babies who did not get the beans, milk,
vegetables and fruit.

In Rio (central coast) they were fed very little

fruit, vegetables or milk.

In Minas (middle west) kwashiorkor was

common, since the babies were fed mainly gruels frequently without

k
milk* (176)
A study of the caries incidence of children in Rio, and a neigh
boring state, showed that every child at the age of fourteen, had an
average of 12 teeth with caries^^ due to poor nutrition.

In 1957 Gandra^?) reported a study of aHedgedly healthy per
sons who accompanied patients to the clinics in the city of Sao Paulo.
They were 80 per cent white and most were 20 to I4O years of age.

Tests

made on these supposedly healthy individuals, showed many signs of
vitamin A deficiency, as well as characteristic lesions due to lack of
the various B vitamins*
Optimum nutrition at all ages is desirable.

Long tern malnutri

tion, including adolescence and child bearing years, is more likely to
influence the viability of the fetus, its maturity or prematurity at
birth, and perhaps even its freedom from malformations, than undernutrition only during pregnancy. (15D
Few mothers in the Amazon region have a knowledge of the nutritivo value of mother's milk.

They do not allow the babies to nurse fre

quently enough nor continue lactation as long as desirable.
Studies made by Wellin (177) in the village of Espinos, Peru,
show that they have a similar problem, and mothers there even regard
orange juice and vitamins as inappropriate during pregnancy and infancy.
In the inland villages milk is seldom used*^^
Gopalan(72) reports a survey of infant nutrition in underdeveloped
countries where the mothers do not even believe there is a need for more
food intake during pregnancy.
lAitrition has an important bearing on behavior according to
Brozek.^}

Malnutrition can cause lack of appetite, irritability,

apathy, and even psychosis*

A starved man*s capacity for work is

tremendously altered.
The problems responsible for Brazil’s inadequate nutrition form
a great complex of poor food habits, poverty, resistance to change.
ignorance, lack of agricultural development, inadequate production,
transportation and food distribution, the immensity of the country with
its distinct zones, each having quite definite food patterns, and fre
quent lack of attention from the authorities*(32*36#Ul,108,l6f>)
Lack of protein is the greatest form of hunger in Latin America,
with consequent low growth, less resistance to infection, more fatigue,
less work production and consequent less productivity.^^
ciency is especially severe in the northeast zone,

This clefi-

Ironically, Brazil

is rich in proteins, underdeveloped.(kl)
The well known npot belly!! observed in many impoverished child
ren visibly shows lack of protein.

The lack of protein forces the

child to eat large quantities of starchy foods as manioc flour, and as
a result his intestines become distended.(22)
There was a time when it was thought that only animal protein
would provide the quality needed but observations in several countries
as well as laboratory experiments have shown that the required amino
acids can be provided by a combination of certain vegetable foods.(^6)
This combination took on an aspect of economic importance as England
demonstrated that only 9 per cent of the value of foods fed to animals
returned in the form of animal products for human food.
Brazil’s many tabus are a great hindrance toward good nutrition.

For example Lowenstein^^ found in Jequitiba, Minas (midwest)

that $0 per cent of the families studied did not eat fruit with milk.
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or fraii during fevor* Eighty per cent of tho wcsnen ate no fruit or
aggs for forty days after giving birth* dkny also did not taka li^at
or r:iil3c tastng this tins©*
Brasiliaris could benefit from the us® of th© wonderful fruits
and vegetables which they could havs, if tabus wore substituted by

sound health habits
Inflaiion is another groat problem with which they have to
cope. A study(7) in Hie in i?i>9 showed that general prices iiw^reased
k per cent per month, while food prices climbed 5 per cent per month,
or a total of 71 per cent in that or© year alone.
In X9£0, forty-four per cent of the population living in
localities of 2,000 or more inhabitants were without adequate water
supply*

It is difficult to raise, store and prepare nourish-

ing food under such circumstances.
Climate must be taken into consideration. Urklemourisijed
reeidents of the tropical sones, do not get enough blood building
foods according to Brock.

At the same time the need for those

foods is increased by the extra iron lost in sweat*
nutrition problems increase when people see no need to
change living standards or ways of living. This has been exempli
fied in the present treatment for the important medical problem of
atherosclerosis. Brasilians have boon advised to prevent it by
avoiding might increase, making more use of unoaturatad fats, and
increasing muscular work. There is a question as to how many are
really following this.(kO)

ir

The social custom in many families in which the father has
first right to the food available because he has to bring in the
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money* the mother coming next* and the children last* causes nutri
tional Inadequacies* From the nutritional standpoint this Is work
ing backwards* It is small wonder that many groups accept the fact
that it is necessary to bear sis children in order to have two or
three that will live long enough to provide for the parents*^)
Xh the Brasilian's dally diet we may still observe the
results of customs established by the colonisers* According to
j^i^lOS) ^ Brasilian Indians used fish and manioc, basic foods of
almost biblical symbolism—fish and bread* tfanoel da Bobrega, one
of the first Jesuits to reach Brasil mentioned that the staple food
was *a root called manioc*w When fish and manioc were eaten along
with other simple foods the Indians had no lacks except sodium*
This was the picture when the explorers found the country* The
early settlors brought fruits as breadfruit, coconut, jack fruit,
and mangoes* Unfortunately, mentions

they also brought

a group of people that only wanted to make a fortune fast, taking
the most out of the soil, without thought to the consequences*
In the northeast the settlers thought only of cultivating
sugar cane, and developing the sugar industry* The workers had only
beans and manioc flour* great amounts of sugar, and many sweets*
Those on the coast used some fish* Only the plantation owners had
the rights to the few fruit trees In their backyards* Doctors of
that time mentioned frequent tuberculosis, diabetes and stillbirths*
It has been said that the one-crop system was ths open door
through which hunger entered Brasil*
gjKlgO&S) tells of the beginning of slavery, when Africans
brought several vegetables, as well as regional habits, that took
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root. The^r used greens in their diet.,, that were considered as
"loaves* and "weeds" by their masters.
nth the Butch Invasion, food habits changed for the better,
through the improvements they brought, but this period lasted only
a short time*
In the Amason region, mn forgot agriculture and fishing,
devoting iheraselves to the "rubber rush" and to the making of money.
Beriberi took mapy lives. As the rubber fever passed men were
forced to turn to agriculture and. fishing, and nutrition improved
somewhat.
In the central zom of Brasil, the gold rush took over corapletely, to the extent, as Mala(108) colorfully states, that it was
possible to die of hunger amidst so much gold. As the gold decreased
there eamo the necessity to develop agriculture, and today this
region is known for its milk products.
In the southern region, sugar and coffee were the main pro
ducts, although some agriculture ms pursued. The inertia of many
plantation owners shocked the visitors however* In the deep south
where the great cattle ranches were, the typical dish to this day is
still barbecued beef.
In Sao Paulo the Italian and Japanese coloniser instituted the
use of cereals and more fruits and vegetables, while farther south
the Goman kitchen had its influence. It is in this southern sons of
Brasil that the least infant mortality is found*
A thorough knowledge of all involved in such a complexity of
problems, along with patient and persistent nutrition education,
improvement in agriculture, and elevation of the economic status, will
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ixrprom the mtrition of the Brasilian population.

^

Brasil is attempting to accomplish this through various
measures among them educational campaigns, the National Food Bureau,
and the institution of a minimum isage law* The task is arduous as
Brasil faces the problem of feeding IDO million inhabitants by

3£gQ#0&i33&)

CHAPTER II
REVUM OF THE LITERATURE
To write a scientific nutrition and cookery book in laymen's
language, it is necessary to have a thorough scientific background
and a review of recent pertinent nutritional data.

This must be

translated into simple language adapted to the Brazilian laymen to
whom the book is being directed*
The literature review is being presented in the same order as
the topics appear in the chapters of the book*
I* BASIC NUTRITION
Discussion of Proteins, Carbohydrates, Fats, Vitamins and Minerals
Proteins. According to Qoodhart^ ^ "proteins are compounds
of high molecular weight that yield amino acids on digestion*"
They are necessary for growth, formation of enzymes, hormones,
antibodies, genes, blood and muscle.

Proteins are normal constituents

of all cells and fluids of the body with the exception of bile and

urine#(2&M When diets are very low in protein and during starvation
blood volume decreases considerably.^^
Hunger is satiated when calories are ingested, but the need
for protein may not be felt or recognized until kwashiorkor appears.
Protein and the caloric needs are closely associated, being practi
cally inseparable.

In order to cure kwashiorkor, calories as
10

IX
mVL as protein are important! the f^eonmnded proportion being
suggested as XX per cent of the total calories provided in the form
of protelns.^^
Proteins form part of the antibodies that fight infection*
Proteins may furnish same energy* Protein needs greater emphasis
during periods of growth as in childhood* adolescence* and during
pregnancy mid lactation* as well as after surgery, injuries* severe
burns* and during recovery from malnutrition.
Foods rich in proteins are eggs, dairy products* dry legumes
and flesh foods* To a certain extent nuts and nut butters, grain
products and vegetables supply protein. ^

^)

Amino acids are units which compose proteins and are obtained
from protein upon hydrolysis. Eight amino acids cannot be synthe
sized by tbo human body but must bo obtained from foods* and are
therefore termed essential* Other amino acids may bo obtained from
food as well as being synthesised by the body* and are therefore
called non essential* They, however* are Just as needed in protein
formation. {$3*183)

It is essential to have enough protein* but

especially to have the right amino acid combination.
The source of amino acids is the plant kingdom* Plant pro
teins are ingested by the animal* and broken down into amino acids
in the digestive tract. These free amino acids are then transferred
to the tissues by absorption. If absorbed in excess of tissue and
energy need they are metabolized irreversibly and excreted* Amino
acids are better absorbed when taken in the form of proteins than as
pure amino acids* Pure amino acids tend to be absorbed too fast
and may cause nausea and diamftMu (£3*183) ^xno acids are absorbed
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into tho blood ard are transported, to arsas of greatest need, there
forsd&g not? protein blocks* Anino acids along with vitamins and
minerals, nsxst be present in sufficient amounts to be able to build
the new proteins.^f2$3)
!ton there is not sufficient protein available to the body#
there is a tendency for malfomaiion, inadequate growth, under*
cterelopmerrt, poor health, and chronic degenerative diseases* Edema,
anemia, and decreased resistance to infectious diseases may result
from inadequate protein, since there is not sufficient antib<^3y produciion. (163)
Too great an intake of protein is wasteful, because the body
cannot store it as such, but changes it to energy or fat* Adults
are more able to tolerate an excess of protein than do children*
Children require twice as much water in order to effectively utilise
protein, and dispose of its end products. It lias not been proven
that an excess protein intake causes hypertension, toxic eoisplica*
tions in pregnancy, or damage to kidney and liver*
V&vm the body receives insufficient calories, the organism
uses protein for energy* Thus in a diet providing at least £0 to 60
per cent of its calories from oareoliydrates and fats, protein is act
needed for energy and can do its specific function*

In this way car

bohydrates and fats have a sparing action on proteins*
Physical activity does not necessarily increase the require
ments of protein* Ore gram of protein per kilo per day is an adequate
amount for adults* Gontea and others^) point out that “at high
ten^aeratures human subjects spend more energy, and hence, the same
work performed at high mrrixonmntal temperatures is accompanied by
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an Increased nitrogenous consumption*w He states that 70 grams of
protein would be Inadequate in the case of extra exertion with an
energy expenditure of more than 3»300 calories per day* This Is of
interest in the tropics when people are subjected to hard manual
labor* (^3) ffegsted and others^) have suggested that 70 grams is
most generous and "could if necessary be reduced to $0 grams and
still provide approximately 30 per cent margin above requirements*"
The fact remains that in areas with a scanty supply of food,
as is the case in many areas of Brazil, protein is of great importance/^U In order to impress the lay person with the importance
of sufficient protein Intake It is helpful to show them the protein
standards in terras of specific foods, and not merely in figures.
Since most areas of the world, including South America, do not
have a sufficient supply of animal protein, the concept of vegetable
protein supplementation is coming more and more into focus*

It has

been demonstrated that by proper selection and supplementation of
ve go table proteins it is possible to obtain proteins with sufficient
amino acid quantity and quality* This has been followed unwittingly
by the Chinese for a long period of time, as they use different
cereals In different proportions and in this way have frequently been
able to achieve complete proteins* The same is true in Central
America where the amino acids of com supplement those of beans to
form complete proteins* Cereals, roots, nuts, yeast, legates and
tubers are proteins of lower biological value than most animal pro
teins* Mhen used in combination aam supplement each other and in
this way provide adequate protein. Since beans have been the largest
source of protein for the Brazilian people, and since Brasil is the

ik
largest producer and consumer of beans, it would seem important to
study the possibilities ot various plant proteins which may supplemeat tlie a^oino acids of beans# fZhm the food to which the popula
tion is accustomed and which is readily available would be mad© to
provide adequate protein#^*^)
Carbohydrate* Carbohydrate is the most abundant source of
cheap energy, and especially in the tropics provides almost 90 per
cent of the energy for the poor people#^22) Food sources are grain
products such as breads, cereals, flours, rice, pastes, potatoes and
com; all types of fruits, sugar, syrup, jelly, jam and honey. ^5)
Carbohydrates are essential in the body, since they are the
main source of fuel# the role of carbohydrate in the body has been
likened to a high octane gas fuel, while lipid is the long-term
diesel fuel# Carbohydrates protect and detoxify the liver and play
a definite role In fat and protein metabolism# It is said that fat
bums in a flame of carbohydrate* carbohydrate is also the most
important precursor of fat, because when it is not used as energy,
it is changed to fat and deposited as such. Xt changes to fat
chiefly in the adipose tissue itself, the laetating breast being on©
of the most active fat builders# Carbohydrate has a sparing action
on protein# Carbohydrate is stored in small amounts in the liver and
muscles in the form of glycogen, and circulated in the blood in the
form of glucose# The central nervous system is the part of the body
most dependent on this glucose supply* The amount of carbohydrate
stored can all be used up in 12 to U< hours of fasting, when the
blood glucose level remains constant due to gluconeogenesis. (1^3}
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Carbohydrate starts to digest in the mouth, due to the action
of ptyaXin upon the starchesj it contimes in the stomach and Intestines under the action of the gastric, pancreatic and intestinal
juices and the influence of their ensues* the adrenal cortex influ
ences the absorption of carbohydrate in the intestine. The absorp
tion is thought of as a process of diffusion, but it is now known
that more than that is involved. Absorption of carbohydrate appears
to be an active process dependent upon aerobic metabolism in the
intestinal tissue. According to Crane,

npresently there is still

ignorance of the mechanics of active absorption of sugars ^ And as
Brock states. (22) ,fcarbohydrate would appear to be the Cinderella of
human nutrition studies at present. There is still very little
knowledge of the fate of their varieties in human nutrition.” It
has been pointed out that not only potassium, but also sodium and
magnesium ions are necessary for the active transportation of carbohydrate.^3^) Evidence indicates that carbohydrate ingestion
results in sodium and water retention, while the same is not true of
a diet composed of fats and proteins. This appears to be useful in
planning survival rations, when it is desirable to reduce the water
requirements. (33)
Vitamins are an integral part of carbohydrate metabolism,
especially the B complex as niacin, tMamine, riboflavin, pyridoxins
and pantothenic acid. The amount of vitamins needed depends on the
amount of carbohydrate consumed. Unfortunately industrial processing
of foods has broken this natural link that exists between carbohydrubo
and vitamins in the grains and plants.(^3)
The kind of carbohydrate influences the metabolism of proteins

and fats, both in health and in disease.The large use of what
are termed, empty calories in the form of pure sugar is to be dis
couraged. Large amounts of sucrose elevate the osmotic pressure of
the liquids in the stomach and water passes

the tissues to the

stomach, causing distention and consequent decreased desire for food.
This is deleterious in the case of children who eat candy between
meals and then have no appetite for mors nourishing foods at meal
time. Large amounts of sugar ingested on an empty stomach may accord
ing to Bcgort^) ^irritate the lining of the stomach or cause dis
tress by fermenting in the intestine

A high sugar intake has been

associated with tooth decay, diabetes and overweight. The reason for
tooth decay is not well defined as yet, but it is believed that sugar
supplies the energy for the bacteria that cause dental decay, espe
cially when the sugar is in a form that clings to the teeth and stays
a long time in the mouth, as caramels.
On a mixed diet carbohydrate is usually adequate and prevents
removal of fatty acid from the fat depots into the blood. Recently
carbohydrate metabolism has been investigated for a possible rela
tionship to atherosclerosis and high cholesterol blood levels and
coronary diseases. Research shows that low fat, high carbohydrate
diets increase the level of cholesterol because of the depressing
effect on the level of cholesterol rich lipoproteins! but at the same
time this diet elevates the level of triglyceride rich lipoproteins
and both of these types of lipoproteins have been associated with the
development of coronary disease.
In spite of the emphasis on normal balanced diets, the pangs
of hunger in underdeveloped areas ar© acute, therefore crops are

1?
cult5.vs.tQd

produce the highest caloric yield but Biay not bo

otherwise adequate*
It Is easy to see which crops would be most cultivated to
mitigate hunger as shown in table I, below*
l-'lanioc or cassava yields five tons per acre with five million
calories per acre, keeps well when l&ft in the ground and is very
easy to cultivate* It is no wonder that in many parts of the world
it is cultivated second to rice* itimmr its protein concentration
is very low and of inferior quality, so much so that in spite of
being a good source of calories, its use produces a major problem
from the nutritional standpoint* It seem© only natural then, that
kwashiorkor tends to follow the manioc production pattern* Once mm
it becomes apparent that there is a great need to find simple ways of
supplementing these good calorie foods so as to make them better
sources of protein* (176)

tm& I
calories

hi® memm xmm

of staple chops

Calorie s/Acre
(FiUllon)

Protein/Acre
(lilogrsas)

Crops

Average field
Bushel/Acre

Com

S0*9

Bice

h£>.9

3*^

71.?

TJheat

21.9

3.98

60#?

Soybean

21.1

1.89

199.0

liil.l
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Pats* Until a few years ago fats were considered roe rely a
concentrated and palatable source of energy, and a transportation
laedla for to fat soluble vitamins. A new concept is that fats are
complex lipids, whose degree of saturation appears to depend on the
carbon chain length* Evidence indicates that they are of signifi
cance in relation to human health* Fats are made up of fatty acids
and glycerides. As essential amino acids need to be supplied by
foods, so essential fatty acids must be provided in the diot.^^
The essential fatty acids are linoloic, linolenic and araehidonic.
Fats are important in human nutrition for various reasons.
They supply large amounts of energy in small amounts of food* Fats
furnish the essential fatty acids* They give variety and flavor to
many foods, and transport vitamins A, 33, E, and K. Vital organs are
protected and supported hy body fat, and a reasonable layer of fat
under to skin provides good insulation and protection from excessive
heat loss* Tats have a high satiety value because of the lower rat©
of absorption and prolonged gastric emptying time. Fats increase to
growth rata and physical performance, and seem to improve reproduc
tion and lactation. ^^StUOS,^,^)
Foods that sn^ply fats are butter, margarine, animal fats,
cream, vegetable oils, nuts, nut bettors, olives and avocados.
Most fats are triglycerides and have a large variety of fatty
acids* For example butter has tonty-nine fatty acids. As fats
became more saturated, their molecular weight increases and their
consistency becomes more solid. Fats are classified as saturated}
unsaturated and polyunsaturated* fhe polyunsaturated fats contain
to essential fatty acids.to essential fatty acids are needed
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for the maintenance of sound capillary walls, normal growth, healthy
skin and resistance to infections.Idnoleic acid is of particu
lar importance, since it is apparently needed for growth and repro
duction, a healthy skin, and for the body*s proper use and storage

of fat. ^5) Infant eczema may be the result of inadequate dietary
essential fatty acid intake.
The best dietary sources of polyunsaturated fatty acids are
com, safflower, and soybean oils* Saturated fatty acid sources are
butter, cream, coconut oil, and the fats of whole milk, cheese, meat
and chocolate.

The amount of unsaturated fat in most margarines is

less than half depending on the degree of hydrogenation. (53,105,18U)
Hydrogenation is a process by which hydrogen is incorporated into the
fat, with the aid of a zinc catalyst. The degree of firmness depends
on the amount of double bonds converted into single bonds.

Hydro

genation raises the melting point and decreases the iodine number.(3®)
These changes alter almost completely the unsaturated acids of the
original fat, changing them to less essential forms of fat.^^W
Aaes^ reports that hydrogenated oils fed ttper se“ as fat sources,
produce poorer nutrition than a fat free diet.

The suggested explana

tion is that the increased content of saturated fatty acids formed by
hydrogenation may further increase the demand for essential fatty
acids.

Biochemical basis for this is still lacking.^)
Unsaturated acids heated above 250° C. form products that may

not be digested by lipase and hence not be absorbed, or may actually
be toxic.

Sensible precautions in the preparation of foods are to

avoid overheating of fat and the use of the same fat repeatedly in
deep fat frying.^)

As fats are heated to very high temperatures as
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in drying* deterioration of fat may occur which retard digestion.
Toxic products may be produced. The melting point becomes important
in nutrition when consideration is given to the fact that fats of a
higher melting point than 122° P* are less readily used by the
body/71)
Bila and enzymes from the intestines and pancreas aid in the
digostioa of fats to glycerol and fatty acids.(33* 133)

pats ajc®

absorbed froix the small intestine through the lactcals and lymphatic
system, to the blood which then becomes the ultimate avenue of dis
tribution* Pats digest to a lesser extent if the diet is low in
protein, or too high in calcium* The liver appears to bo the chief
site for the synthesis of fats through the action of enzymes.(^3)
The rancidity of fata can be prevented by the addition of
antioxidants* Pitamin 1 is a natural antioxidant for fats, and docs
not destroy the other important vitamins In fats,

fitamin F. is

characteristic of vegetable fats and is almost completely absent in
animal fats. (^*^3)
According to ifohl, (^3) »fat bums in the flame of carbohy
drate*” Zinc is also necessary during the oxidation of fats.(3^?)
Itich attention has been gi.mn to cholesterol, the main sterol
present in animal fats, and almost entirely absent in the vegetable
fats*

m

Since some evidence indicate that cholesterol may be

related to some forms of cardiac disease, emphasis has been placed
on how the serum cholesterol level can be maintained at normal levels.
or reduced from high levels.

It has been demonstrated by some

investigat.ors(33) that unsaturated fatty acids tend to lower high
plasma cholesterol levels, while saturated, fatty acids tend to raise
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the XbtoI*
Choi©sterol Is transported entirely by the lymphaticst and
does not go through the portal system#

It requires bile for absorp

tion, and essential fatty adds for its regulation in the blood and
tissues*

It is the mother substance of hormones* and a pre

cursor of vitamin £ In the skin*

It has been suggested that choles

terol may have a function in relation to infection* ^
According to Hundley, (88)

^^

A fair years ago It was thought that diets low in cholesterol
might lower blood cholesterol and hence reduce the risk of
coronary artery disease* 'WO now know that the amount of choles
terol in the diet is relatively unimportant in influencing blood
cholesterol levels* levels of blood cholesterol are relatively
independent of dietary cholesterol*
It 1ms been found that cholesterol can be completely synthe
sised in the animal body from fatty acids, amino acids, or carbohy
drates*
terol*

Practically evezy food becomes a possible source of choles
It appears that rises in blood cholesterol occur with

increased fat cojmuBption* m well as with high intake of saturated
fatty acids*

Vegetable fats which contain polyunsaturated fatty acids

tend to decrease serum cholesterol# (3J49,!83)
tdcoK^1^ reports a study done on eight university students*
placed on diets containing different fats*

The cholesterol levels

were highest witii diets containing butter, as the main source of fat
and lowest with corn oil*

Kalin report® that adding saturated fat

to Urn diet tends to raise the cholesterol serum level. While reduc
ing this typo of fat will lower the cholesterol level, the addition
of an une&iurated oil produces a further decrease*
others

F.vans and

m report that ’’it is well established now that polyunsatu-
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rated vegetable oils In the diet can lower serum cholesterol* ”
Kinsell^W points out that at least half of the dietary saturated
fat should be substituted with unsaturated fat before a lowering of
serum cholesterol occurs* Lloyd and dukes (106) report a diet rich
in uxisatumted fats as containing ID to 20 per cent saturated fatty
acids largely in the form of protein foods as meat and egg, with the
remaining fats consisting of com oil* other unsaturated fats may
be substituted for com oil*
A possible means of preventing atherosclerosis and decreasing
heart attacks and strokes, according to the latest information
available through the Central Ccenlttee for Medical and Comramity
Program of the American Heart Association, Is the reduction or con
trol of fat consumption under medical supervision with reasonable
substitution of polyunsaturated for saturated fatty acids*(53,96)
Atherosclerosis is commonly a condition reached as individuals age
and a fatty substance deposits in the inside walls of the blood
vessels, with possible interference of the flow of blood* Often
there is an increase in blood pressure, and If the interference is
sufficiently extensive and near the heart or brain, heart attack or
a stroke may be the results* It is probable that heredity may play
a part in atherosclerosis.(22,1D0,3D$) studies demonstrate that
individuals using a diet very rich in fats are more apt to have
atherosclerotic manifestations.
Sebrell^^) points out several factors associated with
atherosclerotic heart disease, the exact causes of which is unknown*
According to recent research nutrition may be one of the important
factors concerned* Other associated factors in this disease may be
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hi# fclaod chol©st®r0l#

ororaaight, diabetes, exG&mlv*

cigarette Si'iokixjg, imr&ditj, age, wv.$ exercise and the endc*
oririas*^
avallabiu*

several methods of %/amri^ Urn bicod cholesterci are
bat it hfta not been in-oven that a redaction in iii#

mrm cisoleeteroi will prevent an individual frc«n having coronary
artery climaae* Dietary manipulation can aid in lamring serun
choieaterol through the control of total caloric intake, and laaintaining normal aeight# Foods rich in calories are those high In fat
and lowest in water content, and eoaversely, those hi# in water
content and devoid of fat are the poorest sources of calories. Tim
two test concentrated sources of calories are fats and sugar* All
otter comon foods contain variable amounts of water and indigesti
ble natter*

Controlling the quantity of fat may be another

method of lowering high blood cholesterol* Decreasing the total
percentage of calories derived twm fat has an effect on blood
cholesterol* It is advocated that a) to 25 per cent of the calories
should be derived from fat* The kind of fat is the third factor
affecting cholesterol levels, ^maturated fats lower the level,
while saturated do not* For eaaRBtpla lard and coconut oil do not
lower it, while com and fish oUn do$ butter and oils that have
become saturated do not lower It* There is still an unanswered
questions 11Bow ranch polyunsaturated fatty acid Is the test
amount?«(^) Stealer and otherscorroborate Sebrell’s statemonte as they suggest that,
Data are already available indicating that cessation of
heavy smoking, reduction of high blood pressure, control of
diabetes, and correction of obesity are all associated with
significant decreases in lick of developing coronary heart
disease in middle age*

2k
All Iha jaar^r E»chanl»m« for lowering the aezm cholesterol
concentration apparently depend on sme change in the balance between
absorption, endogenous formation and excretion of cholesterol*^3^
According to Hundley (88) as far as controlling coronary-vascular
disease is concerned, watching the body weight, eating a variety of
foods, being moderate in all things including the amount and types
of food eaten, and. exercising as regularly as possible, are still
sound rules to follow*
It is apparent that vegetable fats are of higher nutritive
value as far as essential fatty acid content is concerned than
animal fats*

In 19$2

and colleagues in Europe, and

Xinsell(^) and coworkers in the United States, pointed out that
vogetable fats differ from animal fats in their effect on plasma
cholesterol, the former lowering these levels* Along this line
Harding and Stars (78) report a nutritional study in which it was
found that the serum cholesterol levels among pure vegetarians were
lower than among lacto-ovo-vegetarians, and that both groups reported
significantly lower levels of cholesterol than non vegetarians*

The

work of Keys and Hildrith, as reported by Beveride, 00) supports the
fact that a diet almost entirely vegetarian in character leads to
lower plasma lipid levels than a diet high in food of animal origin.
and high in animal fat*

There is a strong possibility that there

may be other dietary factors that iiave as great effect on pljusaa
lipid levels as does fat*
Berkowits^^ suggests that "our objective sJiould be directed
toward improvement in fat tolerance rather than the reduction of any
specific lipid fraction of the blood per se*tt

2$
?ltandns«
twentietli century*

These dietary essontials mre discovered in the
They regulate the body mechanics*

Vitamins A, Dj E, and & are fat-soluble#

These vitamins are

not utilized when taken *&th mineral oil, in as much as this oil 1©
not absorbed, but passes directly through the intestinal tract, thus
carrying these vitamins with it*^^
Vitamin A is essential for epithelial cells and other primary
functions are to stimulate growth of new cells, to increase longevity
and delay senility and to insure good vision.

It is the precursor

of visual purple*
Vitamin A is found as such only in animal foods*
sor, carotene, is found in the vegetables and fruits.

Its precur
Carotene

changes to vitamin A in the intestinal wall and in the liver.

The

storage of vitamin A in the liver is aided by vitamin K*
Vitamin A is destroyed in rancid fats.

Commercially, the

addition of lecithin to fats prevents oxidation and the resulting
rancidity.
The requirements of vitamin A are greater during infancy,
pregnancy and lactation#

An excess of vitamin A may have deleterious

effects as bone fragility, enlargement of the liver and spleen,
prurltis, loss of hair, nausea, headache,

mstrual irregularities

and may have an effect on the teeth, bones and nervous system.
Good sources of vitamin A are milk, butter, and egg yolks,
while its precursor, carotene, is found in green leaves, yellow
vegetables and fruits.

In Brazil the wdendett oil is a rich source

of vitamin A as well as the "banana da terra.n A normal portion of
this fruit provides one third of the day’s requirement of vitamin

ibh)
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A# (30,125,183)
Vitamin D*s functions (38,60,l8U) are ^Qi
!• Aid the absorption of calcium and phosphorus from ths
intestinal tract.
2.

Support the formation of normal bone.
<
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3. Activate alkaline phosphatase from the kidneys, intestines,
and bones.

h. Assist the transfer of bone minerals from the bone to the
serum and vice versa.
5* Control the citric acid content of the serum, intestinal
isall, bone and other organs.
6* Aid the preparation of bone matrix for calcification, and
the control of renal tubular reabsorption of amino acids.
Bile is necessary for adequate utilization of vitamin D.

And

insufficiency of vitamin I) reacts on the bones and teeth producing
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rickets in children or osteomalacia in adults*
An excess of vitamin D may cause adverse effects, mobilizing
phosphorus and calcium from the tissues, thus giving the reverse
effect of the normal requirement.

It may furthermore decrease food

intake through anorexia and nausea, causing pallor, lassitude and
dimlniahing linear growth.
Vitamin
P occurs In minute ' V;amounts
in fish liver
oils,
some sea
• • ' * : ' r. t " 4 -ff-' 4. :) P rr V. ' v
' •
•• t.'
V Vt
• ' foods, and egg yolk. ^3)

jw0st vitamin D is obtained by exposure to

the sun or artificial means.
Vitamin £*3 (tocopherol) significance in human nutrition lias
not as yet been clearly established, although it is known to be
.

-"r '[V 1

necessary for normal reproduction in many animals*

^

Vitamin E is a

natural antioxidant and as such preserves the easily oxidized fat
soluble vitamins and unsaturated fatty acids in foods and in ths

2?
body#

High mounts of polyunsaturated fatty acids, as corn oil,

require more vitamin B to prevent the lipid peroxidations#
B also protects Tritamin A.

Vitamin

Vitamin £ is being used in the treatment

of collagenous skin diseases, as well as a protection against certain
poisons as carbon tetrachloride#

It is also being used in the

treatment of cardio-vascular diseases, with debatable results#
the leading food sources of vitamin B are the vegetable oils
as corn, soya bean, peanut, cotton and coconut; it is also found in
some cereal products, greens and eggs133,18h)
Vitamin V$ chief function is to aid normal blood clotting
but it is not effective in hemopidlia which is hereditary#

Vitamin

K is necessary for the synthesis of prothrombin# Evidence indicates
a possibility that vitamin E and vitamin & may participate in
oxidation-reduction reactions#

Bile salts are necessary for vitamin

K*s absorption in the small intestine.^3»18M
The richest food sources of vitamin K are the green leafy
v<3 geteble s.<^3,3BU)
flic water-soluble vitamins are the B complex and. vitamin C#
Thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, pyridoxin© (S6), panthothanic
acid, B12 and folic acid are the S vitamins of greatest importance
to human nutrition, as far as is known to date.
Thiamine (81) participates in all oxidative decarboxylation©#
It is necessary for growth, fertility and lactation*

It is essential

for normal digestion and gastrointestinal tonus, and for the main
tenance of good apoetite# Bubow^^ reports a study on children with
complaints of poor appetite or failure to gain and/or grow properly*
Ihey were given an adequate diet and a multi-vitamin preparation
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emphasising thiamine and B12 along with D-sorbitol, which enhances
the absorption of these vitamins* Appetite improved significantly
in 20 to 2^ per cent of the children, and some improvement either
in appetite or weight gain was noticed in U3 to 55 per cent of the
children* However the close relationship between vitamins and the
possible synergistic effect of the many other vitamins was apparent
from the fact that the effects of vitamins B1 and B12 fed alone,
were not as pronounced as when these two vitamins were fed along
with other vitamins. (55)
Thiamins is necessary for the normal function of the nervous
tissue* The brain and the heart are the two organs most affected
by a deficiency of thiamine* It appears however, that the brain
contains a great excess of thiamine and that the level below which
nervous tissue Is Irreparably damaged Is extremely low.^W
The needs for thiamine axe proportional to the caloric
content of the diet* Increasing in the same proportion as carbohy
drate does* There is a greater seed for thiamine with increase in
metabolism, as well as in prolonged fever, hyperthyroidism and in
gastrointestinal disturbances* Thiamine is destroyed by radiation,
by prolonged exposure to high temperatures, and by contact with
alkali madia.
The best sources of thiamine are yeast, whole grain cereals,
fwsh groan sagetablss, legumes, most nuts, liver and porlc.^)
Riboflavin (B2) plays many roles, some more recently dis
covered* It is involved in the production of adreno-cortieal
hormones, and plays a coensymatic role in the catabolism of fat*
It is of primordial importance in the oxidation and reduction
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reactions in almost all cells.

Its deficiency impairs the respira

tory capacity of the cell. Katagiri and associates^12®) in Japan
conclude that riboflavin acts as a glycosyl carrier during the
synthesis of polysaccharides. Riboflavin is also involved in the
conversion of tryptophane to nicotinic acid.
Some signs of riboflavin deficiency are corneal vasculariza
tion, cloudiness, ulceration—impairment of visual acuity; also
scaling of the skin, cheilosis and glossitis.
Protein appears to be neeessaiy for the retention of riboflavin*
Food containing riboflavin are dairy products and other animal protein
sources # (38,U5,133,181a)
i&acin forms a part of the coenzymes, and acts as a vasodila
tor.

Its deficiency affects the gastrointestinal and nervous system,

resulting in pellagra with its famous h D symptoms (diarrhea, derma
titis, dementia, death)•

In pellagra niacin deficiency is associated

with tryptophane deficiency, tryptophane being niacin* s precursor.
In the United States pellagra has been eradicated basically through the
enrichments of flour and bread, to which riboflavin, thiamine, niacin,
and iron are added as a result of a Federal Law passed in 191*3*

In

the 1920*3 and 1930*s pellagra was the most serious deficiency
disease in the United States.

The enrichment program benefits espe

cially the lower income group, as they use more cereal products.
The enrichment program becomes more meaningful when we realize that
90 per cent of the thiamine and 70 to 85> per cent of niacin and ribo
flavin are removed in patent flour processing methods*(38,18i|.)
IHacin food sources are animal proteins, most nuts.
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especially peanuts) legumes, and whole grain or enriched cereal
products* (11*6)
fyridoxine or 86 is closely linked to fat

itabolisra.

although the exact mechanisms are not clear*
Vitamin B6 has a coenzywe function, and is essential for the
metabolism of tryptophane* It is needed for the utilisation of
various amino acids and is involved in antibody production* Carbo
hydrate accelerates the bacteria synthesis of pyridoxins in the
intestines* Food sources of pyridoxins are cereals, legumes and
flesh foods, largely*
Pantothenic Acid1 a functions are to maintain a normal skin,
and aid the growth and development of the central nervous system*
It is essential for carbohydrate and fat metabolism, and is related
to the utilisation of other vitamins, especially riboflavin* It Is
involved in adrenal function#
According to Steferud^9^ pantothenic acid is widely dis
tributed in foods* Liver and eggs are particularly good sources,
although broccoli, cauliflower, lean beef, skim silk, white potatoes,
tomatoes and molasses are quite high in pantothenic acid*
Vitamin B12 is best known for its role in the therapy of
pernicious anemia and sprue* It is more effective when taken
parenterally than orally* B12 is essential for the normal developmt of red blood cells, yet it is accompanied in the role of blood
formation by folic acid, vitamin C, pyridoxins, iron and copper*
B12 acts as a growth factor in children and influences coensyme I
secondarily* It has a supporting role in carbohydrate metaboll;
and Is Involved in the

tahollsm of purines and pyrimidines* It is
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a red cobalt-containing vitamin, whose major bodily need can be met
by bacterial synthesis.^t3B,39#173*lBM
According to Steferud^^ vitamin B12 is found in animal
protein foods, as the organs, muscle meat, milk, cheese, fish and
eggs* As far as is known fruit and vegetables do not furnish any
vitamin B12*
Folic Acid is necessary for the formation of blood colls in
man*

s\

The best food sources incMde liver, dry beans, lentils, cowpeas,

asparagus, broccoli, spinach and collards*^^^)
Vitamin C is the water-soluble vit&mXn most easily destroyed
by oxidation*

j;

It has a specific role in the metabolism of connective

tissues, acting as a cement between cells*

It plays a role in tooth

and bon© formation and repair, as well as in wound healing*

It is
\

related to the metabolism of the amino acids phenylalanine and
tyrosine*

Its breakdown processes are the main source of urinary

oxalates in the kidneys* Citrus fruits, tomatoes, cabbage, et cetera,
are Its best sources, but in the tropics many other fruits provide
vitamin C such as the cashew fruit, papayas and guavas, (31, 32,18!)
The variety of interrelationships between the various vitamins
and other nutrients, and the mai^- possible roles of vitamins as co
factors bring to the foreground the importance of good basic nutrition
and variety in food consumption*
Minerals*

These nutrients form the base on which the body is

constructed, making it possible for the body to be healthy and strong*
They are activators of enayme systems.
metabolism*

They have many roles in body
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neuromuscular excitability, autonomic balance, cardiac function,
blood coagulation, cellular and capillary permeability, antigen*
antibody reactions, complement-fixation, and phagocytosis by leu
cocyte s * *

133# 181$)

There appears to be no need to supplement the adequate diet
of a normal, healthy person with calcium«

However this might be

necessary in cases of decalcification* Children require more
calcium, than adults for bone growth.
Milk is the best source of calcium*

Its lactose may help

absorb the calcium of the milk* Cheese is equally a good source*
Calcium is present to a lesser degree in oranges, figs, bread, and
other grain products*^8)
Phosphorus has more functions in the body than any other
element*
;v

It is necessary for normal muscle, nerves and brain meta

bolism, as well as in carbohydrate, protein and fat metabolism*
is required for skeletal growth and tooth development*

It

It has to do

with the acid base regulation, and with vitamin and enzyme activity.
An acid media is necessary for the proper absorption of
phosphorus.

An excess of iron, magnesium and aluminum interfere with

phosphorus absorption.

Phosphorus is found in most foods3 but in

cereals much is combined with phytic acid and may be unavailable*
Laxative foods tend to reduce the absorption of phosphorus
Iron is found mostly in the blood*
small amounts in the ferrous state*
re-utilises iron*

It is absorbed best in

The body avidly conserves and

Its functions include the transportation of oxygen

and carbon dioxide) it is a part of the hemoglobin molecule) it acts
as a catalyst along with copper in cellular respiration processes)

31*
it is a component of the onayiiie systems
Gastric acidity is not iraportant in iron absorption*
liver and spleen are its chief storage sites*
it is used for hemoglobin synthesis*

The

In the bone mrr<M

There is a greater need for

iron during growth and th© reproductive period, its deficiency
causing.: anemia.

Hookworm infestation is one* of the primary

causes for iron deficiency ane^da*

It has been reported that a

light infection of hookworms may bring about a daily blood loss of
about 8 milliliters*

This represents a loss of about Hi milligrams

of iron per day, which may be significant in inducing anemia in an
individual on a low iron intake, as often is the case in the tropics*
Itookworms cause a slow oozing of blood into the gastrointestinal
tract because of their mode of infestation.^^
Sources of iron include liver, eggs, dry beans, dry fruits,
molasses, green leafy vegetables and the outer layers of whole grain
products.
Iodine is found in minute mounts in the thyroid gland and is
necessary for normal growth and reproduction.

It is a constituent of

thyroxine which serves as a regulator for many metabolic functions#
The pituitary gland is of prime importance In maintaining the
metabolism and size of the thyroid gland*
thermostat, the thyroid as the furnace#

The pituitary acts as the
Iodine exerts & direct effect

on the thyroid.
More iodine is required during puberty and. pregnancy*

The

most practical way to insure sufficient iodine in the diet is to add
it to salt*

In the warm countries it is best to add it in the form

of iodate, instead of iodide, the former being more ©table and less
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volatile. (38^3>18^18^
is necessary for the activation of enzymes, and it
seems likely that it is necessary for the proper utilization of
thiamins•

Its deficiency has not been recognized in man.^83*^8^

l^Sagneslum is necessary for the efficient utilization of amino
acids in the formation of protein, and 70 per cent of the magnesium
in the body is found in the bones.

It is related to connective

tissue metabolism, and has many parallels to potassium metabolism.
Zinc is of great importance in the carbon dioxide transporta
tion and metabolism.

It is essential for the normal functioning of

the pancreas, being tied up with the carbohydrate metabolism.

How

ever there is no convincing evidence that it is essential for the
formation of insulin.

A deficiency in man has not been recognised.

but the dietary sources of protein and calcium appear to affect the
zinc requirement.
Fluorine is coming more and more into evidence due to its \
beneficial effect on controlling caries, when minute and controlled
amounts are present or added to drinking water.
is the recommended amount.

One part per million

The mechanism involved is not known.^8^)
\\

Sulfur forms an important part of the amino acids cystine and
methionine, of insulin and of some vitamins.

However an excess intake \\
s

of inorganic sulfur may result in toxic reactions in animals and
humans.

\

)
Copper is required in bone formation, and is closely associated

with iron metabolism.

It acts as a catalyst in hemoglobin formation.

It is associated with pigment and enzyme formation in the body.
transported in the plasma.

It is

Its deficiency has never been observed
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In man. (183,18!*)
Potassium is closely associated with the functions of the
muscles.

It forms a close balance with calcium in the maintenance

of nerve irritability or excitability*

It is also associated with

carbohydrate metabolism, and is related to water balance in the
cells* (18!*)
Cobalt is associated with appetite#

It forms I* per cent of

B12 and in this association aids in the prevention of pernicious
anemia*

It is required by bacteria in the intestinal tract for the

synthesis of B12.

Upon the administration of cobalt, iron absorp

tion is apparently increased and more iron is used for hemoglobin
synthesis • (*®3#lSi*)
Sodium is found mostly in the extra cellular fluids of the
body, and participates in osmosis.

It is the regulator of neu

trality, and is associated with muscle contractions#

Potassium and

sodium levels are becoming of greater importance to modern
surgery* (181*)
The above trace elements are all closely Interrelated in
their functions in the body* They are found in a variety of foods,
thus an adequate diet will provide them in sufficient amounts*
11. THE ADEQUATE DIET
Basic Pattern
In order to include all the essential nutrients for good
health, various patterns have been devised and revised*

The most

common has been the Basie Seven which includes seven groups of foods.
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namely* Bread and cerealsf protein foods, milk and milk products,
green and yellow vegetables, vitamin C fruits and vegetables
sources. other vegetables including potatoes, and fat»*(^ For
reasons of simplicity this pattern has been favorably substituted
by the Basic Four Pattern which includes the Protein Foods Group,
Vegetable and Fruit Group, Bread and Cereal Group, and the Milk
Group.
The basic principle of all these patterns is to provide an
adequate diet, which according to Leverton(10$ is "the combination
of right amounts of the right kinds of food to provide all of the
nutrients in sufficient quantities for good health.11
The Bally Food Guide in the form of the Basic Four provides
the laymen a sure and easy way of getting the food nutrients needed.
The sines of servings may vary from small for the children, to
medium for the moderately active, and to very large or with seconds
for the very active, and the teenager. The Basic Four Pattern
includes t
1# Bread and Cereal Group. This group furnishes an inex*
pensive source of energy and proteins, and includes grains and
breads, cooked and ready-to-eat cereals, flour, pastes and rice.
Whole grain cereals appear to provide more nutrients than the
refined. If there is no enrichment program, the whole grain will
supply more minerals and vitamins, than the e<

>nly processed

cereals. The University of Wisconsin^) reports a study with rats,
in which the average amount of dental decay was reduced approximately
50 per cent when the diet contained whole grains rather than the
processed cereal products. Four or more servings of the cereal group
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should ho used daily, on© serving being considered as 1 slice of
brsad, or i/2 to 3A cup of cereal, pastes or rice*
Protein Group* Kggs, dry le^uiTios, nuts, nut hut bars,
jaaat, fish and poultry are valuable sources of protein, and. sane
minerals and. vitamins* Two servings or more should be used a day,
ora serving being considered as 2 eggs, or 1 cup cooked beans, or
1/2 cup cooked soybeans, or h tablespoons of peanut butter.
3* The Milk Group*

This group provides a valuable source

of protein, calcium and other minerals anti vitamins*

It may be

used in the form of fluid, evaporated, skim, dry, yogurt, or
clabbered milk, or in the form of cheese *

It is suggested that

children receive from 3 to b cups a day, and adults at least 2 cups*
Tile milk value in 1U0 grams of cottage cheese or UO grams of American
cheese is equivalent to 1 cup of milk#
lu

Vegetables arid Fruits are the chief sources of minerals

and vitamins*

Four or more servings a day should be included, and

in these there should be ora serving of a good source of vitamin 0,
and at least every otter day ora serving of a good source of vitamin
A*

Ora may count 1/2 cup of cooked vegetable or fruit as one serv

ing, or a portion ordinarily served as 1 medium apple, banana,
orange, or 1/2 grapefruit or 1/2 c&nbal0upe.^A°5>)
The Cereal Group, along with sugar and fats, provides most of
the calories in foodstuffs*

These -are vary necessary since every

act and movement in life involves ©Aponditurs of energy*

It has

been estimated that the heart alone, even while a person is at rest,
expends every hour the amount of energy equivalent to the lifting of
the entire body about 30 meters in the air. Energy is Involved,
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in breathing m well a® In maintaining the tension of the muscles*
The exception is mental work* which may cause fatigue without an^
correspondijng energy expense.

It is wise to choose calorics by the

company they keep, so as to include foods that along with the
calories, will provide minerals, vitamins and proteins*
3®zm individuals have omitted some of those groups for
economical reasons*

However milk is by far the cheapest source of

calcium and riboflavin, while the citrus fruits and tomatoes may be
the least expensive form of vitamin €*

As for vitamin A the leafy

green and the deep yellow vegetables are the most economical source.
Milk, vitamin C rich foods, and green and yellow vegetables ar©
groups of foods very important own in the lowest-cost dietary*
The Basie Four Pattern includes the essential nutrients, but
otter foods should be added to make up the calories needed* Fats
and sugars provide calories, and the fatty acids of fats are just as
essential to health as ar® the ami.no acids of proteins.

Fats also

carry some of the vitamins *(^ *10$,H5)
Sherman^^ has recomraandod the following calories per day
for moderately active adults of average siae as depicted in Table II.
TAHIE U
CJlimiES FOR AVMABE imkMATBW AGfiW ADULTS

im.

KHogroms

luJLogrQias

S5

3,200
2,900
2,600

2,300
2,300
1,800

US
65
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Shoman^^ compares tlie haman body to the automobile engine*
The protein and some of the mineral elements correspond to the
structural material of the motors other mineral matters, includ
ing «ater, correspond to the lubricants; such organic foods as
the carbohydrates and fats and the non-nitrogen derivatives of
proteins are tho fuel; and the vitamins correspond to the
ignition sparks, whose own energy value is insignificant, but
without which this kind of engine cannot run, however abundant
its fuel and however appropriate its structural materials and
its lubricants#
Menu Planning
Planning the meals for a day is the practical application of
the Basic Four Pattern*
and enjoyable*

These meals should be nutritionally sound

Many factors may interfere, however, with an indivi

dual^ dietary habits, such ass
1* Carelessness, ignorance and prejudice*
become prejudiced early in life*

Children may

Only a sound education in

nutritional principles accompanied by a strong conviction of the
benefits of change can modify dietary habits*
2*

Racial habits*

3#

Fads and false advertising, along with ingrained miscon

ception about foods and food combinations*
km

Poverty is one of the most pressing problems in many

parts of the world*

It is essential as a partial remedy that indivi

duals be educated to get the most nourishment for the least money* (iw
Some general rules for mm. planning are*
1*

Use the whole day as a unit rather tiiaa the individual

meals* Peals should supplement each other*
2*

Use some food of each of the Basic Four Groups daily and

preferably in each meal*

Ill
3* TJse a raw food at Inast once a dav#
L# At each meal plan om food which vill ho satisfying, one
that Td.ll require chewing, os^ tdrlch contains roughage, arid usually
a hot food or drink*
£•

Provide variety of
(1)

Flavor—do not have all foods at om meal sweet
or tart, strong or bland*

(2)

Texture—a crisp salad goes wall with a bland
potato dish*

(3)

Color—vary and combine carefully the color of
foods at a steal*

(U)

Temperature—hot foods should be hot| cold foods
should be cold*

(5)

Shape or form—do not have all vegetables cut in
the sane sis© and form*

6* Provide food that tastes good, smells good, and looks
good/2^
It is possible to choose cheaper rather than more expensive
foods within the Basic Four Pattern Groups*

For example, in Brazil

in the Cereal Group, rice and com are cheaper than wheat* Beady to
serve cereals are more expensive than uncooked bulk cereals*
made baked goods are cheaper than bakery products*

Home

In the Protein

Group, legumes and cereals are cheapest but are incomplete, except
as they supplement each other; choose, milk and fish are moderate
in cost; eggs vary with the season*

Buts and flesh foods, espe

cially poultry, are the most expensive*
As for fruits and vegetables, the less common and out of

season arc iho most expensive* Hoot vegetables as well as cabbags
and leaf/ vegetables are usually less expensive, particularly *;iien
In season*

vlasto in the kitchen can i-ake a fruit or vegetable

expensive, such as discarding usable leaves of vegetables or the
liquid in which vegetables arc cooked, or burning food.
Utilising left over foods properly can be a groat saver#

This

cati be achieved by planning meals in advance for a whole week and
shopping accordingly# Another forci of waste is the lack of proper
care of foods after purchasing, -such as improper refrigeration or
keeping perishable foods too long before using thexa.^)

Bell pre

pared food can be attractive, appetising and satisfying, but the
contrary may be true without care and planning. For example, grease
which has been overheated or vegetables which have been cooked too
long, not only are irritating and nob appetising, but may bring
about anorexia and. nausea. 035)
Care should be taken to use the Basic Four Groups first and
then add foods that will furnish more calories*
The use of soft drinks is widespread in Brasil, but those aro
not health promoting foods*

The cola group of soft drinks contains

caffeine, about 2/3 of a grain per each 6 ounce drink# Host medical
men bcHeve that this much caffeine, especially during childhood, is
not good#

Furthermore, soft drink plants in some cities operate

under highly unsanitary conditions* A study in Hawaii^) suggests
that overindulgence in soft drinks, acid-flavored candios and acid
fruit jtixcos, may play a .part in promoting dental decay.
Faal planning should include a pleasant environment and a
carefrce auiospliere#

The nervous system controls the secretory and

h3
motile ftjmctlons of the aliiaentary tract, and ar^ disturbarice of the
nervous system is first felt in tlie stomach. Attractive food and a
pleasant onvironment will favor the work of the stomach.

Strain and

stress in spite of an attractive meal can promote poor digestion.
mam (28) reports that when a convict receives a hearty breakfast
two hours before execution, autopsy has shown an absence of digestion
and the whole breakfast is usually found in the stomach.
The distribution of the food groups in meals for the day
should be adapted to the customs of the people in the various coun
tries. A suggested menu pattern for a day consists of
Breakfast

Dinner

Fruit
Cereal
Idk drink
Bread

Protein dish as a legume
dish
Vegetable
Rice, paste, bread or
potato
Salad, vegetable
Beverage
De rt (may omit)
Supper
Soup
Protein dish
Bico, paste or bread
Fruit
Beverage
Dessert (may omit)

According to Xoung^^ homemakers are more anxious to receive
help on mm planning, and on ideas to prepare easy meals.

Their

greatest need concerns more nutrition knowledge related to fruits and
vegetables rich in ascorbic acids to carotene rich vegetables and
fruitsj to the need of milk for the adults &nd to the nutritional
value of broads tuffs and cereals*
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Importance of Good Breakfast

Breakfast is a

ial often neglected In Brasil*

In a food

survey by Carvalho^2) it was found that in Rio de Janeiro 80 per
cent of the children of school age did not get an adequate break
fast.

In the same city an inquiry among 5U3 blood donors showed

that only 70 had an adequate breakfast, 278 an incomplete breakfast,
and l£0 had only had black coffee, while the remainder had practically
nothing, or nothing.
A good breakfast should be eaten to start a good day*

It is

difficult to include all the required nutrients for the day if
breakfast is cnittsd. Working aU morning without breakfast is liks
spending money before it is earned.
form the breakfast habit*

It may be difficult at first to

the hunger sensation passes when food is

not ingested and a person may not feel hungry, even though he may
actually be suffering from the effects of not eating* The habit of
eating breakfast can be started by taking small amounts of food at
first and gradually working up to eating a normal breakfast*

It is

reported that individuals who try this are surprised at how much
better they feel at the end of the day* (^

Tuttlereports an

experiment an employee output related to breakfast intake* He found
a greater output when a basic breakfast had been eaten than when it
V
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Including a mid-morning break with food improved the

work output of 50 per cent of the employees, but added nothing to
the capacity of work when a good breakfast had been taken*
According to Eppright^?) employers need a greater appreciation
of how good nutrition increases work efficiency and cuts absenteeism

hS
An adequate breakfast consisting of fruit, bread, a glass of
milk or ©gg or cheese, will mean better nutrition* Leverton^^
illustrates the need for an adequate choice at each meal in the
following way* It is not possible to buy just one shoe and expect
the store to keep the other shoe until there is enough money to pay
for it* In the same way, she states, the body cannot hold over
essential substances from on© meal to use hours later* The supply
must be constant*
Vegetable Protein Supplementation
According to Fox and Poster^) ±n order for proteins to be
well utilised it is necessary that the amino acids required be present
in adequate amount* They also state that ‘♦the omission of any one
essential amino acid from the diet of a mammal, for a period of only
three hours, could result in complete failure to us© all of the other
essential amino acids •w The same investigators favor the idea that
complete proteins (food proteins that contain adequate amounts of
the essential amino acids) are superior in nutritional value to any
combination of amino acids*
One of the nutritional problems in the world today is the
inadequate supply of food and protein. The fundamental reason for
undernourished populations is the lack of productivity* In many
countries malnutrition results in kwashiorkor in children* Efforts
have been mad® to irradicate this disease in the last decade through
the joint endeavors of the WHO and FAD United nations agencies*
Kwashiorkor is considered an entity, with origin in protein malnutri
tion, and. of world«<wide prevalence and importance.^)
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Proteins must be provided economically to the underdeveloped
nations and according to Block/* ^ '‘for the greatest economy an
attempt should be made to achieve a combination of proteins which
will be as complete as possible in amino-acids, at a minimum total
percentage of protein in the diet*”
Oil seed press cakes, resulting from the extraction of oil
from peanut, cotton seed, coconut, sesame and soybeans, are all rich
sources of protein#

Host of them contain around hO per cent protein#

Due to crude primitive processing methods used in their oil extrac
tion most of these seed press cakes are rendered unavailable for
human consumption, being utilised only for animal feed and fertilisers#

Sebrell^k) suggests the possibility of making these seed

cakes available for human consumption, and that an adequate protein
nutrition can be attained by suitable mixtures of cereal, legume and
oil seed products#

Cotton seed is especially important in .Brasil

and would appear to offer possibilities for protein supplementation.
According to Sheman^^)
Vfaen grain products, vegetables, fruits and milk have all
been given thsir full place in the diet, the result is a food
supply and dietary of such excellence that the extent to which
meats, fat and sweets are added is of relatively little conse
quence in normal nutrition.
Costal 7) in Brasil has recommended that each country deter
mine the best and most adequate sources of vegetable protein, such
as legumes and nuts, and achieve means by which the production of
these may be increased.
At the International Conference on Vitamins Harris (ai)
stated that “both the vegetarian and carnivorous diet are adequate
to feed mankind.

There is no Indispensable food and it is now

ability of the body to utilize excess cholesterol, whether of endo
genous or exogenous origin.
Kagsted^) reports
An all vegetable diet supplying 25 grams of protein per day
of which liB per cent of the protein came fmn wheat products
and 62 per cent from cereals, contained all of the essential
amino acids in quantities equaling exceeding Rose * s estimated
minimum requirements. Tlie amount of methionine plus cystine
barely equaled the estimated requirement.
In an extension of Harding1}? and Stare’s study^0^ the mcasurements of height, weight, and blood pressures of the vegetarian
and non vegetarian groups showed no differences.

However the f,pureH

vegetarians weighed an average of twenty pounds less.

The total

protein albumin, globulin values, and hematological findings for
the two groups were the same.

A similar study^^ indicates that

lacto-ovo-vegetarians consume more fiber than non vegetarians. This
seems compatible with nomal functioning of the gastrointestinal
tract.
Plants synthesise their own protein from the soil and air,
while animals must depend on food to build their protein tissues.
Huts have been mentioned as a good supplementary protein, and
they do have a high fat content,
nutritive value.

flats differ in fat content and

The cashew nut has a relatively high biological

value ami digestibility.

The United States Bureau of Human

Nutrition and Home Economies reports that the Brazil nut has more
methionine than any other foods.
a year ahead of the nut crop.

The Brazil nut tree blossoms

The nuts contain 65 to 70 por cent

oil, with an average of 100 calorics per 1/2 ounce.They also
contain a protein comparable to milk, according to a rat growth
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study reported by Costa.Sherra&n and Lawford^1^^ suggest a
generous dish of mixed nuts or fru.it and nut salad as a good niain
dish for lunch or dinner and an interesting and labor-saving my of
diversifying the diet.

Peanut butter on white bread tends to restore

the protein, vitamins and some of the mineral values of the whole
wheat grain which are rejected in the milling process.

This becomes

of importance especially in the diet of growing children.
Sane have thought that the protein content of milk products
differs from milk but according to Byrd^* comraercdal processing of
milk, as used in the preparation of evaporated and powdered milk#
does not decrease the nutritive value of protein content.
Interest has developed in the use of leaf proteins for food.
With the millions of hungry people in the world plus the ever increas
ing population, it is imperative that all food sources be investi
gated, particularly protein sources.

Leaf proteins are as good

protein sources as fish meal* It is suggested that waste leaves
such as green beet tops in the temperate zones, and the leaves of
sweet potatoes, sugar cane, banana and cassava in the warmer
regions, all may be good sources of leaf protein#

The disadvantage

lies in the deep green color, which is not easily acceptable for
food#

This area is open to investigation at the present.
Cereals are consumed in greater quantities in the poorer, more

crowded sections of the world.

The caloric value of one pound of

milled rice Is over $0 per cent more than that of one pound of
medium beef, and on the average one pound, of mat production requires
about eight pounds of grain.

In the United States 70 per cent of the

grains are consumed by animals.

$0
lysine is the limiting amirrj acid in cereals, especially
nheat.^^

Barnes and othersreport that wheat can be improved

by simultaneous suppleir^ntation with lysine and potassium, the
value then resembling that of milk. This experiment was done with
cream of wheat to which 0*3$ grams 1-lysine monohydrochloride was
added to each 100 grams of the wheat in the formula, producing a
lysine-tryptophans ratio of Utl* This was supplemented with a $
per cent solution of potassium and sodium chloride, and enough water
to make up 12$ to X$0 milliliters per kilogram per day for the
infants fed*
Cereal grains combined with milk produce protein with as
high biological value as milk alone* Miole wheat, oats, rice and
maize may supplement each other*

Soybeans, green leaves and

potatoes are especially effective for supplementing refined milled
wheat and maize products.
Cereals can be supplemented with legumes, seeds, oil seed
cakes, nuts, palm kermis, and leaf proteins* Algae have been
suggested but have not as yet been found to be palatable.
Chickconsiders a mixture of cereals and soybeans most pro
mising, resulting in a nutritional value comparable to that of milk
proteins* The same author reports a study in which a group of rats
fed the outer layers (bran) of the wheat grain, and a group of rats
fod the inner portions (endosperm), both produced less growth than
when a rrdxture of these proteins was fed simultaneously.
It would appear that cereals should continue to be consumed
in abundance but a greater effort made to supDleiaent their proteins*
Legumes with the exception of peanuts and soybeans, tend to

$2
Kalti Purpose Food Is a flour with approximately 90 per cent hull
free soy grits and enriched with other nutrients, including vitamins
and minerals*

Two ounces of United States Multi Purpose Food has

the nutritional equivalent of 1/2 pound beef, 1 baked potato, 1 dish
green peas, and 1 glass of milk.^^
Soybeans are used to extend meat dishes such as meat loaves,
sausages and meat cakes* They do not dilute the meat protein, but
rather add protein of high value and cause less shrinkage, due to
their moisture retaining properties.Industry is making more
use of this exceptional vegetable food and in all the world soybeans
are being introduced more and more in human nutrition as well as in
animal feed*^)
Some contend that soybeans are not well absorbed due to their
antitrypsin factor which tends to exert a growth depressing effect on
animals.

According to Booth and collaborators^^ "this factor is

destroyed by heat-processing in the production of soy flours*

The

only possible danger would arise if raw soybean flour or flakes were
used in food products*"
Vegetable protein mixtures are being investigated and adapta
tions made to benefit each country individually*

^cLaughlan^

recommends that
For mixtures of foods in which cereal products contribute
approximately half or more of the protein, the lysine content
is a reliable guide to the nutritional value of the protein
mixture.
As vegetable protein mixtures take their place In combating
malnutrition, especially among children, several factors must be
cons idersdi89^
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1* The amino acid content of the individual ingredients and
the final product*
2* The possible presence of toxic or interfering factors*
3* The need for obtaining exact specifications of each of
the components*
h* The necessity of avoiding processes that damage the
quality of protein*
S* The desirability of using products of local origin*
6* The final product most be inexpensive and easily preserved*
7* It must be easily prepared in the home as infant food by
mothers of low-income families*
8* It must not run counter to existing dietary habits and
prejudices*
Vegetable protein mixtures are recommended for commercial
production only aften

m

1* The product has been tested in at least two animal
species*
2* The biologic value of the protein has been demonstrated
by animal growth studies*
3* The acceptability and effectiveness has been tested in
careful studies with children*
iu Field trials have been done in selected communities or
small population groups*
Inoaparina has passed the above tests* It is a mixture put cm
sals In Guatemala in March I960 as the culmination of research started
in 1953* It is a powdered substance soluble in water* It may be
mixed to produce a drink known as Hatole« or used in food, raw or

Diseases ±ti Meat
It has been demonstrated that souse diseases can be trans
mitted through meat to man#
trichinosis.

Pork is the common source of human

According to Stefferud^^)

The trichineHa spiralis pas© into the walls of the intestine
where they bore part way into its wall. They become sexually
mature in two days and attain maximum size a week after they
have been swallowed. In cases of severe attack, persons may
die 5-6 weeks after eating the infected meat, in a raw state,
or not cooked or cured enough# Trichinosis is a serious, pain
ful, and sometimes fatal disease of man, affects the muscles
and movements become painful* i ederal meat inspection does not
guarantee that fresh pork passed as safe for human consumption
is free of trichinae for the reason that there is no known
practical system of inspection by which this can be don©.
Thorough cooking is the most effective safeguard*
Fish tapewora may attain 25 feet in length in man.

Tapeworm

is acquired from eating raw, nearly raw, cold-smoked, or salted fish
which is infected.

One infected person may discharge a million

tape worn eggs per day.^^
The beef tapeworm, Taenia oaglnata, lives in the immature
stage in the muscles and internal organs of cattle.

A person eating

raw or rare beef that harbors a single live wore can become infected
with a tapeworm.

The adult tapeworm lives in th© intestine of man

where it can attain 1*0 feet or more in length.

An infested person

usually harbors only one tapeworm, but several segments with several
thousand ©ggs each, may be expelled almost every day for several
year* by one tapeworm carrier.^9)
Research workers found that animals that appear to be healthy
may spread organisms that cause tuberculosis and brucellosis#

Vac

cination can protect animals, but does not give immediate and long
lasting results.

Ho vaccine is absolutely safe or completely
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effective, especially for very susceptible animals.
Lymphomatosis, an infectious disease, leads to tumorous
accumulations of lymphoid cells in various parts of the body#

It

is widespread in chicken flocks in the United States and is believed
to be caused by viruses.

Up to 1956 no forms of lymphomatosis could

be prevented by vaccine or by the use of other prophylactic measures#
Chickens may also have at least 10 different species of tapeworms,
and no drug has been found which will remove all of these in poultry*
There is no treatment for the stomach worn#

Control depends solely

on sanitation#
Stefferud^-^ states that cancer of the eyes is common in
cattle# Secondary growth in the lymph gland of the head and in the
lung may soon follow#

Occasionally the liver and other organs may

also become involved#

In cattle showing a small, localised eye

tumor at slaughter, only the head is condemned as unfit for food
imposes# Malignant lymphoma is often found throughout the carcass
in slaughtered animals of all ages and breeds, in cattle, sheep and
hogs#

The estimated loss from tumors in slaughtered cattle, sheep

and swire was nearly two million dollars in 19U9*

At that time only

about 65 per cent of all meat-producing animals were slaughtered
under Federal inspection (80 per cent in 195W# From the above it is
evident that there is considerable disease in animals and that at
least some may be transmitted to man#
III#

NUTRITIONAL NEEDS THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CICLE

Nutrition of Infants and Children
Nutrient requirements for infants and children vary from those
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tor the adults* Infants require more water in preportion to their
weight* water is the earliest addition to the diet*

It should be

offered at intervals dally from birth on from a teaspoon or from a
bottle# It should be sterile and lukewarm.
Infants use at least twice as much energy per unit of weight
as an adult because they hare more surface area and they are
museularly hyperactive* Activity is normally maintained through
ehil®Kx>d.(11*?) Adults who try to cope with children's activities
soon become exhausted. The food intake of children must exceed
their energy requirements to provide for rapid growth*
SSieewm^9^ suggests 3.5 grams of protein per kilogram per
day for children under one year of age* This is high compared to
one gram per kilogram per day as

mded for adults but the

child requires more protein for growth. ^*350 Growth rate depends on
the diet, as wall as on prenatal factors such as maternal nutrition,
site of the uterus and placenta, and heredity*^^)
According to WOoster(^) there is no chemical evidence that
proper milk feeding mixtures am inferior to mother's milk* He
states that breast feeding is widely recommended trm the psychologi
cal point of view but that feeding mixtures are free from pathogenic
organisms, and modified to form a fine curd with gastric remain and
are therefore very acceptable* There ie net complete agreement with
this viewpoint by all authorities, and it is generally believed that
mother's milk ie the preferred food for human infante*
Soy milk has been used in some parts of the world in place of
cow's milk with excellent results for the infants* Horaes(^)
reports a milk bank in Plrapora, Brasil, where soy bean milk is used

S3
exclusively.

A nine month trial period indicated that tha milk was

well accepted by the infants and mothers, and that it is possible
to have such a milk plant in a public health unit, in spite of the
additional work.

At the same time a good opportunity is provided

to educate the people to include soybeans in their normal food
pattern*
Authorities differ in opinion as to when to add other sub
stances to the infant’s diet and the time for adding these foods is
a widespread problem to mothers* According to Chaney^) vitamin C
and D may be started between two weeks to one month of age*

Orange

3uice or other vitamin C rich fruit juices may be started with 1
teaspoon juice diluted with 1 teaspoon sterile water, increasing the
amount until 2 ounces or more of juice are given.

Orange juice and

other vitamin C sources help infants to become accustomed to flavors
other than milk#
tion.

They stimulate the appetite and prevent constipa

Vitamin £ will help the formation of sound teeth* The

pediatrician will prescribe the amount and form to be used*
Chaney^) suggests adding cereals such as oatmeal, cream of
wheat or cream of corn cooked in a double boiler for one hour, between
two to four months of age*

At three months egg yolk may be started,

using l/h teaspoon for the first few days, and then slowly increasing
the amount so that at eight months the infant takes a whole yolk*
Egg white should be given from ten months on.
Vegetables and fruits are added at four to five months,
usually spinach, carrots, green beans, and peas first.

They should

be cooked thoroughly, sieved, and served with a little salt.

The

amount varies beginning with a teaspoon per day, served before the
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milk*
Between fiw to sir months foods should be given that aid the
eruption of teeth, as hard toast#

Little will be consumed at first,

but the chewing will develop the gum#^8)
The child should receive a variety of foods# Butter or mar
garine should be added in moderation, and sugar sparingly or not at
all so as not to distract from the original flavor of foods*

Accord

ing to Sheman^^ much sugar promotes the multiplication of
bacteria in the mouth which may cause lesions in the teeth already
formed. The cereals, green vegetables, and egg yolk will provide
iwn.^

Fruits, vegetables and milk tend to insure good intakes

of calcium, protein and vitamins A and C, while eggs are a good
source of protein, vitamins A and

Sugar, candy, jelly,

jams, soft drinks and cake frostings, all of which have only calories,
should not be given to Infants and young children#

These foods will

tend to take away appetite for food they need more*^^
•Self feeding can be taught to infants before they are one
year old#

The training cup is a useful device# A child can use a

spoon at four months#

He should be taught to use it while he is

held with his back to his mother and with his hand on the little
finger of his mother’s hand to guide him#

If he likes the food he

soon will pull at the mother’s finger# When the child can sit in a
chair, the mother may sit on his right side, with the left am
around him, and allow the baby to hold her finger with the left
hand, thus he will become accustomed to use his right hand#
easier than if the mother sits facing the child.

This Is

At the age of five

to six months the spoon can be placed in the baby's hand with the
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mother guiding it*

It nill take a child about two months to learn

to get the spoon to his mouth#

With this training the baby will

need m help at ten months and will be independent at 1 year#

Early

self feeding prevents behavioral anorexiaf and saves time for the
mother, besides developing: the child#
At the age of one year all classes of simple food, in an
easily digested fora should be incorporated In the diet, as milk,
cereals, sieved or finely minced cooked vegetables and fruits, egg
and simple desserts# Raw fruits and vegetables should be introduced
cautiously as the digestive tract becomes stronger and the teeth
more developed, usually during the second and third year.

All new

foods should be introduced gradually, and if they cause trouble
should be withdrawn for a while or roduced*^;

Infants and child-

ren will, differ in the time of the day when they are hungriest.
Parents should remember that missing a few meals is not harmful to a
child.
The child requires more food in proportion at the age of two
to three than later in life, because at this age he grows faster for
his sdse#

these requirement® decrease until nine to tea years of

age and than speed up again in the teens*

Children usually take

more milk and less of other foods m compared to adults* A variety
of foods m milk, fruits, vegetables, cereals and bread should be
provided for an adequate diet and to develop good food habits
According to SakvinW the consensus of the large majority of
the pediatricians is tout vitamin supplements have no value for
children after infancy, except whore there are specific indications*
Children are curious abort their food (take sandwiches apart).

6l
do not lilte food that is too hot or too cold (allow ice cream to
melt)* they do not like mixtures but like plain foods which they
can identify, and prefer the foods separate on the plate*

Food

dislikes may last only a few days, and the food may be accepted if
presented in a different form*

Usually a child’s appetite keeps

pace with the amount of activity but an children go through
temporary phases in which they are not hungry.

They should not be

forced to eat then and small servings may encourage them to eat more*
Snacks if provided should be of light foods as milk, fruits, or
bread with spreads*

A wholesome food is only injurious to children

when they cannot chew it, or when it is used exclusively and takes
the place of other foods needed for growth*
Byrd (28) stipulates several techniques to be avoided in feeding children*
1* Do not force the child to sit until the place is finished*
2.

Promise a dessert only if the plate is emptied*

3*

Bring back left over food in the same plate at another

Lu

Set the alarm clock to time the child*

5*

Encourage the child to eat for grandma, grandpa or others

meal*

In the family.
6*

Talk during the meal time about the vitamins and other

nutrients that certain foods contain*
7*

Say ’’It is good for you,” or ”It will make you grow,” et

cetera.
8* Compare the child with another brother or sister who eats
more and is younger, older or fatter.
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9m Talk about likes, dislikes, and idiosyncrasies of various
members of the family*
Good elimination in children is of importance and can be con*
trolled by setting a time for bowel movements, by a regular meal
schedule, and by the type of diet* The later should include
roughage, gas formers, lubricants, acid-stimulators and liquids*
Stimulating foods as tea and coffee should not be given to
children* They take the place of milk, overstimulate the system,
and destroy the liking for natural foods, creating a desire for
artificial flavors* Fried foods, most condiments, spices, rich
foods and unripened fruits should also be avoided.^)
Eating habits formed during childhood will dictate to a great
extent what will be eaten in adulthood* Children learn what to eat,
and what to think about food, by the experiences they have, and the
examples set before them* It is easier and safer to build good food
habits than to correct poor ones.^^
Hot weather brings special feeding problems for children*
Their nutrient requirements do not vary much with the exception of
more water* Water is best replaced when provided hour by hour* When
table salt is used in normal amounts there is no need of extra salt,
except during ext;

circumstances*

If allowed children may drink

two to three quarts of cold milk or sweetened carbonated beverages
taking away the appetite for other nutritious foods which is desirable*
Even cold water if taken shortly before meal times, suppresses the
appetite temporarily, producing poor meal time habits*
Herman and Prattgive a few suggestions for childrens
summer nutrition:
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X.

The habit of vigorous outdoor activity should bs cantiisuod

or developed, children do not mind the heat unless conditioned by
adults*
2* Cool, not cold drinks am best and for the moot part,
mfcer is the best to quench thirst*

Evening Intake of water should,

not fee ewrplctely restricted*
% Between meal foods and liigh caloric drinks may Itatm to be
controlled*
1*

A short ^cooling-off” and quiet period before meals ia

advisable and will help to increase the child’s appetite*
5*

Limiting high caloric foods, such as peanut butter and

ice cream, may be necessary*

For some children the us© of skissaed

milk may fee advisable to promote a better appetite for other foods*
6* !#wm the weather is unsoasonally hot the large meal rrysy
best be served In the evening whan the tempemturs Is lower*
7* All of the usual

and guides for developing good

oating habits should bo continued, irrespective of the weather*
Barents give children an enduring gift when they provide tliara
with a good nutritional background, and a set of good food habits.
Attrition for Teenagers
The second period In life with the greatest food requirement
1$ the teenage period*

Physiologically, biologically and emotionally

this can bo the most disturbing toe of life*

Teenagers are between

childhood dependence and adulthood independence*

Their food habits

vary, and girl® should not be oxpeetod to eat as much as boys even at
parties and picnics*
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saeal planning and preparation#
Toting (186) has given several suggestions to help educate the
teenager toward better nutrition ass
1# Give him credit for knowing something*
2* Give him a chance to talk and ask questions#
3# Allow him to accept or reject an idea while talking about
it* In that way he will, not reject it in action*
h# Bo not force feed ideas on food#
5* Allow him to know your honest opinion on what is important*
6* Teach him by example and not by talk*
?* Help him to see that good nutrition is a long term thing,
not a meal-by-meal or day-by-day emergency*
8* Show him there is no perfect food*
fetrition During Pregnancy and Lactation
If a child has good nutrition and good nutritional habits are
cultivated throughout adult life, pregnancy will only require the
increased nutrient needs for that period# But if the individual has
not received adequate nutrition previously, pregnancy will be an
extra burden and a special effort must be put forth to bring about
good nutrition during this time* It is thought that a good diet
during pregnancy decreases the chance for complications and will aid
labor and delivery* At the same time infant® will be healthier, and
there will be less stillbirths or prematurely bora infants*
According to Burke^2a woman’s nutritional status should be
evaluated and dietary advice offered from as early in pregnancy as
possible # The importance of diet during this period Is related to

I
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the increased demand for calories, protein, and calcium especially,
as well as vitamins#
According to McGanity^^*^ prematurity is higher among
mothers with consistent low intakes and low serum levels of vitamin
C#

There is also a greater need for pyridoxins, niacin and. iron.

There is however greater absorption of ingested iron during preg
nancy#
The developing infant is fed from the mothers blood stream
through the placenta#

Some individuals believe that there are cer

tain foods with particular value during pregnancy# According to
Bogert^} this is not so, because no food as such is absorbed and
beneficial to the placenta and fetus#

Foods are only as valuable as

the simple components of which they are made up, and which are
absorbed by the organism.

Steams (IS?) suggests that the best

insurance for a healthy infant is a mother who is healthy and well
nourished throughout her entire life, as well as during the period
of pregnancy itself#
One of the most prom groups to change dietary habits are
pregnant women.

Most women especially during the first pregnancy

want nutritional help.

They want healthy babies, thus accept most

readily nutrition education.
Foods need not be the same during the whole of pregnancy#
fetus grows gradually and so do the nutrient needs.

The

The first three

months require much the same food as before pregnancy#

/feeds increase

30 per cent during four to six months and 50 per cent during seven to
nine months according to Leverton# (105)

The calories increase the

least, only 10 per cent during four to six months and another 10 per

6?
cent in the lent three months of pregnancy. The old saying that
pregnancy requires eating for tm 1® not entirely true.
To avoid nausea or morning sickness, small snacks betseen
meals, without adding many calories are helpful. Eating prevents
the empty feeling that often starts nausea.
Doctors usually recommend a gain of from eight to ten kilo*
gram® during pregnancy/10^ Mien weight gain is excessive reports
Indicate a higher Incidence of sd^a of ankles, hands and face, with
an increased risk of toxemia.

A study of 100 women in Sweden^ ^

Indicates no correlation found between the mother’s weight during
pregnancy and the infant’s birth weight. HcGanity’s^11^ studies
indicate no relationship between calorie or protein intake and birth
weight or length. Foods rich in nutrients should be added especially
In the last two months of pregnancy according to Bogart/^ and the
extra calories taken should be in a form that provides high quality
proteins, minerals and vitamins*
For Brasil, Sambaqui^*^ proposes the following requirements
for pregnancy and lactations
During the first four months of pregnancy 2,500 calories with
nutrients as listed In table XXX, page 66, for women of average
height. During the second four months 3,000 calories, and during
the last month 2,600 calories (less activity). During lactation
3,200 calories with nutrients as listed on table XIX, page 63.
Constipation is a common complaint of pregnant

m. This Is

due to extra waste products, pressure of the uterus on the Intestines,
and loss activity, the last can usually be remedied, and constlpation in general can be aided by ample fluid Intake, as

ill as fruits

m
and

tables and whole grain
Paring lactation the food pattern of the iaother Is about the

aa« aa during the last months of pregnane/, but mm £wx! is needed,
to produce the mother* $ milk* The quality of milk will depend on
the type, of food oaten by the mother and her store of nutrients#
ftaeh of tlia success in nursing an infant depends on the mot!isr*s
mtrltlan ©von before the baby
^.ces, condiments and occasionally strong flavored vege
tables in the mother* s food transfer to the milk and may upset the
baby*^^) Seimt^^ recommends m ample diet of natural foods
as desirable both during pregnaaejy and In lactation as well as at
other periods of life*
TABUS III

mmmms wm mMU*UM mmmm km u&ntim wmu
First "Four"
Months

rnnth Month

Lactation

SS-8.5 pi/icg/
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1*5*2
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18-^) .mg

10-20 mg

20 mg

7,500 X0

10,000 W

10,000 10

10,000 10

2-3 mg

h*4 m

b-5 mg

3-5 mg

2 mg

2*5-3 m

2*5-3 m

3 mg

15 mg

20 mg

20 mg

20-25 m

Vitamin C

120 mg

ISO mg
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150 mg
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l|00~S00 HI
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Iron
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Rlboflai/ln
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cay
i m

mv8&&
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Ooriatric %trit.loa
Q&xvy'^ proposes that attrition smX the &ld&rly should be
the tom used Instead of nutrition of the eideriy* DJutritiou is
mv® tbttn diot# It involves digestion,

tadolisa, absolution, and

utilimtlon of food* In 'the eldai% this involves aa*^ probleoas

!• Metabolic elunge with mpm
2« toss of ealoium £rm tiio bones, with a low gastric acidity
iispairtiig its absorption*
3* fryness of the mouth*
h* Changes In physical ability*
$0 Decrease of carbohydrates tolerance as age advances and
activity ckjcreases,
6* iMuced general digestivo capacity*
?•

deficient dentition^ating may becorse a slow process*

d*

There may be an wmmmmm of the importance of adequate

nutrition*
'?• Disinclination to eat duo to physical infirmity or general
apathy*
icemomical problems of Urn aged frequently Involve a shortage
of money which prevents adequate isoais*
! motional problems may bo involved in tbs nutritional problems
of the elderly such as the loss of independence and pride in oneself}
the tendency for excessive preoccupation with health, especially of
tl«t ^trointestiral tract} psychological and. even psychiatric
difficulties may be present} a reftasstneiifc toward milk may deprive the
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individual of a valuable protein and calcium source | habit is culture
and seldom adults change after 60 years of age.^2^»73tlO5f127f137#10it)
According to

dietary habits of adults, especially the

emotionally unstable, are not easily changedTim nutrition of the elderly may be aided 1^1 (52,105,131,137,114^)
1#

Use of foods that are high in nutrients and easy to

2*

hot decreasing starches oxcessivoiy or substituting

digest.

sugar for starches*
3*

Not eliminating fats, there are advantages of the raw

fats over the cooked, and of vegetable fats over animal fats*
it* Continuing the protein requirement of nomal adults*
5*

Providing the nomai amount of vitamins and minerals in

an adequate diet* rather than relying on pharmaceutical products*
6*

Providing sufficient water Intake, pure or in the form

of milk and fruit juices*
7*

Using fruit®, but avoiding excessive cellulose*

8*

Use of a clear soup at the beginning of a hearty meal*

9* Change la meal times* Sam elderly people will do well
on two meals a day, while others require three meals, and sarie even
might need to have four to five small meals per day, and a very few
might have to receive some nourishment every two hours during tho
day* A few sleep better after drinking a hot nourishing beverage*
10* Providing family style meals, thus giving tho elderly the
companiomhip that will help thorn to more readily accept food*
11* Cutting down on fat, sweats, rich gravies and heavy
desserts*

n
12* Substituting for the tooth of younger days the paring
knife^ the food chopper or blender* a little extra cooking to
soften the food more, and sometime even a slave*
Malnutrition acco^panieo mr& dietary problems involving the
oldsrly* b'ndtersreight is caused !>y poor appetite, impaired digestion*
poor absorption, lowered gastric acidity, inadequate food intake,
and. poor choice of food®* On the other hand overweight is due to a
decrease in the basal needs and lessened activity* loss of teeth
necessitates soft foods sometimes of higgler caloric value*
Sharwaa^^^ suggests that elderly women probably can got
along on 1,$00 calories and men on 2,000, although this must bo
IndividuaHaed. The weight should be about the same at liO years
of age m at 30, and at 60 as at 50* One pound increase per year
docs not seem much at the time, but makes a difference in 20 years,
A baric balance does not depend on the sis® of the cheek but on the
balance between earnings and spendings, likewise weight Increases
as the calorie® Ingested exceed the demands of the body*
fumbridge^1^) reports a study of the habits of thirty mn
and wtxaen centenarian®* It was found that their diet consisted of
bread, mat, abundant milk and yogurt, and plentiful fruits and
vegetables#
Unfortunately foibles and beliefs of the elderly my prevent
or limit their use of essential foods a® cheese, milk and acid fruits*
the elderly should be entitled to have peace and contentment, and
dietary restrictions should not be inflicted upon them without good
reason* (122) Pleasant and rewarding “later years* can be enjoyed If
good food habits are started early in life*^®)
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17.

NUTRITION DURING DISEASE

Modifications in the dietary pattern may be necessary during
illness* A brief description or listing of some simple modifications
follow*
Fever requires a larger fluid intake, increased calories, and
foods that are easily digested, such as fruit juices, possibly with
added glucose or Karo, eggs, soft fruits, easily digested vegetables
and cereals.(98)
Malnutrition
Undemutrition can cause damage to the heart by decreasing
its size.

Other effects may be fatty liver infiltration with less

resistance to poisons, toxins and microorganisms.

Good nutrition

should be attempted by following the Basic Four Pattern, and as
more food is tolerated, these basic foods should be supplemented
with extra fats, sugars and starches.
Chronic alcoholism leads to malnutrition through perverted
appetite with lack of protein and thiamine, chronic gastritis and
disturbances of gastrointestinal function, fatty infiltration and
enlargement of the liver and a possible toxic effect on the liver.
0n3y small amounts of soft nourishing food may be tolerated at first
by the chronic alcoholic.

Gradually the intake may be increased,

with emphasis on foods pertaining to the Basic Four Pattern.
Obesity
Obesity may be considered a disease.

It is the gradual
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««e%mlatiaa of adipose tissue* .According to

50

calories estra per da/ are 18,000 calories in a year or >»l/2
po^md® estm.

In ten years such as botmen the ages of U0 and 50

then® &xhm $0 calories produce a 3$ pounds wight gain* The tw
mjor factors in obesity are diet (caloric intake) and exercise
(caloric output) • Obesity nay prediapos© to heart disease,
diabetes, liver disease and other complications. ^
IfeuaHy obesity la the result of a greater caloric intake
than emr^y expenditure, however tha problem is far mom complicated
than is apparent* A withdrawal of 500 calories dally from the
calories normally required (by deceasing the sugar, fats and starch
conB«aption), should enable an individual to lose half a pound per
week, which Is as rapid a reduction as should be attempted without
medical advice and observation* the reasons for son© spectacular
losses on drastic seducing program, actually starvation, are that
body glycogen, protein and water arc lost markedly* the first, few
days after return to a normal food intake, however, will b©
followed h$ a marked gain in weight, as the glycogen is rebuilt and
water stored with
A physician should 'be consulted in cases of pronounced weight
problems* Factors involved may be genetic, traumatic, or environ
mental* Obesity like anorexia can be the result of a great many
disturbances in the mechanics yegnlabing food intake* Normally
weight decreases properly when total food intake is decreased,
rather than when only a few typos of food are eliminated.

Important

protective foods as fruit, vc***tabXes and milk slmld be prominent in
fattening and reducing diets.

1k
There is a modem trend to depend on fomula diets for rediscing«

ffoB Jaaerican Medical Association states^

that foxnaia

diets are mt a rational approach to weight redaction and control
on a long-tore basis, espociallsr in the serloasly oireresiidit* the
foreula

m Is not a panacea for the correction of obesity* tfeifr

mom of iomslo diets are dooircid to the on-again, off-again, dmtnagain, np-again parados of self’ treats»nt» The treate&nt of obesity
is best controlled by a competent physician in collaboration with a
qualified dietitian* 'There is m easy way to lose weight, and it
should bo a long rang® project* Essential nutrients should bs
.supplied, m well as fewer calorioo than the amount spent dally* A
good reducing diet sl-iouM train the appetite*
Dastreintestlnal g^ts

Gastric disturbances as ebrnpepsia, nervous indigestion, and
gastritis are added by a diet that is bland but nutritious, with
little or m roughage. Usd ted fluid intake at meal times, and
awidonos of delicatessen foods, spiced foods, and condiments*
teiplar meal hours, temperate habits, slow eating of foods mt too
hot or too cold, and resting after rasala wlU saw* amply beneficial.
Smaller and mm frequent mmXn will benefit those with intestinal
disturbairK^s*
Thm peptic ulcer patient benefits by food that is soft, but
palatable.

!>bat extracts, strong condiments as pepper, ©affeina-

Corstaiislng aanc? alcoholic bereraoes which stiimtate gastric secretion,
a^’id quantities of food large aneu^h -to promote distention should be
airoidsd* Toofa that are capablts of ueutr&liaing and inhibiting acid
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secretion, as i&ts and proteins, as nsll as nutrients that will aid
wound healing as protoins and fcKKls rich in vitamin C, are to bo

dtoatred.
Oock1 nutrition is important In liver disoaeos.

Kaaily

digoatod foods, good quantity and quality of .protein and carbohydreten, and. adeqiiato artounta of .fata are advocated*
Dlahetoo

k pt^rsleian should alwayn ho consulted for adequate diabetes
control* fiabatea requires control in amount of cart>ohydratee
indented, in the fom of starchos or otxgars* Pur® sugar should be
OBitted and desserts taken in the fom of unsweetened fruits in
oonfcrollod amounts* Good nutrition is again essential, and an
attenpt should be made to conserve normal weight*
Cardiovascular Diseases
0ard5*ovascular diseases require nourishing food that will not
overtax the organism or tire the heart*

There may be need, for oalosAc

restriction If the individual Is ore reeight# Soft foods, easy to
digest, which are nourishing and of good protein content are best*
In cases of edes&a there is mod for salt and fluid, restriction*
Atherosclerosis and diet are of great interest to research
workers at present, although there is considerable diaagree-

(Mf539n>96§m>ih$,is6$mfm)

Some advocate substitution of

umaturebod fats for saturated* This may be accomplished partially
by avoiding anlml fats*

It map be advisable to limit the total

quantity of fat according to others*

CMPfS* III

mmm mm
Single scientific nutrition principles ham been translated
into Iztfmn'a language and acca^dsxl

simple principles of food

preparation with recipes that tlae average BraaHian can readily
vtm in nsst parte of Brasil*
TIsn basic cooking priiwdr^a and principles pertaining to
writing nutritional data and recipes for the hommker are renlewad
in the following pages* t
Bcedpea hare been gathered £vm various sources and tested*
The nutritive value of the protein dishes have been evaluated In
term of protein and calories* In mat of these protein recipes
the application of vegetable ^upote^ntation has been attempted, and
most have been tested and approved hy a panel of dietitians*

i. GGQKiici mimivms
'Bw nutrients necessary for good health are present in food*
However to be assured that these nutrients are present in the food
placed, on the table, it is mmmm*/ to follow certain prlnciplea
in its pmgm&imu Nutrients

be destroyed hy mrious processes

before reaching the table but adoqimto food preparation prevents or
minimises this loss*
The preservation of nutrients starts with the purchasing of
the food* Bitter nutrients are obtained when the Individual doing
17
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tin® isiirchasing talces into ooESi^sjmtion the followiiig point®!
lm .Make otwn selection

possible«

2* Kandls food m little as possible.
3t ttm largest is not slmys the best*
h* foods that show docsg^ should be avoided*
5* A food should not be pasrehtsed sarely because the price
is- low*

Food that has good nutritive value mj stiU lose part of its
valiaa if mb properly stored. Utopia storing procedures will presssorsm the food value if taken Into coraiidemtion* Souse of theeo
arei

1* Low temperatures retard, spoilage and slow down the action
of ona^^a and the growth of organises*
2# Ganeens and other vegetables should be washed when pur*
chased, placed in plastic bags in a refrigerator with a temperature
of ab<mt li0o F* Hoot vegetable® ars best preserved at a cool
tempemture of 1*5° F* to 50° .#*, a® potatoes, onions, hard skinned
squash, mm&b potatoes, and evon cucumbers and eggplant*
3* Unripened fruit should not be refrigerated* ftipe fruits
should be sorted before r&frijprabing to remove the injured* Dried
fruit should be refrigerated in told, weather* Bananas decay at 2m
topcraturoc and should never be refrigorated*
h* Bread, cheese, and barrio® mold and rot in very i®ol®i air*
5* fresh nilk products, or the canned and opened, should be
tightly wrapped or covered and refrigerated*
6* Butter and margarine should be refrigerated*
7* Hbb® are better rafri^ratod although they tend to mM

"ft
nutfeor so* 'o e * rcumstaoces•

Onsaited nuts keep better than salted

(salt hmrbena rancidity) • (H6flSS)
m&l disease gems enter the body by the mouth. Disease my
accompany oven good nutrients if adequate hygiene is not followed
in the food preparation in a kitchen. Appropriate rules to observe
in preparing foods ares 016)
1*

wash hands before hanliing food.

2*

'Um clean kitchen towels.

3* Do not leave left overs uncovered on range or counter for
hours.
li. Do not leave cooked food at room temperature.
5* Avoid dust la the kitchen.
6* Dispose of garbage after each

>al.

7* Cultivate personal sanitary work habits.
Foods that are purchased with care, adequately stored, and
treated hygienically, may still lose nutrients if not properly
cooked* Foods are cooked to improve their digestibility, to raake
them more palatable, to destroy the microorganisms and parasites,
and to enhance their appearance♦ ^However cooking may also
destroy &om important nutrients* the longer the cooking period
the greater the destruction.

The three essential points to observe

to preserve nutrients are to reduce the amount of water used, the
length of cooking time and the amount of surface area exposed.
Other generalised cooking principles should also be considered ast(160)
1* the amount of substance that goes into solution Increases
in direct proportion to the increases in time and temperature of
cooking* the higher the temperature the more rapidly the chemical
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Tractions procoed*
2# The growth of aieroorgaalsas iaa/ be controlled by controlllns: the temperature#
3* Water evaporates from any food unless it is covered*
hm Most proteins coagulate %±m sufficiently heated#
Carbohydrates in the starch category aH imbibe water and
swell producing thickening when heated# Cellulose carbohydrate
softens when cooked#
6# Cooking may cause champs in color and flavor#
Different cooking principles apply to the different foods#
Cereals
Losses of nutrients arc detem&ned by the kind and extent of
processing cereals undergo* Whole grain forms of cereal retain the
germ and outer layers and thus have a higher nutritive value# Their
flavor and roughage is preferred by many* Enrichment of cereal
products has recuperated some of the nutritive losses of process*

ing.(W8) To cook cereals* sprinkle the cereal into boiling water
and cook a few minutes with constant stirring, then reduce the heat
and continue cooking# HUk may bo used in place of water making too
product mr© nutritious# Cooked cereals should be smooth with no
lumps* devoid of raw flavor* salted, and firm in consistency. (3J.6)
Beat destroys thiamine and a medium brown baked bread loses
about 20 per cent of its thiamine* An excess of baking soda and
baking powder in various breads and baked goods destroys the thiamine
significantly# (158) Toasting also reduces thiamine 15 to 20 per cent.
But ©croctlo c<K>kad in water that is all absorbed lose only 5 to 10
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per cent of thiaraiaeu^^

m
l-CLk exposed to euiOight loses riboflavin^

ilhsa milk

is the min ingredient In a recipef low temperatures should be used
for cooking# Most forms of milk my take -the place of fresh milk
in a recipe* with the exception of buttermilk* yogurt* and con
densed milk# One cup of milk may be substituted In a recipe by h
tablespoons of powdered non-fat milk added to the dry ingredients
and 1 mp of water added at the proper time in place of the liquid

mUiJUS) Dry milk may be added to fluid milk to increase the
nutritive value# To whip powdered nonfat milk mix 1 cup with 1 cup
of water* chill* add 2 tablespoons of lemon juice and h tablespoons
of sugar and whip.^158^ Heavy eraOB whips bettor when vory cold,
and when the sugar Is added toward last* so as not to reduce the
volume# Evaporated milk chilled until crystals begin to form whip©
and stands for 1*5 minutes if chilled and if 2 tablespoons of teon
juice are added for each cup of rsilk, after whipping# Cheeses have
mom flavor at room temperatures# They should be cooked at low
temperatures, and overcooking should be avoided.

IliE
Salts and acids aid the coa gulation of eggs* by lowering tbs
coagulation temperature# Sugar raises the coagulation temperature
end dolayo it in the 'beating of
Points to remember in egg cookery aret^^
X# High temperatures and rapid cooking of eggs causes

sa
shrinkage and toughening.
2. Eggs mm best cooked la water Just below the boiling
point* mad cooled innsdlfttely la cold water.
3« Eggs should be rtfrigerated.
it. Th» color of •« .ten. do., not affect the flavor.^)
5# Dehydrated eggs do not loae any of the nutrients but ars
bast leapt refrigerated.
6« Bin eggs are not sterila and occasionally carry
Salmonella.
the important principle to nsaeafeer in egg cookery is—avoid
high temperatures.

Soaking Isgumss shortens their soolelng period, they absorb
about two to three times their solnme in water. Swelling Is hastened
by bringing then with tbs seeking liquid to a boil for 2 minutes mad
then withdrawing the heat, they absorb as much water in one hour
under this presses as they would if left soaking for 15 hours in
cold water. Soaking Xogtsnes too long may produce *erE&ntatrion unless
they are kept cool. Legumes should be cooked in the water in which
they are soaked to retain nutrients, lbs addition of salt and sugar
hardens the Isgunss texture* Hhen legumes are pressure cooked* the
addition of a little fat presents foaming and the possibility of
clogging tbs pressure gage.(I53*lo0)

Vegetables should not be overcooked. Their color* flavor szd

S3
mtviont vala© will be better preserved when the tiiae between ceaklag and serving is as short as possible

Placing the vegetables

in balling Mater facilitates tha prssapt destruction of ensyiaes which,
may oxidiso vitamins#

five imporb&l principles of vegetable

cookery ares
1#

Keep the pieces as largo as practical—this will avoid

excess surface exposure*
2« Cook with skins on when possible*
3* Avoid soaking in water and discarding the water*
1*

Use a minimum of water*

$*

Save the water in which vegetables are cooked, and use

it In soups and gravies*
Vegetables that are cooked correctly have a mild sweet flavor*
Overcooking produces strong and undesirable flavors#

Vegetables

cooked In snail mounts of water in tightly covered pans, with the
temperature lowered when boiling starts, and allowed to boil gently
until tender and crisp, will not only be attractive and tasty but
have their nutrients pro served* Fmt leafy vegetables require less
than fivo .ndnutes*

Gentle boiling is more effective in producing

a tender product in the shortest tlrnsj rapid boiling does not cook
quicker than alow boiling. ^*35,158)
2*onosodium glutamate enhances the flavor of vegetables if
used in small amounts.

The imaginative use of seasonings and 'herbs

increases palatability and produces interesting flavors. A little
sugar restores garden fresh flavor to carrots, corn, peas and
tomatoes
Cabbage will keep its vitamin C for a few days at coal room

%

tupuraturs If It is mppad to caaaom haialdlty, tb*
ti'iitt «ith £2«en

dodd#ps»

gwften bsmts

being

tcBHAtoos* Toi&R'toos fascono

»oft# imtesy and decay easily shea ripened in the refrigerator*
They lose seine rapidly siwn wrripe* Potatoes exposed to strong
light nay develop green bitter spots
the green leases of vegetables are high in nutrients* The
dark green outer loavee of lettuce are 30 tinea higher in vitamin 1
value than the inner blanched leaves* Broccoli leaves have several
tines as tmeh vitanln A ss the bods, and 20 ttemn nore than the
stalks* These loaves should be kept shilled and ndst until

(158)
A few principles for the nutritive preservation and preparation
or saiaaia 33^1*—
U The

should be cMllod crisp*

2* Tomato and fruit ussd should be drained! and tomatoes

3* Pieces that are not easy to cut with a fork should be cut
into email pieces*
lt« A dressing should enhance a salad*

plats*

l&s
Fats are used in baking to make the product more tender* If
pastry Is made with liquid oil. It should be mixed with loo water
until thick and creamy and then added all at once to the pastry*
This should be rolled between waxed paper rather than on a floured
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?&-%$ that &T€ haatad to th© seeing point hav® a si«urp odor,
t«r!dch irritates tbs mucous Urdn^ of the nosa and throat, and giiros
an udoXoasant flavor to the foods* It ma^ also irritata the
ttigostivo tract and he a burden in mtabollsn* Fats with Ion
Midstg tanneraturas are limited in usefulneas and become rancid
sooner* Only fats tiitii a high rnoking tenporature should bo used
for docn**fat frying# Each tla* fat is used for frying, its satno^lng
temperaiurs boconcs lower, so that it should not be used repeatedly*
Strainer® containing copper or iron damage the fat and speed it®
breakdown* The temperature of deep frying fat should always be
chocked before tbs food is sutoorged Into Itj if too low, too much
fat will bo absorbed, and if too high, the food will brown before it
is thoroughly cooked*

n* miiciPtEs or mmim mi tm mmmmn
Tbs principle® given in this review have boon compiled from
Richardson and Callah&n^^ who arc authorities on how to write
for homomalBers*
Before attempting to write a book for homemaker® it is well to
make a study of the book® on the market* An attainment goal should
be set based on ideas thus received* Then the material gatheiwd for
the book can be organised in an outline and the material distributed
accordingly*
Freshness and originality should characterise the beginning of
the book*

It should start with soraaihing of special appeal to the

individual being approached* The modem trend is to state facts and
procedures in simple house language#
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£m rules should b© followd* Umg sentences with length para
graphs siwuiti 'be avoided, dropping

mil worded, well spaced

sa'x&’dds* Sentences should cha^p pace. Seventeen words is a good
avorags length for a sentence* Establishing a strong topic sentence
helps tho writer and reader to get under way quickly, and to keep
from wondering away from the main line of thought* Paragraphs
should change in length, and each must have a "mother sentence•”
In all communications thoughts should he narrowed down to the
one principle idea to got across, arid expansions mack from it*
Action verbs spark up copy and it is easier to start a procedur© step with a verb* Unneee&saxy words as wa,* "an," "the,1*
should bo taken out of writing*
BVery organised and practical book has a good Index* To
prepare it a few simple rules are necessary. These are*
1* Go through the page proofs and. underline in blue •pencil
all the words to be included in the index.
2« Underline all subentzy words with red pencil*
3* Make marginal notes of items to be cross Indexed*
h* Go through the proofs again, making a card (3x5) of each
underlined word and each item to bo cross indexed*
5* Arrange cards alphabetically*
6* Using a well Indexed book as guide, go through cards,
consolidating the entries and then type them*
7* Check the carbon copy of the index against the marked up
page-proof*
In writing for the ho^eis&ker it is necessary to visualise her,
and help ter to visualise what has been written*
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m* mcm, mmzm
Individuals my only remivo ths bcinelits of good nutrients in
foods, as thase foods are eatoru Attractivo and simple rocipas
that can for nutritious foods &m an asset to any housewife* How*
ever ah© is more apt to look for attractiveness and ease of prepara
tion than nutritive value* Therefor© recipes should combine all
these assets* As recipes are chosen for publication the nutritive
value of the ingredients should be taken Into consideration, but
also questions should be asked about them, ass (M)
1* Hhgr was this recipe chosen?
2* Toes It look easier?
3# toes it call for popular ingredients?
h* Are the ingredients in good proportion?
Sm Does it havs good directions?
6* Is the equipment needed available and familiar?
?• Are the terms used clear, definite and known by experience?
8* Does It appeal to th@ mind's eye and have taste appeal. In
its written form?
Only recipes that have been tested should be published, and
as they arc being tested, it Is well to analyse and evaluate them,
making charges that will simplify them, improve their quality, as
well as their nutritive value, the goal being to obtain result®
which may 'be most acceptable.
A good recipe should be sound, usable, likeable, workable,
understandable, avoiding ambiguous directions• ^^^

it should tell

what to do first, and then havo the steps following so directed a® to

avoid back'urackinc. It should be spocilie but mmihl®, giving
thought to the presont-dsy kitchen equip^nt*^^)
Tm following point® should be fouiid in good ansoiposa
1* Dish®® t!i6t are gomumily popular, reasonable in cost,
and practical for Utose who are going to use them*
2* the title should mmnmimty describe the finished product*
3* The number of services should be stated*
k* The ingredients should be listed in the order In which
they will be used*
5# If possible, alts rusts Ingredients should be listed for
tm-iporarlly unobtainable or too expensive items*
6* The equipment to be used should be listed, keeping in
mind that this might not always be available in all kitchens* Altar*
nates may be suggested*
?• All key points or "trielss* should be included*
S* Cooking temporaturo and time should be specified*
9# Procedures should be plained in non technical <^scrip*
tive t&r&m* A glossary of cooking terms should be fimde available
which would include s
Bakoi Cook in oven*
Beati Introduce air in mixture, mix thoroughly through an
ovsr»andhover motion*
Stenchs Preheat in boiling water and immerse immediately in
cold water* Used to remove skins*
Blend* Mix all. ingredients thoroughly*
Boil i Cook in water or other liquid in which bubbles con
tinually rise to the surface*
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Braise t Cook slowly with

sbsaII

amount of water in covered

pan.
Bmadt

Coat with bread crmabe.

Cr$m$ Blend until smooth arid creamy*
Out*int Mix solid fat with dry ingredients with knife or

pastry blender*
Pice i Cut in assail cubes*
Predge*
Fold:

Sprinkle or coat with flour#
Blend gently with ower-under motion#

Fry: Cook in fat*
Kmtdi

Manipulate with pressing motion while folding and

stretching*
Itarinate *

'Bet food stand in oil and acid mixture to gain

flavor or tondemess*
Poach: Cook slowly in hot liquid taking care to retain shape
of food*
Scald: Heat milk to Just below boiling#
Sinaen Cook in liquid Just below boiling point#
Stem Simmer in small quantity of liquid*
Stir: Mix ingredients by circular motion of the spoon*
*§iip: Beat rapidly with beater to introduce air in isdxture*
W* Abbreviations should be easily read*
11* Strange fractions and measures should bo avoided as much
as possible when listing ingredients*
12* tirections are well followed if given in appealing sen-*
bonces that are clear, sir^plo, with short and long sentences woven
toother.
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k recipe should lock cper.

cjxL

toritlag, be clear arid

friend^# Iiigredicatc should bo easily seer* *uad lines jCro®
SjBgxe&Umtc to amounts will tscllitato reading and redacc UiO
possibility ox sdstskos*^^^ ihe steps la aosejsbling ‘the
ingredients slwuld co^e below the ingredients. ;h®beilng thest
steps will awld brcktracldng.
Ingircdients should bo listed in the order cf their vm9 sad
the key words started with capital letters and followed by descrip
tive words* Abbreviations should be avoided as meh as possible*
Ingredients and amounts should be kept in a straiglxt left mrgir*.^^
recipe formt should alwaja be clear and concisef with large
print* end as far as possible the final writing should take an
infernal approach.

It Is well to begin with a line of interesting

infomation about the recipe itself* or about the resulting dish.
However* this does not work for ©very recipe*

It is wiee to put

an Informal no-to-you attitude into recipe writing.

CHAPTER I?
REPORT OF THE PROBLEM
The report of the problem is the book, lour Food and You*
which follows and which will be translated into Portuguese for
publication in Brasil*
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four mtvitlon, itot you

mtoe

la a porsoaal matter* Just as

personal to you as is the money in your pocket or your wardrobe*
FTcta your food corns ofexy part oi your body# such as hair, eyas*
teeth* skin, nails* bonss, muscles, rarses* Internal organs and blood*
tot you sat is a big factor In determining your appearance*
It affects your completion, posture and body site*
Bvoa your personality imp be influenced by your nutrition*
It is expressed by your energy, ral£«confIdenee, emotional stability*
auftdtion* toerfulrass* and interest in others*
Tim growth of tbs children you bear depends to

extent on

the food you prepare*
As you attempt to promote good nutrition in your home, you will
receive much help from many of today's scientists* Some are con*
sbantiy striving to increase knmileclg© regarding foods and their
nutritional elements* Others are studying the relationship of nutrition to bodily wall being* still otiiars axe experme nti ng witn the
balftneed dint which combines most effectively the foods which contain
protein* carbohydrate, fat, vlt^4ns and minerals*
In this book an effort has boon made to show you how to choose
and prepare foods to produce the best of health for you and your
family*

n
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What Abcmt iTatelnn?
Protoio la eont&imd in hair, efoim, ayas, wusclts, blood and
even bones and tooth# Proteins ara also part of your hormones and
enaymes* The antibodies which fight infection and the genes* which
&r© your hereditary controllers* and In fact every cell in your body
contain protein.
In mny parts of the world* including our own country* there
arc found in children* and too often in adults as well* acuta defi
ciencies of protein* As a result of such deficiencies coos© diseases
known nn kwashierker and nereenos# Unfortunately, protein deficiency
does not show m imsdiately as will the lack of calories* which
manifests itself through hunger*
There are periods of life when the body requires greater than
normal amounts of jarotein* Increase in protein intake is required
after heavy surgery.

•rere bums and deep injuries* and is needed

during pregnancy and lactation and in growth periods of childhood and
adolescence*
Protein is found in a variety of foods* The richest sources
are daily products* eggs* dry legumes (especially soybeans) and flash
foods* flirts* cereals and som wsgstablas* particularly the green
leafy or»s* contain protein in smaller amounts*
Ton can easily compare protein® with a house* Several materials
such as bricks, tile* glass* wood are combined to make an attractive
and sturdy structure*

In a similar xoaaner* proteins are made up of

twenty-two smaller units* called led no acids* Eight of these are
essential and must be supplied by the food you eat* The others may be
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fumishsK? in food, or bo synthsaissed in your body*
As you oat protcin»rich foods, those ar© broken down into
their component amine acids in bbo aaail intestine*

There they are

absorbed by the blood and travel throughout the body to the places
where they are most needed to build up new protein blocks. For
esmple, a .growing child requires considerable amounts of amino acids
to build up bone proteins.
If your body is to build new proteins there mat be present
in it minerals and vitmins as well m amino acids.
Jtadifto acids are absorbed better when eaten as foods than when
obtained in powders or granules Iran tbs drug store,

lou may have

friends who believe that phariaaooutical powdered protein products
have special values which are not found in foods, but if you will
read the labels of these products, you will find that they are made
up largely of proteins found in soybeans and powdered skim milk*
These sane proteins can be obtained directly from these foods, in a
much mors attractive, palatable and less expensive form.
There are unusual circumstances, however, in which pharaaceutlcal amino acids and proteins are usaful and reccmmiended by physicians.
Mults who eat one gram of protein per kilogram of normal body
weight are receiving sufficient protein for their needs, with acme to
Children need two to three times as much per body weight as

spare.

do adults.
to take care of protein adequately, infauts need twi.ee as naich
water as do adults.

For this reason the milk in baby formulas is

diluted*
Ton .cay know persons who cv&r«s§?kpfi&sise the eating of proteins
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and neglaet othor equally impoitoit nutrients*
According to such “teoua nutrition authorities m Drt* Utehael
'/lohl and Robert Ooodhart, mst&xm baa not been able 'to show tlmt asore
than rsct&saendeti amounts of pro'teiu cause hQrpert&mlm9 toxic cost^
plications In pregnancy* or

to a normal kidney and liver*

Xou are wasting woiwy, noycvcr* if you eat large quantities of
protein foods beyond your boc^r requirements* for protein la not
stored by "the body but is changed 'to mwrgy and fat*

Protein feed*

are 'too expensive to be used, in Mds May because there are less
costly sources of fat and energy*
In may parts of the world* Including Braail* the lack of
sufficient protein is very noticeable in the diet*

In Brasil* cape*

dally in our northeast region* protein shortage is our twab&i* om
mitritioml problem*
(th& scientists of maqy countries are trying to .find suitable
vegetable protein combinations which will provide cheap* tasty and
yet adequate protein for the average person with a wall income* A
concrete example of their work is found in Ouatomala* where the pro
tein needs are being relieved through the manufacture of a product*
Incaparina* a sdxturo of vegetable proteins*
Because beans are readily available to a large majority of
Brasilians* our govemsent Is tailing measures to develop some product
containing feeaiss and supplementary vegetable proteins*

ASCOFAH in

Brasil has also promoted the ©aricteent of cassava meal in the northoast with soya flour proteins ami several vitamiji® and idnoml®*
Ion are probably wandering wlmt foods you and your family
should

.b* and in what quantities* in order to obtain adequate and
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domvti.QKC® on a comtont small supply of carbohydrate in

the form of glucose* therefor©* it is important to eat a daily supply
of starches and sugars*
■ton ym eat a piece of hm-a& or ® hanam, tto carbohydrat© in
these .foods begins to digest in your mouth as it comes in contact
utth saliva through ehswlng* tot moat of the digestion Mill tMm
place in the small intestine* Fzm’x there it is absorbed by the blood#
Scientists, do not as yet know stoat all the processes involved in
this absorption* but they have discovered that vitamins, especially
the B vltsrdns, arc medod for good absorption* The more msbohy™
dmte ym eat, the greater your need for these vitamins#
Most scientists now cmphari.se a greater us© of starc^s in the
form of whole groin cereals such as eotimMX, cataaal, aeal^poli^ed
r!,cc asd iMLa wheat, and of

in the font of natural fruits#

They are eoademnisg the use of much refined sugar since large a?^mnts
of mtgar favor tbs formation of caries in the teeth and tore other
deletarlcoe effect#*
CMMrin who eat candy and vofy sweet snacJc® between mala
have no aptietite at meal time, refusing essential foods which their
bodies require* Too much sugar between meals distends the stomach
by drawing liquid Into It, and this fullness glees the sensation of
satisfaction and lack of appetite# In this wanner children are getting
only what scientists term "empty calories#"
A large sugar intake Is connected with diabetes and obesity#
Scientists are also Investigating the possibility of a relationship
between high carbohydrate diets and atherosclerosis •
mny Brasilians eat too much sugar and others lire largely on

X02
cassava m&l$ railing to associate iiiih these foods the protein,
vitamin ami mlxmr&l foods required by ths bodi% Another unfortunate
pMBfoim Is the use of considerabl© sugar with Bilik*
The onrichmnb of cereals am! cassava meal viith proteins,
viwdns and minerals could do moh to improve mtrition in brazil,,
as it Ims been used in other countriess with very good results*
‘ton foods are digested they release iieat and energy which are
measured in units called cslories* Tima when m say that fifty graias
of sugar, which is a pure carbohydrate, has two hundred calories m
mm that each gram of carbohydrate you eat will produce four calories
when burned or utilised in your body*
Proteins also produce four calories per gram, and fat produces
nim*
& list of foods rich in calories, protein, carbohydrate and
fat, is £oum in tiie .ippendix*

& I2E

Meed Fate ?
Probably you iiavo read or hoox^a mucii about fats in the xast

few years, and ©specially about their association with a the rosclnrosis«
£et us review the most recent soiontific fii«lxngss
Fatu have

fuiictions*

llitty trairisport acverai of tne vita*

mins, givo variety and flavor to tJuay foods, support and protect your
intemii organs, and, fhrougii a r^monm'm layer of fat under your
skin, provide your body with good iimiuatlon ami piMtection from
excefisivo heat loss* fats delay atoiach ©mptyiiig time, time giving
you a satisfied feeling after eating*
Until a few years ago fats

ooiisiderec mml# a concent
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trated and palatable source of arergjT* Mow it is known that they arc
inade up of ssaall blocks, called fatty acids, which are as mcess&ry
to your bocly as are the amino acids of the proteins* Three fatty
acids, llmleic, linolenic and arachidonic, are particularly essential
for health* Linolelc acid is at present considered th© most importaiit*
ChcmsicaUy these three are known m essential unsaturated fatty acids*
Scientists tell us that linoleic acid and other essential fatty acids
are necessary for growth and reproduction, a healthy skin and adequate
me and storage of fat* Essential fatty acids also help build up
resistance to infections*
Foods which supply fats are butter, margarine, cream, other
animal fats, vegetable oils, nuts, nut butters, olives and avocado©s*
saturated fats are found in butter, cream, coconut oil and the
fats of milk, cheese, meat and chocolate*

Unsaturated fats are pres~

ent In olive, peanut and cottonseed oils, while polyunsaturated fats,
which aro rich in linolelc acid, aro found mostly in safflower, com
and soybean oils*
Hydrogenation is a ecmssretiAl process by which liquid vegetable
oils are changed to solid slierttnlngs* Hydrogenation changes poly
unsaturated fats to saturated,

them less nutritious* lour 'body

uses fats host in the natural liquid form, with the exception of coco
nut oil*
Oils that are overheated will smoke and produce a substance
which is not absorbed by the body and which may be actually toxic*
Tou can avoid these bad results in cookery by care not to overheat
fats* nficn deep fat frying, do not us® the saase fat over and over*
Animal fats, as butter, and the vegetable coconut oil overheat readily*

m
Avoid than. In frying foods*

Bettor still, avoid fried, foods*

The fats you eat are absorbed adequately through the liver
laben there is sufficient bile, esnyzm m& sine*
mtasdn E Is nature^ presei’vative to keep fats from becoming
mrntd.

Cholesterol is a popular mr& today.

It is a part of animal

fats and is not found in vegetable fats* four body may produce mm
cholesterol from practically any food you eat* By this method the
blood conserves a normal cholesterol level# and this normal amount
is mc&Bswrj in your body. Cholesterol is the mother substance of
hormones and one of the factors that Mill promote the formation of
vitamin D on the skin. Some scientists believe it might possibly
help fight infection.
vfien you eat large amounts of fats, especially animal fats,
lard being the chief offender, your blood cholesterol level increases
above normal. On the other hand. If you eat more unsaturated fats,
such as the liquid vegetable oils of soybean, corn and safflower,
than of the saturated animal fats, your cholesterol level may be
lowered*
lour doctor will toll you if you should decrease your total
consumption of fat* He will also prescribe other measures which will
help to control your cholesterol level*
The African Heart Association states that high cholesterol
levels are partly responsible for ho&rt attacks and atherosclerosis*
hypertension, overweight, diabetes, excessive cigarette smoking,
heredity, age, sex, insufficient emreis© and the endocrineo may alao
be responsible factors in the incidence of these two diseases#
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Dr# Freda rick Stare, frors Harvard Dnlvercity, an outetaadiBg
nutrition authorit/, along with Dr* mrvjn G* Hardlnga from the Losu.
Linda university of California* conducted a study on the cholesterol
levels of vegetarian, lacto^ovo^vegetarian aud aon^vegetarian indivi
duals# Thoy found that the pure vegetarians had the lowest love is of
cholesterol# Those who added eggs and silk products to a vegetarian
dietary program had a higher level, while tiie highest lovcis mere
found among the m&t eaters#
fou may do several things to 'k&ep your cholesterol level
norrsal and thus help yourself to avoid cardio-vascul&r disease#
First, keep your body wight nor.ml* Then eat a variety of foods,
including fats, but use more vogitable than animal fats# Be moderate
in all things, including eating# Strive for estotional stability and
emorcise as regularly as possible#
Those sound rules will beunfit your total health as well as
help in disease prevention.
flaw Valuable Are fiXm&ml
Vitamins do not provide calorics, but you need them just as
Batch as you need protein, fat and carbohydrate*

^itfcviins axe the

regulators of your body* ’fhey wer© discovered oirily during this cen
tury, but the discovery has revolutionised concepts of food*

Before

the discovery of vitamins, many diseases such as pellagra, beriberi,
scurvy, pernicious anemia and rickets, killed many thousands# Mm,
in many parts of the world, tiic.sc diseases ©re controlled and prac
tically eliminated through inclusion of more vitaiuin foods in the
diet of those populations*
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mny vitamins are kmm 'bo be mmsmry for bamsm* Probably
others will be discovered. It will be easier for you to reiaornber the
Vitaminsf their functions arid sourooo, if you think of them as belong*
ing to two big families*
rat-Soluble Vitamins a of tlss first big family^ is tm term
given vite'dns A, B# Bf and Kf which dissolve in the fats you eat and
are carried with these fats into your body. Itam tlio body loses fat
In the stools vitamins are lost also. B&neld fats destroy the vita*
sdns In the fat*

BUb helps your body to make better use of fat

soluble vitamins and to utiliso fat*
Vitamin A is present in some foods, but its precursor carotene
is found mm abundantly. In Urn urall intestine carotene changes to
vitamin A# A good source of carotene and vitamin A 1® the group of
green and yellow foods, which are ib© colors of our flag# let,
ironically enough, vitamin A is one of the vitamins most lacking in
the Brasilian diet*
Vitamin A is of special importance to children and to pregnant
and. laetaiing women because it stimlates the growth of the colls*
As an adult, you need vitamin A to keep your skin healthy and to give
you good, vision* Vitamin A will also help you to live long and keep
mentally alert*
In our country we should zmmto&r that greens are not just
»rafobii food**1 Greens contain the greatly needed vitamin A and other
valuable nutrients. If you eat daily one normal serving, equal to one
hundred grams, of a raw or adequately cooked green or yellow vegetable f
you will receive sufficient vitamin A*

W7
Coot! sources at riteija A um butter, vhole milk, fish oils
ajpd

yolks# Carotene i& found absently in tte deep green InsTj"

ve go'tables such as "couvo,* Mtaioba,” spimch, best groom, eater*
cress, parsley, eauliilowjr leaves, turnip greens, broccoli and Urn
darker leaves of lettuce and chicory* The deep yellow vegetables,
such m carrots and squash, and fruits such as papaya, mangoes and
peaches, all contain valuable mounts of carotene* "Banana da term"
and the "dande" oil are also fairly good sources*
Bn some parts of the world individuals have taken too much
vitamin A, especially In the tom of capsules, and have brought about
toxic effects# It would not seem likely that such effects would
become a dietary factor In Brasil at the present*
Vltarain D is the second member of the fat-soluble vitamins*
Remmbor it in connection with the minerals calcium and phosphorus.
Utamin ID assists in the assimilation of calcium and phosx^horus, the
production of sturdy teeth and boms, and the mending of fractures*
Bile helps to body to use vitamin I) effectively*
If you take too much vitamin B, especially in to fern of
pharmaceutical products, toxic effects may occur, as with vitamin A*
Few foods contain vitamin B# It Is found only In fish liver
oils. Bom sea foods and egg yolk* fou probably recall with dis
pleasure to seemingly countless Urn® you had to take cod liver oil
as a child*
Sunshine is to best source of vitamin B* Make friends with
to sun, daily if possible, but beware of becoming overly friendly*
In places tore most of to tim tore is little sunshine your doctor
will advise you on tot kind, and amount, of vitamin £ supplement to

m
use* Children especially may need vitamin D supplement*
Vit&rain E is the third mvfoor of the fat-solubl© vitandns#

It

has been connected with fertility in animals, but it has not as yet
bean dmaonstrated scientifically that it is hel|>ful in this connec
tion for teian beings*
?itamin E is th© natural ^rsservative for the fats you eat,
and, interestingly enough, it protect© vitamin A*

Doctors are mak

ing use of vitamin E in the treatent of various diseases, ©specially
of the skin*

Best sources are the green leafy vegetables, cereals, eggs
and the oils of soya beans, com, peanut, cotton or coconut*
?itamin K, the last mmber of Urn fat-soluble- vitamin fMndly,
should bring the word blood to your mind, inasmuch as its great
function Is to help clot blood normally* You can appreciate this
every time you cut yourself*
Once more the green leafy vegetables prove themselves valuable
for they am your best source of vitamin K« By the way, have you had
your serving of greens today?
Vjatcr-Soluble Vitamins is the second big family grouping and.
includes the 0 complex vitamins and vitamin C* "rhese vitamins
dissolve la the water In which foods are cooked* So watch carefully
to avoid losing the rich vitamins in water thrown down the drain*
After vitamin B was discovered there was corns doubt about
whether it was only one vitamin* Soon many others were found to be
related to it, and they became krmm as the 8 complex* Those now
recognised as necessary for man are thiamine (81), Riboflavin (132),

m
(B6)# Pantothordc acid, BH2 and Folic acid#

fUaeiri*

Thianiiira, «ith peidm-ps the .most intricate of functions,
improve® the appetite and helps yetis? digestion as well as the tons
of the intestinal tract#

It is the on© vitamin necessary for good

utilisation of starches and sugars, and the more of these in your
diet, the more thiamine you need#

It is necessary for growth of

children and those receiving insufficient amounts have little appetite
and grow poorly#

It is equally necessary for fertility and lactation#

lour nerves depend on it, and your heart suffers when you do not get
it in sufficient quantities in your food#
tm will be interested that thiamine works best when fed. along
with otter vitamins. Bo you recognise now why it is so important to
eat a variety of foods?
The test way to get your thiamins is to eat whole grain
cereals mid breads, fresh green vegetables, legumes, nuts and. yeast#
Unfortunately, modern methods of refining cereals remove large
amount© of this as well as otter vitamins and minerals# In sm&
countries this loss i® being partially remedied by enrichment of
Hours and breads#
Riboflavin is usually associated with milk, because dairy
products are one of its beet sources, but it is found also in egg,
peanuts, greens, bread, liver and chicken# tou may appreciate
riboflavin more as you learn that it not only helps to produce
several teasnones and to utilise fat, but it also'helps each cell in
your ‘body to use oxygen# When people lack riboflavin for long,
period© of time their vision Is not clear, the skin scales off, the
tongue may become inflamed, and there are creeks at the corners of
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the mouth.
There Is a lack of riboflavin among many Brazilians. Could
this be because so many do not like milk?
i&acin deficiency causes pellagra, the disease affecting both
the digestive tract and the nervous system, which can be fatal.
Inhere pellagra is found there is usually a deficiency of protein as
well as of niacin.

In the 19201 s pellagra was the most serious

deficiency disease in the United States.

Now, thanks to the cereal

enrichment program which benefits particularly those of lower income,
tids dreaded disease is practically unheard of in the United States.
Best sources of niacin are nuts, especially peanuts, plus
legumes, whole grain cereals and animal products.
Pyridoxins is a vitamin of which you hear much, because it
has been found that it works very closely with fat metabolism. lour
body needs pyridoxine to use some of the amino acids and to make the
antibodies which help you fight infection.

This vitamin is found

chiefly in whole grain cereals, legumes and flesh foods.
Pantothenic acid is important to the health of the skin,
nervous system and good hormone function.

It helps in the efficient

use of fat, carbohydrate and other vitamins eaten.

Pantothenic acid

is widely distributed in foods.
Vitamin B12 has become of great interest to Brazilians because
they believe it helps anemia in every instance.
only for pernicious anemia.

However, the help is

Vitamin B12 acts most efficiently when

accompanied by folic acid, vitamin C, pyridoxins, iron and copper.
Animal foods contain vitamin B12, and you will find it in
milk, cheese, eggs and flesh foods. The body, however, has a

m
wonderful mechanism and, when one is in normal health the intestinal
bacteria may synthesize some vitamin B12.
Folic Acid is needed to produce blood cells and may be found
in legumes, green vegetables and liver*
Tills completes the B complex vitamins*
Vitamin C is the last member of the water-soluble family*

In

spite of the great abundance of vitamin C in our foods, such as
cashew fruit, guava, papaya, orange, tangerine, sweet lime, lemon,
pineapple, tomato, cabbage and green pepper, many Brazilians lack
sufficient vitamin C*

It may be very easily destroyed by heat and

long exposure to air and therefore, in order to obtain your require
ments, it is well to eat them in the form of raw and fresh food. Be
certain that you eat some vitamin C rich food each day, for this
vitamin acts as the cement between the walls of your cells and helps
to strengthen the blood vessel walls* Also it plays a great role in
the formation of your bones and teeth, in the healing of wounds and
in helping to resist infection*
You have now met each known member of the two big vitamin
families needed for man.

The members all work together to run your

body machinery efficiently and to help you to be healthy*
As you study the best sources of each vitamin, you will agree
that you will benefit by eating a wide variety of fruits, vegetables.
whole grain cereals, legumes and milk.
If you select foods correctly, under normal conditions there
will be no need for you to take vitamin pills or shots.

Consuming

more vitamins than are required by your body will not give you extra
health and buoyancy.
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Tho olmpter on foot?, p^ptr&tSxm tfill show you how to eommrmf
um get tlm most toe ns fit tTcmt th-? ^rltomina in yotur foods#
Hoe

Of tm Is Mineral?
lour body9s fr&mmrk Is iaado up mostly of minerals* which

eoopefttts tilth protein to build your bones and tooth, and. are part of
the rod blood cells that carry the oxygen to tbs tissues# Hinsrals
aid mrmal blood clotting and help mrm& to react normally# Minerals
ara a part of the secretions of tbs glands which control many of the
vital activities of the body.
Your food should provide sources of minerals like calcium,
phosphorus, iron, iodine, manganese, magnesium, sine, fluorine,
sulfur, copper, potassium, cobalt and sodium#
Calcium and phosphorus are. required in greater than normal
amounts by pregnant and Instating women and by children and
adolescents# These minerals must bo accompanied by a good supply of
vitamins c and 1), and arc to be found in dairy products# Smaller
amounts are in grains and fruits such as oranges and figs*
Cobalt forms an integrant part of vitamin B12#
Iron and copper, along with protein and the B complex vitamins,
supply the material for constant red blood cell construction# The
two are especially necessary for growing boys and girls whose blood
volume is increasing#
lour body is jealous of its iron supply and tries to conserve
it to the maximum# However, when large amounts of blood are lost, as
in frequent blood donations, profuse menstrual losses, injuries and
severe' hookworm infestation, anemia results# It is often found when
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one of these condifelons is accompanied bj poor diet.
Ire \ is amilabie in ®z&e$

drj fruits# molasses,

green leafy vegetables# whole grain cereals and liver.
Iodine is required for the nonaal functioning of the thyroid
gland# and when this mineral is not available goiter results,

hany

parts of Brasil lack iodine in the soil and water and consequently
in the food. Goiter is common in those areas# adolescents and
pregnant wosien being especially affected.

Prev&lenca of goiter could

be avoided if all table salt wore enriched with iodine# as it ^ias
been enriched in other countries.
Fluorine, if present in om part per icillion in drinking water#
will help to reduce dental carles considerably# it is believed by
many dentists*
Sodium and potassium are necessary for maintenance of the
correct mount of water inside and outside of the body cells*
Surgeons watch the amount closely and it is partially due to their
efforts along this line that surgical patients recuperate today roach
mors rapidly than they did some years ago.
Minerals, like the vitamins# work very closely together to
regulate all functions of your body.

Inasmuch as they are found in

numerous foods# a variety will provide all minerals you need normally.
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HOW CAH loa PROVIDE AH ADEQUATE DIET?
IMoubtedG^r you, like ©very hoinemaker, would like to provide
an adequate diet for your family and yourself*

l^y?

An adequate diet provides good nutrition and, like the
weather, affects everyone* lour happiness, well toeing and health
and that of your faurdly depend both on nutrition and the weather.
However, it is easier for you to control nutrition than the weather*
Modern nutrition is a good form of life insurance for your
family* Iteember that every organ, coll and nerve in the body ms
once food*
How you eat and what you eat are matters of personal taste*
It is not necessary that every one eat in the same way.

However, it

makes good sense for you to learn to enjoy foods rich in the nutrients
your body requires for normal function*
Whatever food you and your family eat should be selected, for
two reasons * it tastes good and it helps to keep you healthy, the
latter being the most important mason*
A Basic Pattern mmmmmrnmm
Helps

mm mmmmmmmrn ...... ..

Eating many pastries, cakes and confections does not mean to
eat mil*

^tritionlsts have provided for you a simple daily food

guide, in the form of the Basic Four Pattern*

It is suitable for us®

for menus for all ages, and will provide you with the nutrients needed

m

m
dai3^r«

Cidldren will naturally take amaller servings, while adoles

cents may double portions, but all will receive the basic nutrients
required individually*
As indicated by the Tmm$ Urn pattern includes only four
groups of foods*
Bread and Cereal Croup comes first, providing you with the
less expensive forms of energy foods and proteins, plus some of the
vitamins and minerals*

Included are the grains and breads, cooked

and ready to serve cereals, flours, pastes, rice and cassava flour.
There are more nutrients In whole grain cereals than in the refined
forms, especially if the refined are not enriched with minerals and
vitamins.
Th© amino acid content of cereals varies*

Therefore, eating

a variety of cereals is more nutritious than eating just om all the
time*
Use four or more servings daily of various foods in this group*
One serving is considered as one slice of bread or from one-half to
three-quarter cup or one hundred grams of cooked cereals, pastes or
rice.
Protein Group comes second, and can become your most expensive
one*

It is the group most needed to replace a lack in the diet of

many Brasilians*
Good sources are eggs, milk, cheese, dry legumes, ©specially
soybeans, nuts and nut butters, meat, fish and poultry*

Some

minerals and vitamins supplement the protein content of these foods*
You should use one serving of a protein food at every meal,
and to do so is especially important in families with children,
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adolescents aud pregnant or lactating women.
One cup of black or brown beans* one-half cup of soybeans* or
four level tablespoons of peanut butter, for example, may be con
sidered ano serving. The section on vegetable and animal proteins
will give you additional ideas about this group.
Milk Group cornea third and includes all forms of the food,
whothor liquid, powdered, evaporated, skim, yogurt, clab&ered or In
cheeses*
iiai^y Brasilians tend to neglect the us© of milk and it is
important to include it whenever possible because of the valuable
protein, calcium, mineral and viteiln content.
nearly perfect food.

Milk is the one

From three to four cups daily, or the equivalent,

is needed by children and adolescents, and by pregnant or lactating
women.

Adults should take the equivalent of two cups of milk daily .
It is nutritious whether used in beverages, soups, creamed

dishes, desserts, or added as powdered skim milk to breads, cukes and
cookies.
Milk is not as fattening as mpy persons believe it to be but.
if for some reason It is necessary to eliminate fat from the diet.
powdered skim milk can be used.

The consequent lack of vitamin A may

be made up through use of additional gjraen and yellow vegetables.
Milk may be harmful only when accompanied by large amounts of sugar.
To use plain milk, rather than the flavored milks, is to be preferred.
Vegetable and Fruit Group is the fourth and last#

In it are

your most important and chief sources of vitamins and minerals. This
group is often disregarded by those considering vegetables and fruits

XI?
of little value because of the small amounts of carbohydrates or fats#
However, everyone would do well to learn to eat and enjoy more of the
crisp and beautiful vegetables and fruits which can be grown in a
garden or found in the market# Remember the important functions of
the vitamins and minerals in the body and plan at least four servings
a day from this group#
Be sure that one serving is a good source of vitamin G#

At

least every other day use a good source of vitamin A as the green
and yellow vegetables# You may count one-half cup of cooked or one
cup of raw vegetables as one serving#

One orange, one banana or a

good slice of papaya will also equal a serving#
The Basic Four Groups are the foundation of your food needs
for good health.

To satisfy your appetite and complete your caloric

needs add additional foods from the Basic Four Groups or other foods
to suit your preference#
Energy foods including fat, especially vegetable oils, are
important but choose them wisely#

Be certain they are served with

needed proteins, vitamins and minerals. Once you know the nutritious
value of milk, fruits and vegetables they will not seem as expensive
as mar$r think.

Their food value will offset their cost.

Remember that all Four Basic Groups must be represented daily
to meet the needs of the body#

For instance, your heart, even while

at rest, spends energy equivalent to that required to lift your whole
body thirty meters up in the air# You use energy for breathing and
muscle tension* lour brain is really the only organ that needs very
little energy for work.
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A colorful comparison between the human body and the automobile
engine is made by an illustrious nutritionist, Dr. Henry C. Sherman,
as follows:
Tiie protein and some of the mineral elements correspond to
the structural material of the motor; other mineral matters,
including water, correspond to the lubricants; such organic
foods as the carbohydrates and fats and the non-nitrogen
derivatives of proteins are the fuel; and the vitamins corres
pond to the ignition sparks, whose own energy value is
insignificant, but without which this kind of engine cannot
mm, however abundant its fuel and however appropriate its
structural materials and its lubricants.
Plan The Meals For Your Family
Because you wish to obtain good nutrition, one of your
important steps is to translate the Basic Four Pattern into the
three daily meals.
Ignorance, carelessness, prejudice, racial habits, fads and
false advertising, together with ingrained misconceptions about food,
make impossible good nutrition for many individuals.
Poverty and inflation are the most pressing problems we have
to solve.

Therefore, it is beneficial to learn to buy and serve food

wisely, and individuals with the smaller income will, of necessity,
spend a larger percentage of it on food than will those with higher
income.
Skimping on food in order to have beautiful clothes is false
economy for the clothes become less attractive when the body inside
them shows the lack of adequate food.

Neglect of health can become

costly and it is much more enjoyable to protect health than to repair
it.

Planning will help you to have good meals, and here are a few

rules for planning:
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First, set up menus for at least a whole day, rather than
deciding what to serve just before each meal*

Meals supplement each

other when planned adequately*
Second, try to use some food of each Basic Four Group at every
meal*
Third, serve some raw food at least once daily.
Fourth, try to have variety in flavor*
at ons meal sweet or tart, strong or bland*

Do not have all foods
Vary the texture.

example, serve a crisp salad with a bland rice dish.
foods that go well with each other.

For

Use colorful

Have foods hot and cold*

Change

the shape in which you serve your vegetables.
Fifth, experiment with planning the meals for a whole week*
Take an afternoon off to do this.

You will find that some days it is

easier to think about menu planning than it is on others,

Take advan*

tage of these days, and you will discover a sense of freedom during
the rest of the week.

Of course, you want to make your menu flexible

in order to offset problems of unavailability of items or the need to
use some leftover.
Your shopping will be easier when you plan for a whole week.
and in the long run you will save money in so doing.

Each time that

you shop buy a few extra items to stock an emergency shelf or for use
when unexpected company arrives.
Put first on your list the Basic Four Group foods, and then
add others which will satisfy your family.

Center attention on foods

enjoyed by your family and especially items available in your own area
rather than imported.
The following is a suggested meal pattern for one days
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Breakfast

Dinner

Supper

Fruit

Protein dish, as of
legumes

Soup
Protein dish

Cereal
Cooked vegetable

Rice or paste
or bread

Milk drink
Rice or paste or broad
or potato

Bread

Fruit
Salad, vegetable
Milk
Beverage
Dessert (may
omit)

Dessert (may oidt)

To this you may add fats and sugars and other foods you like#
It is possible for you to choose the less expensive foods
within the Basic Four Pattern Groups*

For example, you may find rice

and corn products less expensive than wheat*
cost less than do bakery products#

Homemade baked goods

Legumes and cereals supplement

each other and are more economical to use than cheese, eggs, nuts and
flesh foods, especially poultry#

i-ako your shopping list flexible,

choosing fruits and vegetables that are in season*

If possible,

cultivate your own vegetable garden and fruit orcliard.
Do not make one of the greatest shopping errors, which is to
consider milk a beverage instead of a food.
Ones© you purchase food, ecomxidsB© and also safeguard your
family health by preparing it carefully and serving it attractively*
You will find helpful suggestions in the chapter on food preparation*
As you plan meals remember that soft drinks are popular but
not health promoting foods*

The cola group contains the stimulant

caffeine, about two-thirds of a grain per each six ounces*

Most

medical men agree that this amount is not healthy, especially for
children*
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According to scientific research, soft drinks may cause dental
decay.

Besides, many soft drink plants are operated under highly

unsanitary conditions.

Therefore, for your beverages serve the more

nutritious and many times less costly fruit juices.
Finally, plan your meals around a pleasant environment and a
carefree atmosphere.

Serves control the work of the stomach and any

nervous stress or strain, such as arguments or tension at mealtime,
will cause poor digestion of even the most attractive and delicious
meal.
Ib plan menus effectively requires time and effort, but
provides tlie great rewards of keeping your family iiealtiy and happy*
Everyone ifeods To Sat Breakfast
How many times did you skip breakfast last >jeek? Have you
experimented with yourself, and found any difference in your work
through eceaparison of that done with or without this important raoalV
Host Brasilians recognise that oil© of tiieir poor health habits
is to eat a scanty breakfast* Kary satisfy themselves with a cup of
coffee or add a small french bread tilth butter*
until the mid-day meal*

Others eat nothing

After all, they reason, we have not worked

up an appetite in the morning and why should we eat well then? Tills
kind of reasoning is comparable to tisat of tlie man who spends money
without earning it*
Industry is realising the imixirtance of a nourishing breajkfast
tiirough finding greater efficiency of employes coiies from those who
have started the day xiith sufficient nourishment* Teachers are
discovering tiiat children are less irritable, more alert and do better
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school t-?ork if they have had a good breakfast.
If you are not in the habit of eating this meal, you may find
it is difficult to do so*

You have habituated yourself, perhaps over

a period of time, to the passing of hunger sensations from lack of
breakfast and, even though you are suffering from the lack of food,
you may not even feel hungry until noon.
Start to eat small amounts at first and increase t lie so grad
ually to normal breakfast menu quotas. You will recognize the
changes as they occur in well being and lack of fatigue and will be
dalighted by them.
A good breakfast consists of at least fruit, milk and cereal
or bread*

Cheese or egg or peanut butter may be added to the basic

pattern.
Dr* Ruth Levert on, of the University of Iowa, cites the fact
that the body cannot hold over essential substance from one meal for
use many hours later ary more easily than can a store keep the second
one of a pair of shoes until there is enough money to pay for it
following the purchase of the first one of the pair.
Do not postpone the good breakfast habit.

Start tomorrow

morning to cultivate it.
Vegetable And Animal Proteins
Much of the world in which m live lias an inadequate supply
of proteins, one reason being that proteins from animals are in short
supply.

To improve upon this shortage a considerable amount of

research is being done through United Nations agencies such as the
Food and Agricultural Organization, and WHO, the World rfealth
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Organisation.
It has been found that vegetable proteins can supplement each
other and that these, with eggs an-i/or milk, will give the body
sufficient protein of good quality, making unnecessary the use of
flesh meats*
The discoveries have become of significant importance to the
nations with populations too great for the amount of food they can
produce*

It is becoming necessary for their peoples to receive

nourishment from the original sources and not through first feeding
animals and then eating the flesh of the animals*
Scientists emphasize that vegetable proteins must supplement
each other adequately, and it has become a challenge to discover
which of the vegetable proteins in different parts of the world will
best supplement each other*
Dr* Henry C. Sherman has stated,
Whan grain products, vegetables, fruits and milk have
been given their full place in the diet, the result Is a
supply and dietary of such excellence that the extent to
meats, fats and sweets are added is of relatively little
sequence in nomal nutrition*

all
food
which
con-

Dr* I'ievin Scrimshaw, who has done much nutrition research in
Latin America, made the following statement at the Fifth International
Congress on nutrition in 19&0*
Vfe must be able to supply sufficient protein for all the
world, but it will not be animal (too costly and not enough
of it)| therefore, we must utilize vegetable protein, and,
by combining vegetable proteins, arrive at an ’ideal pattern* *
E. W. H* Sebrell, Jr* another nutrition authority, spoke also
at this Congress, and said,
Although animal protein was best * * * legumes are the
answer • * * the important thing is that without any of the
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aixiin&X products, adequate protein nutrition can be obtained
suitable fixtures of cereal, legume and oil seed products*
tHiring this same Congress Dr# H* Gouaslie, of the Foch Centre
of He search in Paris, stated, tt fhe question of vegetarianisin is going
to be the question in the next few ^ars.*
laeto-vegetariaa protein foods include nuts, milk, cereals and
legumes* In the mitt statements you will find ideas on how you can
use these foods to best advantage#
gate ar® good supplementary' proteins. Also toy are rich in
fat* Our cashew nut to Brasil mt have good proteins# He should
encourage greater production of both, in order to mate them available
more economically. Peanut butter la excellent to supplement to
proteins of white bread and a sandwich with this butter is more
nouriaMng than that with jolly* this fact becoms jbRportant if
someone in your family must carry a lunch to school or to work#
Powdered ailk, whether whole* or skim, has not lost all of it®
original nutritive value, altough man? persons believe it has# the
principal difference between whole powdered milk to fresh, whole milk
is in the removal of water by special Industrial processes which do
not destroy to other nutrients that were in to original fresh milk#
Powdered skim milk is made by similar processes, except tot
its cream has been removed frees to fresh milk to it contains a
minimal amount of fat* however, to protein to calcium which arc
especially wanted from milk are present in powdered 'tola milk,
powdered skin milk to fresh milk# Furtomore, powdered milk® are
sanitary to fresh milk is not always sanitary.
Cereals are to foods consumed in greatest amount in to soc-
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tions of tho world In which poverty exists.

This fact is easy to

understand when you figure that one kilogram of rice has fifty per
cent more calories than has one kilogram of medium beef, and on the
average eight kilograms of grain are necessary to produce on© kilo
gram of beef.
One cereal alone does not have very good protein value, but
when eaten with milk, it is well supplemented.
and com supplement each other*
refined wheat and corn products.

Whole wheat, oats

Soybeans and potatoes supplement
Thus you can recognize the

importance of making bread with more than on© type of cereal or by
adding to the mix an ingredient of soy flour or powdered milk.
Gil seed cakes, resulting from the extraction of oil from
peanut, cotton seed, coconut, sesame and soybeans, are rich sources
of protein, most of them containing around forty per cent.

Unfor

tunately, because of the crude processes used in the extraction of
oils for the cakes, most of them cannot be used for human food.

It

has been suggested that the method of obtaining these proteins be
refined so that man can eat them and supplement them with cereals.
legumes, with the exception of soybeans, have an inferior
quality of protein but supplement cereals satisfactorily.
and peas are especially good supplements to wheat.

Soybeans

The addition of

small amounts of soy flour to white bread improves its protein quality
considerably.
Lentils and whole grain cereals supplement each other well.
The Brazilian "tremoco” bean has good protein, calcium and manganese,
and is valuable for protein supplementation.
Soybeans have good protein arid are short only in one essential
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amino acid, methionine*

These beans contain twice as much protein

(forty per cent) as that in otter beans.
cent oil, while other Deans have none*

Also they have twenty per
In addition, soybeans are a

good source of calcium, phosphorus and iron as compared with otter
legumes.

Above all, when abundant, soybeans are high in nutrition

and low in cost.
Soybeans are the major ingredient of the famous Multi Purpose
Food flour.

Sixty grams of the American Multi Purpose Food flour

have nutritive value equivalent to that of one hundred and twenty
grams of meat, one hundred grams of potato, one hundred grams of
green peas, and one glass of milk*
In addition, soybeans are used extensively in industry to
extend meat dishes such as loaves, sausages and cakes.
make these products more moist and cause less shrinkage.

Soybeans
Probably

many persons are eating more portions of soybeans than they know to
be in their diet.
In order for your body to assimilate soybeans to best advan
tage, they should be well cooked or roasted, lour protein nutrition
may be improved by incorporating small amounts of soy flour into your
baking, using five per cent, and into your cooking.
In various countries scientists are attempting to discover
which are the best available vegetable proteins*

The goal is to mix

these to make a product which will be palatable and will contain foods
to which the people are accustomed and which they like*

This ideal

product met promote adequate growth in children, be prepared easily,
and above all be economical.
The experimentation requires extensive research and scientific
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knowledge and is time-consuming#
Guatemala has been fortunate in becoming the first country in
which such a mixture of vegetable proteins has been made available
ccanmercially#

The product is called Ineaparina and is a flour which

tastes like corn#

It may be used for drinking or in cooking, and its

cost is one-fifth that of milk in that country. Children who have
been given it in substitution for milk have grown normally and been
found to be in good health.
Exporimentation with vegetable proteins is being conducted in
Nigeria, Africa*
In Brasil there is much interest and current research toward
development of a suitable vegetable protein mixture for oux' population#
Let us support any work done in this area.
If you have scruples about killing animals for food this new
vegetable protein concept will ho of interest to you#

It will be of

benefit, also, to those who avoid eating flesh foods because of wide
spread disease in animals*
That some diseases can be transmitted to man through meat has
been demonstrated amply#
culturc-1^56,

According to the d*S» Yearbook of Agri-

which deals with anbaal diseases, pork is til© common

source of human trichinosis, esxjecially if tiie ixjfected meat is eaten
in a fora that is somewhat raw or not sufficiently cooked or cured#
Trichinosis is a painful and soraetimss fatal disease#

The American

federal meat inspection does not guarantee that fresh pork passed as
free for Ituman consumption is free of trictiiiwie,

rhei'Q is no known

practical system of inspection by wilch such guarantee can be made#
Fisii tapeworm may attain eight meters length in man#

It is
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acquired from eating raw, nearly raw, cold-smoked or salted fish
which is infected*

One infected person may discharge a million

tapeworm eggs per day*
Beef tapeworm (taenia saginata) lives in the immature stag©
in the muscles md internal organa of cattle.

A person eating raw

or rare beef that harbors a single live worm can become infected*
The adult tapeworm lives in the intestine of men, where it can attain
over ten meters in length*

An infected person usually has only one

tapeworm, but one tapeworm carrier may expel several pieces, with
thousands of eggs each, almost every day for several years*
Healthy appearing animals may spread tuberculosis and
brucellosis.

Vaccination protects animals, but does not give

immediate and long-lasting results.
Chicken may have at least ten different species of tapewoms,
and no drug has been found which will remove all of these*
The same mmmmmtmmmmmmmm
Yearbook mmm
of Agriculture
states that cancer of the
nw«liMnw»
\ wiwum
eyes is common in cattle*

It is soon followed by growth in the head

and lungs, and at times even in the liver and oilier organs*

In

cattle showing a small, localised eye tumor at slaughter, only the
head is considered unfit for food, while other tumors are often found
throughout the carcass of slaughtered animals of all types.
The recipes in the second part of this book have been devised
to conform with the viewpoints presented in this discussion of protein
sources.
You will be given ideas on how to obtain good nutrition without
the use of flesh foods.

Also you will be given many combinations for

good lacto-ovo-vegetarian protein supplementation.

CHAPTER HI
SITUATIONS GOVERN TOUR FOOD NEEDS
In determining the amount of food needed by each member of
your family, you will do well to study the situations of their lives.
The quantities, plus the type, of food will vary greatly in relation
to age, the status of health and the degree of activity*
E^hat Should Infants And Children Eat?
The food needs of infants and children are different, both in
kind and proportions, from yours as an adult.
In the first place, they require larger quantities of water
for their body weight than do you.

From birth on, your infant needs

water at intervals during the day* You may give this water from a
teaspoon or from a bottle, but it should always be offered lukewarm
and have been boiled.

It is not necessary to add some form of sugar

to it, for to do so will only develop the Infant’s taste for sweet
beverages.
All normal infants and children are very active physically.
If you would isiove about as much as they do you would be exhausted soon.
Children need food for this energy expenditure.

Also they need more

food, proportionately, than you do because they require it for body
growth.
Normally you require one gram of protein per kilogram of body
weight per day, but a child needs three times that much in order to
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grow#

The amount a child grows depends not only upon the amount of

protein he is fed, out also upon prenatal factors of the mother1s
nutrition, the six© of her uterus and placenta, and the factor
heredity.
Most infants in Brasil are fed by breast, this being the ideal
feeding method#

Proper milk feeding mixture can be nutritious as

well# There is a tendency for mothers to think that all milk formulas
must be somewhat thickened with cornstarch or cream of rice and
sweetened*

Such an addition serves only to add extra calories without

adding good proteins, vitamins or minerals#
It would seem more advisable to give the milk without thicken*
ing and diluted as prescribed by the doctor.

As the Infant readies

the age of three to four months tbs pediatrician will advise the
addition of cereals to the diet.

Mien fed separately in a more

wholesome form such as Pablmn, strained oatmeal, cornmeal and other
whole grain flours, these cereals are more nutritious than cornstarch
or cream of rice#
There are parts of the world where infants do not get milk, but
have been fed successfully with fortified, soy milk#

In Pirapora,

Minas, a milk bank has been set up where soybean milk is the only
milk used# This substitute lias been accepted by the children as well
as by the mothers, with good results to their health, according to
report by Dr* nelson Moraes*
nutrition authorities differ about when it is best to start
adding to the infant’s diet foods other than milk#

A general pattern,

quite commonly used, follows}
At about one month of age add a vitamin C rich fruit juice.
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It may be In the fom of orange, tomato, tangerine, sweet lime, guava
or caju juice•

At first give only one teaspoon of the new food,

diluted with equal amount of boiled water and strained.

The amount

of juice can be increased and that of water decreased until the baby
Is given four tablespoons or one-fourth cup of juice per day.
These juices will help infants to get used to new flavors and
at the same time vitamin C foods stimulate the appetite and prevent
constipation. They need no sweetening.
The addition of vitamin D will be prescribed by your pedia
trician with directions as to amount and fom to be used.

Vitaoiin B

helps the formation of good teeth in the child.
At an age of between three and four months cereals may be added
to the diet. Oatmeal, cream of corn and cream of wheat are all
nutritious.
strained.

They should be very well cooked in a double boiler and
Pablum is a prepared fom of cereals easily given your

infant.
When the child is between three to six months, you may add
egg yolk to the diet.

It will provide iron, fat and vitamin A.

Use

only one-quarter of a teaspoon of bard-cooked egg yolk for the first
few days, inasmuch as some infants may develop an allergy to it if
given too much.

The amount can be increased so that at eight months

the infant receives a whole yolk*

It is easy to start feeding it by

mixing it with milk after the yolk has been hard-cooked. lAthhold the
egg white until the child is at least ten months old.
Vegetables and fruits may be given at four to five months#
Usually added first are spinach, f’taioba,M carrots, green beans,
Mxuxu,( and fresh peas, well cooked, sieved and seasoned with a little
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salt.

At first offor only a teaspoon and then increase the account to

what the child can tolerate.
In addition to providing vitaiain A these green vegetables will
give 30230 of the iron tlio child needs at this tine. At birth infants
have a small reserve of iron which lasts about three months, but
after that time they need it in their diet.
Some suggest adding vegetables to the diet first because a
child naturally will like fruits better than vegetables.
Vegetables may be given, at noon, along with egg or 'legume
broth, and fruits may be offered In the morning with the cereal and
in the evening meal with cottage cheese.
At between the age of five to six months, the baby should be
fed foods such as thin hard toast, or hard baby cookies, which will
help to erupt teeth.

The chewing will develop the gums although at

first little of the food of this type will be swallowed and it will
be left In a mess.
Children should receive a variety of foods.

However, butter

or margarine should be used in moderation and sugar very sparingly
or not at all*
flavor of foods.
iron.

Tims the child will cultivate a taste for the natural
Cereals, greon vegetables and egg yolk will provide

Fruits and vegetables give calcium, vitamins A and C*

Sugar,

candy, jelly, jams, soft drinks and cake frostings have only nompty
calories” and tend to take away the appetite of the child for more
nutritious food.

They should not be given to infants.

fou can teach your infant to food himself before lie is one year
old and you will find that early self feeding has the advantages of
saving time for you, developing your child and making it possible to
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avoid behavioral lack oX appetite*
A small cup is a good training device*

With it and your help

your baby laay start to use a spoon at Xour months* Teach him to use
It while you hold him with his back to you and with his right hand
on the little finger of your right hand to guide him*

If he likes

the food m soon will pull at your finger*
When your baby can sit in a chair, you may sit on his right
side, with your left arm around hi% and allow him to hold your
finger with the left hand*

In this way he will become accustomed

to use his right hand*
It will be Mich easier for you "to feed him thus than .IX you
sit facing Mm*

At the age of five to six mouths you may try to

place the spoon in the baby’s hand filth yours guiding it*

it will

require the child abouu two months to learn to get the spoon -to iiiB
mouth*
!4wm your child is om year old, ho may eat all simple foods,
in an easily digested form*

He ahouM have milk, cereals, sieved or

finely minced cooked vegetables, legumes and fruits, egg and simple
desserts* Raw fruits and vegetables should be added more cautiously,
as the digestive tract becomes stronger and the teeth more developed,
usually during the second or third year*
Introduce all new foods gradually and, if they cause trouble,
reduce the quantity or withdraw them for a time*
lour children may differ m to the time of the day when they
are most hungry*

normally a child will not suffer when missing a

few meals*
four child of two to three years of age will mod more food

m
than will your six-year-olc bacauso the fonsier X® growing more
rapidly# lour child will require less food until the age of nine to
ten yoars is reached.

With the toons, the food needs will spurt

upward.
Usually children take more milk than other foods, their needs
and desires being greater than those of adults.

However, each child

should be encouraged to develop a taste for a variety of foods and
to eat normally and thus have m requirement for vitamin supplements*
Specific recommendations will be made by your pediatrician.
Children are curious about foods#

they will take sandwiches

apart and allow ice cream to molt before eating It* They like to
identify foods and do not like mixtures on plates.

If a wall liked

food is presented in a new fom, it laqy not appeal to your children*
All children go through temporary phases during which they are not
hungry*

At these times do not force them to eat, but offer smaller

earrings which might encourage then to eat more.
Reasons for lack of appetite should be studied carefully*

If

you are like the mothers who offer, or allow their children to eat,
cookies, a piece of bread, a candy bar, a banana or similar snacks
throughout the day, you cannot expect them to be hungry at mealtime.
Mothers such as these deprive children of nutritious food which is
needed by the bodies, and help the children to develop poor eating
habit® which will bring sad consequonces in later life.
If your child needs snacks give milk, fruits or bread with
spread, but give a snack only omo between meals and in moderate
mounts.

Suggest drinking plenty of water between meals*

Wholosomo foods are injurious to children only when thoy
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cannot bo dieted or when they take the place of other foods needed for
growth#
four child will be happier and healthier if you refrain from
certain practices#

for instance, do noti

1# Force him to sit until tlw food on the plate !ms been
eaten*
2# Promise dessert only if the plate is emptied#
3*

Bring leftover food in the same plate at another meal#

h*

Set the alarm clock to time your child#

5*

'encourage him to eat for grandma, auntie or others*

6* Talk during mealtime about the vitamins and proteins
contained by certain foods.
?* Say nIt is good for you,” or ttIt will make you grow” or
offer a similar remark#
5* Compare the child with a brother or sister who eats mom,
is younger, older or fatter than the or® addressed#
9* Talk about foods "Baddy” or other family members like*
Bo not give tea or coffee to your child, for they take the
place of milk, overstimulate the bodies, and destroy the liking for
natural foods, creating a desire for artificial flavors. Avoid
feeding him fried or rich foods, umlpencd fruits, most condiments and
spices*
The food habits learned when small will dictate to a great
extent what your child will eat m an adult#

How many adults wish they

had cultivated the food habits needed now?
Children learn what to eat, and what to think about food,
through experience and examples of parents or other adults*
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During hot woaihor children require mro water, and it may be
taken faatwm meals at frequent integrals but not in quantity to set
aside the nutritious foods* Children can remain active during high
temperatures and do not feel the heat unless adults suggest a recto*
tion to it*

'On hot days a short cooling-off period before meals

will increase your child*s appetite* When it is unseasonably hot
tbs large mal my be served best .in the evening.
However, the usual measures ?iad guides for developing good
eating habits should be followed, irrespective of the weather*
As you dew lop good food habits in your children, you give
thorn om of the most enduring gifts parents can ever provide*
ilint Ara gw rood grobl&as Of AdaXosoents?
AdoXoscence can be the most disturbing period of life, physio
logically as well as biologically and emotionally*

It is a time when

your child will require large amounts of nutritious food*
Unfortunately, many teenage girls are malnourished and have
strange appetites which vary from day to day*

Their diet is quite

low in protein and iron*
During this period of life many young women get married and
bear children, thus bringing a greater burden upon their body than
that already required for growth and development*
It is no wonder that complications of pregnancy, such as
tendencies for preeclampsia, stillbirths and prematurity, occur often
among these young mothers, or that tuberculosis is found frequently
among teenagers*

A basic cause of these health problems is poor

nutrition at a time of fast growth*
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Girls arc eomeraec! about tlmir figures, and rightfully so,
but mar$y tfees Utey make the misstate of considering milk fattening*
A. good ftgiiv®s a beautiful cmpH^ydon and glossy hair corse with good
nutrition, snd not from snacks or dependence on sweets, candy bars
and soft drinks*
If pm ha^e an adolescent girl iTtvite her to help with mal
planning and preparation, and tbits .you will interest ter in ter own
nutrition*

ter diet should include more than average amounts of

milk, green and yellow vegetables, and fruits, espooially those rich
in vitmain G*
Boys like to take part in activs sports and to adopt as heroes
the o’ltntanding ath?^tea*

If they wish to practice exorcises ttet

develop astsolesj boys will do well to loam about food habits of
their heroes*

they will find, that great athletes cat smeh anr! are

careful to include in their diet plenty of vitasdn C fruits, y&2Jbtw
and green vegetables, plus milk*
One thing is sura, and that is that growing boys need to eat a
great deal, even more than do growing girls*
Teenagers are able to choose yocd nutrition when it is available,
as demonstrated in boarding schools, because they do knew scsnethlng
about the subject and are eager to loam If they have tte opportunity
to talk and ask questions*

They Wes to discuss infomation and

leam the .facts for ttensolves*

They like to know adult opinlona,

especially of those idio teach by example as wen as words*
Teenagers see quickly that good mtriticn is a long-tem thing,
and not om to be considered for Just cm meal, once in a while*
Ttemar, there is one Important fact ^vfhich should bo recognised by

m
aH

and that ia that thorc* is no perfect food* ftarfaction

can bo achiovod only

an litokB of a variety of foods.

What roods Mm i%odod

Pregnant tot lactatingg Women?

If a mother-to-»b© has moetmd good nourishing food from
childhood and if she has continued good nutrition habits during
adobsacemco and adulthood, pregnancy *&1X bring only an increase of
need for nutrients. But if ©he has always been malnourished and is
not very healthy, pregnancy will become a greater than average burden
to her. She will have to ©xerciso extra care to improve her nutri
tion during this period of her life*
Many doctors agree that a good diet during pregnancy will not
only help in delivery but will benefit the infant.
During pregnancy a woman needs added calories, protein, cal
cium, iron and vitamins in particular# The developing Infant is fad
through th© placenta of the mother, from the nourishment she receives
from food oaten* Some people haw the idea that certain foods are
particularly good or especially harmful during pregnancy. Others
think that milk and such fruits m oranges and lemons are hamful
during and after this period.
Foods are as good as the mtrionts they contain and during
pregnancy it is especially Important that all the "small*1 nutrients
be present in the foods* "Small" nutrients are the vitamins and
minerals present in fruits, vegetables and, milk. Cravings for certain
foods will not mean that the body is lacking the nutrients of those
foods* Also it is far from true or scientific that deformities will
occur In the child if satisfaction is not given these cravings. How-
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if they ar© within mason, nutritionally and economical3y, it
is wall to grant special wishes.
Good nutritional help, fron pm-natal clinic or doctor,
should be sought by all woman during pregnancy, th© earlier the
hotter#
Food quantities should not misain constant as the fetus grows
gradually and so should the intake of food. During th© first, three
months a w:«an requires much the &mm amount as before pregnancy.
Increase of thirty per cent should bo made during tli@ fourth through
the sixth raonth, and of fifty per cent during the seventh through
th© ninth month, according to Dr* Ruth Leverton.
The smallest increase should be in Vn© intake of energy foods
because the fetus 1ms little need for energy but requires food for
growth and development*

Therefore, a pregnant woman need not ©at

amounts of food for two, as ma%‘ boLievc. She needs only to feed
herself a*ii3 provide sufficient building material for the new baby.
.Eating email smacks between mals prevents the empty feeling
wiiich often starts nausea in the first months of pregnancy.

.However,

when the tendency to nausea has disappeared, th® mother-to-be should
confine her intake to three good meals a day and thus prevent
excessive gain in weight*
Doctors usually allow a weight gain of eight to ten kilograms
during pregnancy* Excessive gain beyond that point will increase the
possibility of edema of the ankles, hands and face, with increased
risk of toxmla*
As pregnancy demands more food tlm mother should increase tor
intake of milk, fruits, vegetables and whole groin cereals.

These

3Jh0

'wiXL profit bar with

protfti.% TltaailM and islntrsCU#

I)r» Clara Sasbaquy ha#
of

that lor th« first four meMm

the oalarloa should b$ tl» ssms as for th» normal adult
with added protoln, vitamin aisd minerals* Poring the mwM

four aaonths tlw pregnant woman tiemM oat five hundred addiUonal
ealorxss per day* During the last with thi iuoreas© should bo m%
at only tlsroo hundred caloraos buoausa woman ar^ usually Imm m%im
during thin Um» Througliout

vitamins^ lainaralo and pro**

tolas shouM be oaten In larger (sanunos than, normally*
Host pregnant womon have trouble with oonatipatlon bocauso of
mtm waato products# pressure of the uterus on the intestines and
less activity* Dee of plenty of fluids and a diet containing an
extra largo variety of fruits* vegetables and whole grain cereals
will offset most problems of constipation*
During lactation the food pattern of the mother should he about
that of the last months of pregnancy* but additional, food is needed
feu* milk production* the only precaution the anther should take is to
avoid strong condiments and spices because these transfer to the milk
and may upset the baby*

a

?*n» reaction may take

place If etroag-flavored vegetables are eaten*
fhe i.feftt-a'kiwar mother can ssfe^ard her life and that of her
babv bv

aannl/* Jfcwvttmi-H of WdMS%X fOCda*

Do fou let Hie seme As foe (brow older?
may times the homemaker will make every effort to improve the
nutrition of the children* teenagers* adults and of the pregnant and
lactatlng women* but will completely neglect nutrition of the elderly*

m
r^ificationa In the foods given the elderly will he If? then
to

t*m Ir food mm and at the mm tizm Mill provide Umm id'fch

‘better mitrition*
changes are taking place la Um organise of the elderly#
f'^trltloi'i Involves digestion, jastftholl&a, absorption and utilisation
of food* fonsequently, it is mcowmry to uavlerstand tew changes of
tern mtmMSm Kith age and how temm chains affect the nutrition.
Thor® is loss gastric acidity# less calcium is absorbed aiM
mom .is 'lost from the bows#

older people feel dryness in the

mouth, an! their digestion is m% m good as it used to bo#

Ibey

cannot eimt as well as fomsrly, mwl it takes them much longer to
oat than It did# they are not able- to be very active physically#
They bam lass tolerance for ctnfbo^dr&tes, especially larp* asamintc
Of 3U0&T*

.Many older people live atom, often do not feel well and are
not intorosted in food# Tlw majority of older »n and women will bo
unaware of the importance of nutrition and therefore will live on
small snacks, which are m% skhm^v, nourishing# A surprising number
will mmnt milk, not realising: tlmt it Is both easy to nm and
uourialiing#
It is difficult for everyone 'to accept the inability to do all
the things once accomplished without effort# Add to the situations
poor digestion and. elimination ami it is little wonder that there are
pvohXmm in keeping an active Interest In good nutrition#
mm are a few points on fam to insure better iwuriatemi for
the older person!
1* Sassuraae a diet of foods that are simple, nutritious and

m
mmp to dlipst. of special
milk, cottage

mm cookod siaooth

eggs* %mnt3 rim^ pastes, mall mmmtw of

fats mm? augars, soft fruits mm teg©tables without skin aid mmi®*
2*

mm starch©®, aas^alat rlc®# pastas and breads than

sugars*
I* Us© mm raw fats aai mgctabl© ells and fewer aaissal fats
m%& fried, foods*
!j* Bnoourag© tb© us© of good protein foods*
5* Stress %&m impottmm of fruit juices and plenty of
lic|mif?«*

&* Begin a ssosl with a hot elsar soup*
?* Offer a hot milk berrsrage before bedtlsi©*
8* 'Bxgmrimut to discomr Mssthsr best results are achieved
^ a seheduls of two »als a dor

^ro frequent smllor m&X&*

% nmm%&mv that elderly foosl© ©ajoy companioiiship at Malt$m$ m%l like to take their tit# to oat*
10* A paring knlf©, the food chopper or blender* a little
sartrs coois&iig to soften food more* or the use of a siere In weal
prepsrstion will be great chewi^j helpers*
ft is true that older pm$& require lesa food than they did
in their yminger days* Howeser* their weight should be about the
■siM after sixty as it was at fifty* .An individual at forty should
weigh about his normal weight at thirty*
IMerly people will benefit by not being too fat or too alto*
If good dietary habits mim started in early life* the iraiivi*
dual will sslect and eat mtritiems meals in later years and. at the
saw tii* can eat the foods liked* Huiy older folk belies that

m
certain foods # such as Ghossae, MBc aad acid fruits aiu not piai for
ttow Hmwor, thaao boliafs arc x»t als^a correct*
In m iiWBSti^tloa mm$m mmzm tliirty sam and mmn of war
om tmndrad yo&rs of a^@ it waa fmnad that their diet eonaiated
mlx&y of broad, mat, abundance, of milk and yogurt, plenty of
fruits and vegetables*

tf they riad© it, you can smte it tool

i^trltion Iteim l^lgeaaa
It ?aay be moe&mty during lllmaa to aaka a few chases in t!i@
iMaii food pattoru* four doctor #111 ptuacribe a apocific diet if
it is ooe^d*
Bownr, #e an§pat a four

modificationa*

occuminoe indicator- tfea aaod for large amounts of
Hquids. ?%m body is burrda^ aneb fmrgf so mors? calorics am
required* ilc#url$liiJ3c and aaaHy ii^iNitad foods am important,
including aoft fruits, juices, j^-lk driaka, oggo, easily digested
maatabJbca, bland, oomala, rim and paatM*
Ition

pemomi i^ppoaraneo m mil m Vm

intorsml orgeuia, oaposially tho heart m& Umr* It oauooa 2m®
raaiatanea to poioom, tojdna and ?:\icroorfanl

« Diseases am

contzuotod aor® readily* Again mtwtBhitm mm aaaily digested foods
am uaodot! until the aystem la rei^dy for a nomal diet*
Oiro^o alcoholic leads to a alnutrition because &XoiMl§
al^ougl-i Saartiiag; calories, dtoes not Imim tb® protective irntriorto
found in proteins and vitamins* PaKgaently the alcoholic has disof digestion and liver. M% .first a chronic alcoholic can
tolerate 01% mall amounts of soft nmri.gMng foods. OmteXly

m
pmp&aiimm mn

imiom long meals cm Xm

Cieslty tm? Xm

a tom of disease, m&t of the tim

it cxmp& up gradually* For

m individual may eat only

fifty calories eistra per dayt such as the equivalent of about two
teaspoons of sugar beyond wtiat is required by the body# it the end
of cm year this will mean cm and o:B«*half kHograms of extra
this amount faay not »an i»eh in a year but In ten years it
will add Vj fifteen extra kilogm^ and this will, probably affect
the- health at the age of forty or fifty when the individual should
not w&gh mom than he did at thirty* Obesity may bring prodispoal*
tion to hmrt 4tmsms di»bete% Ximr disease and other e<mplioa»

to avoid obealty an Individual should lis&t the number of
calories taken In the form of food to the equivalent of those spent
In e»rcia«i and for the body’ $ intamil activities* If food Inutile
la ds-emacod five hundred caprice por day through diminishing of
sugar, fat and starch of the diet, there should occur a less of onehalf kll^am per wok*
TM.ii loss my mm mmXl in relation to some spectacular ones
achieved through drastic pm^mm xfsAcb am actually starvation stints
oasftlng the bot^ to loss large &i«unte of water* protein and glycogen*
Then, m noon ae a nerml food ixstste is resumed, them is a marked
regain in might m the body

the water, protein and glysogsa

of which it has been depleted* in Xfem end It is found that mi »mch
ttGto&X fat Ms Xm&n burned up#
It Is always wise to ecu^rult

phyolcdan ^hen overweight

tmm Xmssm pronounced, for th®» &m causes, such as gensties,

tmamia&c imtzm mX

ditu&Uoas,

m&§ Wm tm

smh intaki q£ fmd§ proda^e
Ie ai^r r^ductiea pragma m&f £mt fmd» should bo oltaimlod
Pitmnaat both in rodueisg and jCabtenUsg diabs shsoM
bo tho p&eftmUm foodsf such as feiit* aogstablas and 2aUk*
Itn^r bavn 'mcxm inhifsbtnd In tfc» rnodom tfnnd to m&itm tdtli
npnolnl Jfnmila dints, croeh as MstaponaX and simU&r su^tnnoss*
ft® torioan ^iUnal Aasoointian statss that roimla dints
am mt J;ha rational appmaaii to slight rndoetion and aontral on a
lo?4g tom bsalo, nsponlal^ in omm of ssriousir omiwight lijoioiduals* Tlit fomilss, ,^|£ so, wo not pamcoa far Urn ocopmotion of
obesity# According to the Assaeiatiot4# a&nQr users of fam&a dints
am an tis ^onpagsdn,

n^goint? paradox of

^U>tTOtiteont# ^dth rasuits m% ahsa^s as ontloipaood*
tmateint of obeaUar is host
in nolMwEtioE idth a

bar a wpotont pi^oiriaa

iliaiitiaa* T:mm is no oaa^ nt|r

to rtdtTO, and it »!iauld be & Xei^tem project altii eliainabiou of
ealort^e 'Mi pwisloa of osseniiifl mtrients, iaeladihg to uo^ei^lal
aoMs* tom all, a. good roduol^ diet tould todn to
ippetdte*

should bc-i totod fre^Etl^r* isitii tiui first sign®

of S3$r» hilagrams, a raduciies progxm. th&uld te startsd#

SiteaMiteaa! .^gasi^a*

«* awesi*, mmm

indliisstiun and gastritis, am halted bp foods which arc bland to
nutritioas, taaoih and hafing us

seeds or fibers# Fluids

touM be lira!ted at »al ites# #toc? olig.inated should be ^li*
sat^a^e%. spiced foods to oorJten&a*
ftwt fecTlng dipiUm iMTimilfMs idU benafit trm rogslar

m
mal 1amm and tomgmvaU habits* Eating filowlgr of food# «hlob am
not too hot or too wld and roftirc after male «ill bo bonafidU^
am will a #tet of mam froquosrfc noilo in smll panoportioos*
Ifsodod hsr paptic oloer patents are foods ^hlch are soft and
non ttls^lntlr!^ and avoided sSmXd tx? a®at extracts md strong
eow#i^rto# much «s popper and m^tard* Also loft aside should b»
O«ff^lj»*«onteirdr^ and .alcoholic bororagss vhlch ctlcmlate tbs
soonstiems of the stomach* bating tec mich at one tins will distend
tte atesaeh and perturb the almr*
Certain typos of foods, ctsch as smooth fats and soft protelntf
will help to control th© acid producttefi stills ri%mUi C foods '*1111
help te hpal the wand. Ulcer .patients should he under medical oars*
tm liwr disease g^cd mtrition is very important* With
deetexw adwcatii^ liberal

of' natural sugai^s* a terete##

protein? ar^ adeeraate mounts of fats in ih* form of oaeily directed

teed*
Pisbetics ehould alsmys teeh tht telp of a pS^sician la diet
erniteol* fte min prohlsa in dihbftec is th© inability of

body

te oMlite pure mtrer adequately, ffeereforo* sugar in any refined
plus honey and mine see, should almys te eliminated ttm the
dtet.
A food ptiyoiotan can aid dS^tetlcs te live and oat aoimally*
te will pmmribs alight liedtefelom of the quantltios of com fooda
and, of course, win guard against deprivations caused by too little
Ifstalce of foods with ndneral and rlteisln content nsodsd by t**» body#
Uten diabetes is under ewdapd, tte diaoaao should bring m
amwM far worry, ffmsew, item controlled it oaa produce a maim

Mi?
ot

which nill

^hortea Ilf#*

cmLllwmmulm? tilmm* tm%f Mag grm® mw?y$ ^ t&mm
twm it m@d mwi&MMg food which idll net cause imM&mto the heart* In cases of ovex^ight the doctor may order a yoduc~
lug progim, and in eases of otn&Iiag h® iwy need to sH^inato the
©alt, and limit the fluid iatal®* fh® bast foods for heart patients
am soft and msdX^ digested surf

ito

ricli in protein*

In ease of atherosclerosis doctors will prascribe the most
bomficial diet* In ®mm tm%mcsom$ all animal fats will he
elininttted and only ee^tabl® fats aXlowed* In others, the total
fat Intake m$ ba limited*
For these patients filing »thods siiould be discouimgad in
food pmimmtimi and there should b® m overheating of fate.
Pood Nutrition Briars iiewaafds
If ym fellow good nutrition principles your family MIX be
healthier normally and will mmmv mm rapidly frora. illness than
if you serve Hhtt and Mss4,
Choosing nourlsliing food can be a delightful experience* fm
my have discovered it* If not, find it I
taKMber, always, that
life’s activitiest Including sating I

is the hey word in all of

mmm i?

?m cm Gommm m> rmm mrmmm
Ikm that you haw Xaaimd i^out to various nutrients and
tolr l^portanoo to bodily wall 'being* you are probably wondering
how to pawfmm and prepare food no tot you aay conserve to
imbftait##
fleso are a isutor of sugssotiom to guide you* Choose those
you cm follow most easily*

rm mrniiM tm ^ Food?
fhs way you buy food has to do with conservation of mbrianks*
Insofar as possible* make your mm purchases and cbmm good
quality* Apparent bargains often }mmm mm expensive ton l%mm
bought at higher prices* Food which looks only a little spoiled m&
be useless by to time you can us© it* Him largest pieces of fruit
are not always to beet*
itenevsr possible buy to quality* to do so may not entail
paying to highest price nor will it mean tot you should buy only in
fancy stores and markets which naturally chars® higher prices*
For example* whole groin rice* which cooks well and swells
nicely* will be less costly ton broken pieces at lower prices
because to latter will not cook m well* will not look as attractive*
m& will swell so little tot you will, have only a small mlmw of
gummy food*

m

m
Avoid buying food with weevils•

lm my ptxrcMm quality I&n$* vlth good mtri©istSf but part
of tb®m my b« loot if you do not stem your food properly# Hsuny
lt6me# espeoially fruit© and. m(pbah2®®$ will spoil Z&m rapidly
itom Ififtpt at low temperature*

If at all. .possible# bar® a refrigera*

tor* The sonsy you saw In food stored in it# and the tim you saw
in malting# will pay for the r^fri^mtor in a relatively short

tins*
A §m foods will keep hotter when not refrigerated# and slicmM
be stored in a cool pises# Timm inelada potatoes# onions# pumpkiii#
misot potatoes# winha?ne#» walpim?} and otiwr similar tubers* 'B&mms
should nmr be put into a refrliprator# because they will soon
becom blank# Onrlpsmd fruit will mat ripen in the refrigerator but
nay bo refrigerated one© ripened*
cabbage# green beans# green pcsppsre and tomtoas will keep for
mmmX

at tom tampereturo# #ien It is not too hot# if they are

wrapped so that eom moisture will be conserved*
Potatoes with green# bitter spots haw boon overexposed to
strong Um and should not be purchased*
,Leafy and other w^etablot should be washed well# drained#
placed in a plastic bag# and elocorl before refrigeration# a© they will
remain mist and crisp for

da$s*

If .you live in a wry hot and humid climate# you will lm wlm
to keep all dried fruits under refrigeration* aread, etm&m- and
berries mid and ret easily .if kept in very mist air*

im
otm

mg mlUc psmfeet# ®uch m msmd mUk9 timM fee

maA miHgesmted* Jte§eu?im and butter abouM be ra£rig~
etmt&d*

Bst» ks&p better refrlrpmiiad#

Unsalted nuts keep better

than salted ones*
ggg Can lou AyoM feed ContacnlrmUmr/
i>£ the disease ga&m enter /our bod/ tarou# tne isauth
and Mitli tbs fe^d /*su ©at# fm ear; avoid this entrance through
foHeelnc Ii/glenlo principles in tli© kitchen.
far example, msh thoreug:i3/ ©ver/ raw food before it is
oaten*
.hXvmyn -wash /our hands befors engaging in an/ food preparetier;.
Heap a suffieierie/ of clean kit4texi towels*
.4reld dust in the kitchen* imd keep out flies at 4X1
Bisposo of gsrbcgc aftar e^ah »al*
Ctiltlrata personal sauitm^- soxs ImbiW, and avoid the
pEWtieos of Bam cooks w!io clomi tlieir perspiring fomiseada with
their toils and them continue pe^i^ring a salad or of others #so
taste ev&r/thisig ui'th their iisa^sm and, then stick the smm fingers,
mtmst@dp into other foods*
Hofrigerate an/ food iritlt
over foods Immediately*

and egg content, and, all loft*

Foods loft in the kitchen and close to the

iwm stove, will spoil quickly*

sag can 12a fiassgg, afflaaaw la l»^3s?
Xou Save purciiM«d your i*cxxl with care, stored it to leesp it

t$l
ffeftsh and mitrltioua, and now ym 9m «aa4r to pmpm lt«
Cooldog iaprotoa tfe* di$gw9$M3&.%y oJT Mcgr foodtof m&k»s ttam
ao*o attJmcUws to appaaxanoo anti »»& palatabla* More Ij^artaatJQrf
it

lumfel baoterla*

It may alao deatro^ aom of

tS* nose Important nutrients* Bis longer the oocadna p»rlodf the
IpaMrtsr in the Xsas*
1m oaa conserve xxotrianio h@r watching throe points in
eeoftdtagt the anoent of eater uomlf the length of cooking t&aOf and
the amount of surface area axposoa* Iten you chop foods tosy lino
you eUX have a larger surface area than when you out than in larger
pSoeea*
CMo food heglas to eo(d% It will tike Just as long to got it
done if you have a sexy high lire m if you reduce the heat to cook it
gently* A high flame causes quick efaperetlen of eater and scorching
and burning of food*
Proteins must coagulate limn they oouk* hut if cocked at too
high tegmraturss they will become tough and ruhbary* For this
reaso% protein feeds such as milkf eggs and obsess should be cooked
at 1 mm* te^i^xe't^ree*
Starches* such as fintsrs and eerataxch* imbibe eater and
smell to bhtete&tt when heating* mth lamer teaperatures* the cells
9m glean mam time end a better chaaoe to swell completely*
Sever*! ntasdns and s&mmtes ase dieeolved in the ester in
which foods ere cooked* fence wm of this 'ester er decrease the ascent
ehenewsr peeslbls* Saved liquids my be ueed in ee\qm* gravies* er
beans* and mill add mtriticn and a good flavor to theao foods*
Different food groups require different cookixig prinelples*

m
am? be sprinkled liifeo bollliag m%®r or mU3c to m$Mi
a «sill ®«sat of salt has boon aiiaod* Stir oonstantly daring' tbs
first tm edimtos of cooker/, %1mm doorea&e the iioat and oook
until

mm&X Is smooth, idilmit lumps or ram flavor#
my haw lost

in processing motifs# I'Mts

ftatr and refiosd o© reals haw ten vitamin md mineral mmmt tlmn
do Mholo grain lomm, unless to tmmr are fortified* fortiftette
is boii^ umd in mvy fm ooftisitiliss*
Comals ooolcod la water or s&lk loss mry im vMMte* Hois*
@wrf with to addition of larpi cpaatiite of baking ©<Kla msd baking
powiar in. treads and bated good® tors will bo tel a significant
taaoimt of vitamin M*
lyikj when exposed to
amounts of its vitamin riboflavin*

for ®ai^ hours, teas large
tiring ymr milk bottles in m

mm m possible after deliwrr, m& rsfrigerat© to product or beH
it#
Msy ■aixtars containing mlUr. tould; be coated at te teiapc:^
toss*

tm em use alaost a*^ %p.i of milk in a recto, except
buttomilis, yogurt m& mnd&mmi w$M* Im can substitute tm mm
mp of ndlk in a recipe bf adding four tablespoons of psmdnmd ©Mb
lailk to to diy ingwdtets and am imp of water# fou may also aM
d«7 t^ilk to fluid milk to iner§as» its sntfltive value# Xou can whip
pewdefod skim, milk or evaporated eiHe*. lou will find to netod© of
doing so .in to miecellaneous rectos of this book*
(heaty) is whipped mr© easily ton It is cold md ton
to sugar is added toward to last*
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have a 'bettor flavor at room teiperatura thasi «h©a
eoM* /o^r dish vith a quantity* af ch@e« should te coolced at Ion

will be delicious n!»n coated properly but whoa over*
coated or improperly prepared ttey nill became distasteful^ rubl^ery^
and look uaattractiv©*
fo iwure good tasto and t^itaPassSf cook eggs at low tempera*
tare* For cocking In the shell, lvst.m the water Just below bcdling,
and giver the eggs fifteen or tmr^r minute® to get hard# The a run
eoM water over Uieis tosiediately after ramovlng the pan trm the
fire# Thus you will Insure bettor pooling and, no dark color around
the yolk#
Ban eggs are not sterile msl may carry harmful bacteria#
mew bttlS&m that white-shell egrie are less nutritious than mm
colored-stell ones, but both hmm the

quantity of nutrients

and taste the sense#
Ijjygggig should be seated and then coated in their soakiiig
water in order to conserve all the nutrients that may have dissolved#
It is beiit to &M salt, mxgar or teafttess when legumes arc alsioet
done, because these have a tendmxr/ to harden the beans#
IhS traditional method of lapsas cookery includes soaking
overnight In cold water# tego&w sf^joxb two to three times their
wotass in water* Soaking ©an bo bsstensd if you bring tte team
with tho soaking water for a twewimte boil, removing them from
tbs etovo and allowing them to sonic for one hour# These beans will
absorb m nmeh water in the om hmr m they would if left ©oaldLig
fifteen hmirs la cold water#

m
mrnw&mit that beans eeatecl fbr mmy hoars in hot Heather mj
If ytm cook beans in the p^«jr© oookorf add a teaspoon of
fit and thus prevent too imieh foanii^ and posalbit clogging of the
pNtgmm aeage#
mmtebfaim mm probably the foods mst prom to lose of
fltasBiiMi and mUmrnJus in cootei^, 4spo.ndingf of coorm* upon the metlied*
fho aidii Hard of caution ie tlmt Wms should not bo owmookod*
Hs^ are tastier and look mm attractive if mrmd m soon m
the/ are done*
%il»tab!e» idiich are coated correctly have a mild**siieet ftoww*
ftmy stecOd bo cooked In small «^unta of Hater in tightly covered
pern* flic temperature should te IcHered as the boiling starts#
rapid boiling doe# not .testen the cooking tins®* tfien aliened
to boll gently until tender and yet crisp# vegetables will be
attractive and tasty* with their imtrients Hell preserved.
Itert leafy vegetables require less than five minutes of cook*
lug tte*
is you prepare vegetable# for cooking avoid soaking them in
cater and then discarding this mfmr* Mete use of the water In which
thev were cooked eaasnt wten tte vc®tables are strons^fliivored* it
is best not to use too much w&ta* to begin the cooking* When possible
seek toberou# vegetables in their aMns in order to premrve as many
nutrients as possible*
fte addlti«m of Mlinomoto salt and of hcjfbs such as parsley,
t basil and oregano* win giva variety and a touch of distinction
to vepteblo esotery* injinwots is very .potent# should fees used in

m
mmH smotmts, and anhances to flavor of vega tolas* A liiUo £m#ar
will restor© to flavor to ewrrets* com, poaa to tomtos«
.Salto are to t^e mtf&tmm o.f

soal to provide a form

for eonmrfjtioa of to nutrients in a large variety of ve^etolos
to fruits# Hto tom as appetising to attractive as jpoasiblo*
to sioat bountiful are- arrangod tos&y to naturally on a plat®
Ipmitod ^lith greets to ctomod. witb a dreasing#
tasty salads can be prepared easily If to greens are leapt
chilled to crisp to to liquid, is drained from vegetables and
fruit© before toy are served*
f&t© are used In may

in making in order to give flavor

and impmm appearance* toy malss bai^d products more tender ton
toy would be atbarwim*
ikummr, any fat ha® a ©harp odor to taste if overheated or
alloto to smoke* ft will then irritate to ugueous lining of to
mm§ throat to stomach* and it 1© not wall utilised by to body.
tomal fats usually overheat more easily to become rancid
isore quickly ton. vdH vcgotafeM fata* For frying use fat© tot do
xiot malm easily* toss Include mat of to vegetable fats ampt
^Ksonat oil. Do not use your frying fats over to over* frm day to
day* If you use tom wore ton mm# strain tom well first* Deep
fat faying of food is bettor ton pm frying because it crises Ins©
fat absorption to provides for mors even cooking# Before dropping
to food into the fat cheek to tmmmmtur®# because fat tot Is to
cbM mumst food to become sooted tilth fat* ehile that wlsich is to
hot idll brown to food before it is sufficiently cooked*
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With the newer mthod® et cooklmi

with %tm tmlp of

ai^botly esm haam to cook awl cook mil although tm$ tMnk.
that it is mmnmry to he horn idth a knack fear cooking in order to
prepare good food* HMlo it i@ mM that a good cook is horn# there
are few tem cooks who em make a coke emo out mil time after time
without manuring tha ingrodiontc that go into it* itangr might imm
good Inek 'most of the time* but on that special day of eompafay for
dinner* the product will not be as good as usual I
vfam good recipes are followed judiciously* it is possible to
make a good product all the time* ft is also easier to loam to cook
When consulting a recipe* especially when you make baked geode*
k good, recipe looks good* ft m&% bo easy to follow* ft
should Mot Ingredients in standard maeures which will mean the
to ®mwp user* vMle in i&rp quantity cookery weights of
are preferred to ^ea©tsrcs* you win find It easier to
cock at ham when you measure your ingredients*
All of the measures used in the recipes in this book are
standard mid jewel* Qm cup mtam to a standard measuring cup*
etgulwalonb to one-fourUi quart* ttilch can be found in most dime
stores*

ft is usually in graduate*! form showing the levels for mis*

fourth* one-third* one-half* tuo-tMrds and three*fcmrths cup*
The tablespoon and teaspotm measures are also level and
standard* Most dime stores carry a set of plastic spoons which ham
one tablespoon* one teaspoon*
spoon measures*

teaspoon and one-fouriti tea-*

1ST
It moM be vim for fm to Invest in these mud. keep fmr
the mm m those used in the recipes of tills book*
map require a little more time at first than esti

Ing

mating tbm% but the joy in the resulting product will make up for
the time outlay*
TmM a recipe before you try it for the first time* fbftn
to \m certain, you ham all of the required ingredients* Place
them on the table on which you will work* together with the equipment
you will need*
luefc check as to things to do before you start measuring and
misdng the ii^redients* For ew.filc* should you light th© ®mn or
iMWJk sora? ingredient separately am! ahead: of the mixing? or does
the recipe call for a Um-consirdag task such as chopping nuts?
With

such procsedure* complato it before you turn to the mixing

task*
Ms you read a recipe aetpaiat yourself with terms used in
cookery* tm might know most of them# However* we would, like to
glim ym a list*
Baka—Cook in oven#
BeaV-Introduce air in mte;-«r©* mix thoroughly througii an mm
and ofer iiiotica*
Bls^h—Preheat in boiling water and immvm imaediatoly in
cold water to mmm skins*
l^en^Bte all ingredients; thoroughly*
mil—Cook in water m <^hor liquid In wliich bubbles rise
continually to the surface*
Hraisc—Cook slowly with ®mll amount of water in covered pan*

35a
Bipafo’gCoat ^ith btmd
uafcli tmmlh &ml emm^*
Cut IiWUjc solid fat idtli

iagradieata wltl't knife or

paotr/ blonder#
Moo**cut into maaU cubosu
Brt^^e^sprlnkle or coat t/lth flour*
|bM^€lcnd gently with o^w-*uwSer motion.
Fjy**Cook In fat#
EiajCd^FJuiipulate uritii proaolng action whU® folding and
otretciiiisg#
imnaate^Iot food atanr! is. oil and acid mixtoro %o gain
flafor nr tandenieas#
Poapl^Cook slowly la bot liopid, talcing care to retain simp®
of food*

Sodd^Heat milk to Just bolow boiling*
3totr»»Cook in liquid Just below bollix point.
in small quantity of liquid*
Stir***Ml3c Ingredients by circular motion of the spoan*
vMs^Beat rapidly with boater to introduce air in s&xiure.
ini now turn to the recipes m have prepared for you. fry
using ttaw Ton do not want to mtm too many new dishes at once#
In fact* on many days you will be too busy to try any of them.
is you look them over* btdnk about how you can use them wisely
m you plan your meals.
He wish you much success in. your goal of trying to feed your
fasdly for health and happiness*
tewibeiwfour food is 1m.

wmxcm

m
mtmmiQm mb® in mans
e • <mp
f m Mtiteopom
% * tempom
m & mtMmUr
m m sgpm

fir** ^

is • IdJyogMi
ft * 4gttft*6

All m^ixsi ore totml*

U1

mmm
Bmp with Urn
(6
Haft*#! bollll’ig
Carrot, tMa slices
etibsd
Ii3P?% mib^d
Oslsigr with leaf
Eiast rm$

2 $ts
i©
1 c
1e
l @m$k
1/3 e

■salt
Oil, cooking
Onion, stepped
teatoes, ©teed
mr&Uy, stepped'

E%
t f

V3 e

1/2 e
2 T

1# Ms! carrot, potatoes, xami, ecloi?7t rice aad; salt to boiJJUig
wtar*
2* Cook until sofsta^las vm tesste** Bamovo ©tick of colors*
dm&M onions in oil, add teatoos aM cook ©li#iU^»
M<3 temto
into ®cmp ansi season to taste#
5* toft Mors mr$tm add clio^cl gmmbsf *
$* Otter oo^stablss maj be added to peas, gmon beans, palidto,
cum# etc#

i:

fwto Cream 3oup
(6 ©erring©)
Oil, Ctoicil^'
Onion, chopped
tomato's, stepped
later* tmt
fmmtp jmim
Twm$& i»t®

2 f
3 f

1€
X tt
1/2 e

2 f

C&tery with leaf
Hoar, white
hilk
Egg yolk
mrgerlnft
Olives, cJ'iopped
Salt

1 ©talk
1/3 e
h-l/Z e
X

lT
1/i* o
to taste

X* 3*0!©© onion in oil#
t« Md cliopped tomatoes, md eoak Plight!^.
3* lyM mtmr, tmm$& Juice, tc«t© paste and celar/# Cook until
tKxfer*
ii# l^iit tteou# a strainer#
5* teat Mjtire#
&• 33Ur^ add milk to flour, ttmm &gg yolk#
?* tar milk wdxtvm into tet tamte broth, stirring ©ell until
thidEOtod*
8* Ma isrprlns, chopped olio©a aal ©alt to taste, stirring «©XX*
9* terve aeoa, ©ithoui telling mw longer, to avoid curaHsg#

m.
Haas
rnss&sm
(10 mrftngB)
T*mm§

mto*

dry

X c

(Mm 0iX
Ol3Xo% ClMS>l3p#d

darlic rdne^d
©prigs winced
Carrot®* diced fine

6c
2f
1/2 c
X clems
3
3 lai^p

Celery irith leaves*
diced
Cabbage* »hred<fed ttm
Potatoes* ran diced,
'moaronl, cooked
Salt
Paprika
Tomatoes* peeled* cubad

3 stalk®
1e
Xc
Xc
Xf
1/2 %
10

X« BoAX boans and eater for 2 rairsatea* remove fim beat and aXXoe
to scale for one boar*
2* Cook slmrly until tender* about 2 hours* Add sufficient eater
to aalo* 6 cups of liquid*
In a large kettle braise onion and garlic with olive oil*
Md rsaroXey* carrots* celery* cabbage* ant! potatoes and &Xhm to
^ricr aloely* covered for 30 Bimites* Stirling often*
5* Add beans* macaroni* salt* paprika and tomatoes*
6* SteiJttr 15 minutes and servo*
?* To peel tomatoes dip them in boiling eater for about half a
mimte* cool and slip off skin*

t

Hag 5w
cooked legume* as beites* lentils* dried peas* or garbansos
can be tmlm Into a delicious mmp$ if they are uhissed i&tJi water to
the consistency you desire in ec^>* Heat this and season to your
taste adding cooked veraieeli* Tiios© soups bum easy so do not cook
them too long*
Vegetable Cr^ Soup variations
Practically any vegetabl can be used In a cream soup* either
cooked in a^all pieces* or pursed. For the cream base use the thin
%hklto soacc recipe on page 198* Md the vegetable and season to
taste*
Cream of potato soup is dsliciaus If you use in it mm,® p&Mito
water and add sliced palnito before* serving* It has a tendency to
curdle so serve it as soon as possible.
HandloqulnhA can substitute part of the potatoes In any soup*
giving a distinct flavor which you. rd^ht like*
feu. may enjoy alho poro in place of calory In your soups*
Mdtng shredded cheese or buttered cubed toasted bread just
before serving* adds a special touch to any soup.

mrnm Scrap
(6
iK£i5ii&l5* draped

l^tato#sf abopp®<3
boiling
Twmtemz*, chopped

2 e

1 c
1 q%
X c

tapiooa
bggf beaten

2 t
1

..'■wgariiM

2 f

Qm*m$ fshraddeKi

to taste
l/k o

SI

1* Cook ©qaaish ana potatoes in boiling water m%il almost tes&wr*
2* Add temtooa and cook 10 ssimtoa longor*
3* bliiaa in blender or paa© throu^ atraii-jor*
!i* took with tapioca until teioca is clear*
$* Add
water if too tliick*
6. BrU^f stir in beaten ogg* toU one minute*
?♦ Add smrgsrlm and ©alt to taste*
3* 'fust before serving sprinkle tilth shredded cheese*
Se&aonto Xtoaa for Soups

1* 1)111 seeds add spice to soup®*
A or&lX bay leaf glees saror to wgetablo soups*
•mis
|mii&n®s M xffimm&g ana pra?usa to vegetable cream soups, and
3*
top with finely chopped pw&mp aor chives*
h* Me? 1 whole clove and a srriall bay leaf to bean soups*
2*

cold fmiits Soups

A delicious dish for hot ©mswr evenings can be served in thsi
g®m of a cold fruit soup*
took fruits as pine&ppla, tm'^smn§ apples, winter gmmt
guavas, cafombeXa, prunes, and otlior desired fruit with sufficient
water for a soup* Add a stick of irlmmmn and a couple cloves*
IMeton. slightly with tapioca or comstarch* Add a pinch of salt,
and sugar to taste* Chill well bofore sarving*

1&

mvmms
FiWito
Smu?
(mam® 3 cupa)
2 e
2 c

mimv

mit
Umon juice
'iMmn wind*

Amh
l c

lm CmMm sugar, m1mr§ salt ml- 1m>.u juice in a mom pm*
2* lioii 5 minutes end remove irm licet#
3# MM. the le^>a rinds end Xet stand 5 ninstes#

It* Strain syrup and cool#
5*
in covered jar In rofrigermtor. llse as needed for

(Hakes 1 quart or S glasses)
Fresh wuteiwilon jui«^
Lostcm juio©

3 ©
3/!i C

1/2 e water
1/2 © sugar
fresh mint

Xm Oas&iu© watermelon juice (aad© tgf whlsaing watermelon, or aasliijig
it ani putting through a siavD), lesson juice, water and sugar*
2*
wall and serve over lm in tail glasses*
I# Mrs&Sh with fresh mint*

am ffisss as asesaa issar
(M«es X quart or 5 glasses)

mphya, mt up swell
Lmou juie©
j»Eloe

2 ©

3 f
1*1/2 c

Sugar
Vanilla

3 f
1/4 t

1* !^i«© papaya, 1mm and ©fengga juies in blomlar for 1 tz&mts or
until smooth*
2*
mgar md vanilla*
3* mrm over ice, garnished with mint*
li* fo ooxve thin nectar in a more luxurious way, serve it in ©rasp
shells with an loo cube# Garnish with fresh mint and. serve with
swan mwmm*
5* to imke orar^e cupa cut off a thick slice from top of each X&rtp
©range* Squeeite out the juice, being careful to keep the dwiis
intact# Scoop cut any insicte pulp or membrane* notch edges if
desired.# CMH until ready to use*

MS

giftftfes aesss. msi

(Mk&a Z quarts or ID glasses)

mmr
Mint* c&cpped
Lemn juice
.finds

2 c
1-1/2 e
1/2 o
X c

fMmn rinds
Orange judo#
Qmr&m or mimml
tonic eater

k
h c
2 bottles

100

X* Cmbii's© eaterf sugar*
l/li- cup of %ha iwaxm juice* aruuo
and. l&mn rinds*
2#
to a boil* remove fma. teat ate let state 3 ulaixtes*
3# strain ate cooX.
!i» Me? waaining Xemon juice ate orange juice*
5# Just before serving* add
ate ice*
Chocolate Bmmm CooXer
(l-Sto© 6 gimmm)
mb®#
Mllk9 pcm&umd. skim
immam9 ripe

3-1/2 c
Xc

ChocoXate syrup (see p* W)

2

6aXt

1/2 e

Finch

X#

^dsa haXf of the water wifi'? the ?dlk ponder* banams* chocolate
syrup ate. salt*
2* BM rosaadning water ate servo cold*
Sugapgtlone for fruit ®mmms
tost fruits can be used for fruit drinks* but aXX will have
their flavor accentuated if you ted a little lemon juice to Um punch*
feu. can make fruit drink® byi
l* ^hissing caju ate water* straining, ate adding Inman juice
ate sugar*
2* '^hissing mangoes with wetor* Xeaon juice ate sugar*
Mdasing avocado with nlik ate sweetening to taste*
Misdag pineapple ate passion juices with water, lewn ate
sugar*
5* I'Maaing papaya, banana* a^X®, orange juice, teion juio©
md sugar*
4* diluting grape juice with water* lemon jul.ee and water*
7* llisdag; orange* tan^riiM? ate Xmwn juice with water ate
sugar*
8# Baking a punch of emne*#* pineapple, ate lesion juice*
9* tiMasXng orange juieo, tilth, banana* strawberry ate pit©*
apple juice, adding water, lemon juice* sugar* ate sparkiins
it up with guar&na jmi 'before serving*
10* Mladlng tamariteo, vnm^et ate lemon juice with water ate
sugar*

t

m
mm®
Him MsM.
(a t“emm)

m+mwXmmm

feostf c^mlnted os*
mmpmmmt
^Mmr§ mm
Sugar
Flour* lihlto

mmmmmmrn

Xt

Flour, ^ioXo whoat

l 0
X T

salt

x

U c or
i/2 %

Oil, cookiiig

'loatar* nura

h c or
3/2 H®

xf

l/h o
Vl/h a

1* MaaoXw the yeaet in the X cup wm water with the sugar| aXXoi#
to nUiM IS mimtes*
2* vMla the yeast raisee, mis to- flours and salt*
3* Add the oil, raised yeast, and. the Irl/h cup of mm water#
li* Hist woXX, ending by kneading with the hards. If too soft add
mm flour# Knead on a floured board for about 10 s&nutes#
S# AXX» ‘to raise in a covered toil in a warn place until double In
mlwm*
6* Divide dough in half and fom to loaves, kneading thm wall#
7# ?lnco in to oiled bread p&m and allow to raise until double#
8. Bake in hot oven (1*00) for about on© hour* or until bromt* and
dry m the sides*
9* fate out of pa.ns to cool#
So3N»lt^Xo .^at toad

follow the mm recipe m for whole wheat toad, but substitute
1/2 to of whole wheat flour for soy flour or peanut meal*

(2 leaves)
feast, gmsmlateci or
mtmr9 mm
Sugar

Oil, cooking'
salt

X t
X square
1/^ c
1t
2 f
XT

Sugar, town or white
Oatmeal
t-iater, boiling
Flour, white
Floor, soy or peanut

X f

Xc
2 e
5 c
X/2 c

X, Dissolve the yeast in the mm water with the teaspoon
sugar!
cover and allow to foment for about 10 minutes#
2* In a large bowl six the oil, salt, brown sugar and oato&l# Md
to boiling water# Allow to cool until warn#
3* Add to yeast mixture to to oatoal mix*

U&7

Um
and soy flour arsd r*lx* Md mor® flour If tm soft*
Kmud on floured board, for a^out 10 mlnutejs#
6# rUlw 'to mls@ in a covered bogfl until double in mlwm*
Dlvido dough in half and forra tuo loaves, kneading ttea mil.#
Placa in tMO oiled bread pans and. allow to double la volusie*
% 0aS® in a jaoderately hot oven (IjDD) for about 1 hour, or until
brmra, and dry on the sides#
10# Tate out of pm® to cool*

I:

SarllQ liroad
(1 ^©dim Frenoh loaf)
Bread, preach s^rdlusi
Choose, pmmetmd
Choose, dieddar grated.

1 loaf
1/2 e
l/S e

Carlin* grated

iA e

1 clow

1#
2*
3#
ii«

Use ehoaaaa, mai^arlm and garlic and beat until light and: ersar^#
Cut broad in half lengthidso, and spread ebsese sdxtuw on#
Cut in m mty pieces as dldsMt*
Place on ungnmed bakii^ shoot and, bake in a hot oven U$04i2S)
wateil goldan#
5# Servo hot.

mm.m Wmmd

mtm*i»^n****** i.iilinitiliweiwivm

(1 pm 2$*hQ cm*)
aife, powdered skim
flour, white
Ming pc^r
salt
^SPKT,

iiariiariti©

.1*
2*
3*
b#
S.

1/h 0
3 c
1 T

11
1/2 «
1/S e

Kegs, beaten
water, cold
Bananas
$n$ar, brown
Cinnamon
orange rind

3

3A *
Cp
3/3 c

iA t
1 t

Sift powdered milk, flour, bakinr^ powder, salt and white sugar*
AM nargarine and mix well*
Md Ofip and- water, beating w?li#
Spread in greased shallow -pm nbrntet 25»b0 <su*
Cut pooled bananas in obloic alicea, covering, dough*

6* rto hrmm sugar, cinnamon a»^ oran^s rind and sprinkle on bananas#
?* IJate la moderate oven (350) about 35 minutes, or until fim and
goldeiii*

8* Cut In pieces desired before mxovJjig fro© pan#
Cinr^mi fmXXs
(mteB® a&*.>uz 20)
feast, paaelatad or
empmaasd
Hater, waim

11
1
1 c

Itegarine
Egg
Flour, white

1/h c
1
>1/2 c

JM
Sugar
Balt
Mlk, 'pw^rac! ski®
X«

2#

3*

iu
5#
6i

a#?*
9#
10*
11#
12#
13*
31#
15.
16#

2 t
l I
lA e

%A €

1/3 e

Sugar, brotm or wiiibs
Clnmmn

3A e
2 t

yuast In warm water and f temppom of sugar# Allow t©
®t®m$ 10 minute©*
In a largo bowl mix salt, poydorsd siSd® milk, lA cup sugar, and
lA cup naurgarine. Cream wall#
Add tli© egg and beat well#
Xm&rpomb® Urn yeast faixturu*
ite in the flour# The dou#i should be soft but able to knead*
Kmad. until saooth and alas tic, about ID minutes#
AUm to 4mbl& in mime 'in a covered bowl*
ItoXX out on a floured table to 1/2 cm# thickness, in an oblong
limps#
Spread melted margarine on it#
Sprinkle with 3A cup sugar si»d with oirmmon*
Boll up tightly, as for Jelly roll#
Cut the rolls, 2 m# thick and place thess with cut aide up, in a
gppesgewl shallow baking pan#
Flatten rolls with the palas cf ymr hand*
Allow to raise, covered witli a clean dish cloth#
>$mn double in sloe boko in a hot oven (100) for about IS minutes,
or until golden#
Separate the rolls with a knife, before removing from pm*
Coffee cute anst variations
(1 pm 2§al40 mh)

Hargariim
Sugar
Hour, whit*
Baking powder

1/3 c
lA c

2
2c
2 t

Milk, powdered skim
aalt
Cinneifton
ftatnag
Mmter, cold

lA c
1/2 i
1/2 t

lA t
1c

1# Crem margarine and sugar*
2* Md egip and beat well#
3# 3tfb flour, baking powder, powdered skim milk, salt, cinnamon and
mtmg* Add alternately with water, beating well#
h* Ham in greased pan about 2$rhQ m*
5# Sprinkle with topping desired# A few variations follow#
6* mm in mderat® oven (350) about 30 minutes, or until golden and
flxst*
?# Cut in pieces deeirod before msevlng from pan*
S* topping variationsi
X# Mx 1/3 cup white flour, 1/3 cup sugar, 1/2 teaspoon
cinnamon and. 1 teblaspoen margarine*
IX# Mix 2/3 cup brown sugar, 2 tablespoons white flour, and
2 tablespoons pmmm batter*
111# Mix 2/3 cup brown su@er, 2 tablespoons white flour, 2
tablespoons
and 2/3 cup shredded Brasil mete,
cashews or coconut*

W)

Brwmm afla
nA dlfferont
Potato, cubed
Mater, cold
salt

mx

OarU*©, chopped fins
Onion, chopped fine
lireea ooiori, minced fine
flour, wtiite
Potato mter
tessato ^dee

noXlow wy q£ ©njoyii^i gluten***
1*3/^ ®
l-l/i c
1/2 6
l T
1 clow
l/b c
2 f

3 f
1e
1/2 e

Tomatoes in small cubes
(Man poppert small cubes
Gluten^ Xarge s'IXmmd
pieceOf Iriac in 2 f
oil and 2 t say sauce
Paprika

r^as, green cannsd
Parsisy, chopped
Accent
Salt
Curry (nay omit)

1/2 6
t/h C
2 c
l/U t
1/2 0
£ f
l/li b
to taste
1/2 t

1* Coc^c potatoes in cold water and salt, until tender* mm water*
2* Ttf ^.utan in oil specified for it, and add th© soy asmoo#
3* Bmlm tbs garlic, onion and green onion In. oil*
fi* Md vim flour, teaa slowly tha potato water and tomato juico,
stirring until thickened.
5* CoeMn© with rsmaining ingr@dic?nts ©accept the parsley and steaer
for at least 10 minutes.
6* add parsley Just before sersing, seizing wsll*
7* Baeb serving contains 3 grer® of protein and lb? calories*

If gluten is not available. It should be made the day ahead.
as follow i
v&’it. 1*1/2 kHogrsms (about 3 pounds) of white flour, wite 1
quart cold water, and knead, as for bread, for about 10 minutes* Plate
in a bowl, cover with cold water ted let stand at least 3 hours,
better yet if overnight* Then m&h out all starch, by alltwtteg fresh
water to run over the gluten, while washing* When the water is clear,
only tee gluten sponge will reswta* Take a small amount of the gluten
and pull open as for the sise of a small steak, placing In tha follow*
lug boiling broth, and cook for at .least l/Z hour.
‘Hater, boiling
Onion,, cut up
Parsley, cut up
Garlic, cloves

$ c
1/2 c
l/h c
2

Bay leaf
Soy sauce
Ascent
Salt

1
%/k c
3A t
2 t

1* Conbim all ingredients in water and bring to a boil* fields 6
cups of cooked gluten*
2* 1.411 Vseep well in refrigemtor for a week.

m
sm BmM®
(8 mm&wm)
*A ditfomnt mn& %mty mm &i8h*M
umtM

®mrm§ slightly

01*10%

mi
Tmmtm®§ chopped
Qam§ mzzmd, or coated*
dnsliiscl

1/2 c

%A c
2 *

1*1/2 c

QHimes, grwm or bXack,
chopped

sat

Skim milk* ponder
lister, cold

l/U e
l%
1c
1c
2

1*2/2 e

1# fmrt tlw corneal slightly in diy pan, on top of stove, or la
omn*
2* Braise oaioa la oil*
S#
©oimaal, onloiw, tmtoct* com, olives and salt,
ii*
natcr, milk posidter and egge#
Md niik miictur© to com
i* Pimm in greased casserole, mmt, and hate at 350 for about Ii5
mimtos, or until firm,
?♦ Ummmr and bronn slightlor,
I* Each serving has 9 gmm of proteii* and ISO calories*

cott» awg
(8 smiige)

*&n entree tilth a testy flavor,«
Onion, ©hepped itm
Celery, diced

l/U 0
l/2 c

Brasil mbs, grated
areea onion, mimed

1 c
2 f

mi

1,
2#
3,
hm
5«
6*

2 f

Parsley, mimed
Eggs
Bread crumbs, dry
Cottage cheese
salt

2 t
3

2/2 e
1*1/2 c
to taste

Bialee onion and celery in oil*
Cerito} with all the otter isgtmdieats,
rlaco aJbrture in greased mmmd Imi pan covered with mx paper,
Bate at 350 for about 1*5 mimima or until set,
Serve with tomato same*
Each mrvlng tee 12*3/2 gran* of protein ate ITT calories.
Delicate
(8 scrvin@i)

tmi

»Mjrlto**tte delicious heart of palm,*1
Soyteans, cooked and drained,
2c
ground
Potatoes, cubed, steamed
1c
-ate trained

tomatoes, chopped
Palmito, canned or
cooked, sliced
Egg, wholn

i/2 c
1/2 e
1

m
CmLmt
Qmmn
aaslX

X*
2*
3#
It*
S*
6*
T*

Z T
2 f

Qtmpmd

2 t

Egg Mhite
Bwai crumbs, dry
t

Salt

Accent
Egg yolk

i
X/li c

x%

Mi t

x

Orlnc! mtftmmB*
stcawd potatoes*
Bralsa onion, grson pepper, «r basil in oil*
Mfc all ingredlmits, ojscspt to egg yolk*
Four itfeture into a greased essijorole, brash with the egg yolk*
TMm at 3S0 for about 1*5 finite.®, or until firm and golden hmm*
B&dh
has P grams of pr&tatfi and 31*0 oaXoriea*

(S ierriiigs)
WA dsllcloua cabbage ro3LX*tt
fto, coated
Cabbage, mdim haad^
Celery, topped
Onion, topped
Oreen pepper, topped

oil

GMtetoripr, or ground
gluten

1 c
1
1/Z
1/2
lA
1A

Accent
•Sweet basil
c
c
c
e

1 c

Garlic, ground or topped
fine
Bianut butter
Salt
fwsate soup, condeiuted
niter

1/2 t

Vu t

1A 4

lA «*

to tote
1c
lA c

X* If tore is no leftover rto, cook eosae first*
2# Core loser part of cabbage bead, place, in .large kettle with about
1 cup of eater, cover and tote for 5 ninutee*
3* In to mw&im braise to celery, onion and green pepper in oil*
li* Add to gluten and bowls® a Itew »r© minutes*
5*
frors heat, to to to sweet basil, garlic, peoxsot butor,
rise to salt*
6m Place a full tablaspoon of this filling in each of $ cabbage
ImmmBp roll tta up, fasten %dlth a toothpick, to plane in a
billing dish*
I* fte to toato soup with water, place over the cabbage rolls, to
bakn at 375 cove-red for tout I hour*
S* Each serving has 9~l/2 grams of protein to 200 calories*
iteirmc!# i%te@at
(S sorrl^s)

**1 rich entieo that is easy to prepare#**

Bitot butter
MKto
Taisto juice
j;;i;

flour, ml'dte

1 c
1 o
1 c

3,

1/2 0

Onion, chopped
Garlic

2 T
2 »mU
CiOTOS

Paprika
Salt

1/2 t
to tote

m
yfa&m ttXX
together in a ll^uifier*
2* Poar iftto 2 ^11 oiXad m* M/2 mm, and cawr with atodiim

ton.

Plam cam in large kettl®, mtc?. enough watar to mk® a wbain
rario,? with at Mast 3 Inches of water*
Firing mter to a boil and lot stator for 2*1/2 to 3 hours, until
nsiteat is firm*
bat cool off before M&mxiXM th© sides and moving#
6* Cut in slicos or half slices arid serro with hot turn to ®aue© and
chopped parsley*
of protein and 2h5 calories*
?# Each mrfiXKl has 11*1/2
3*

ygallLilliaM.
(o servings)
*A tasty entree for sutler %tmn served with a tart .raw
vciPtable sauce} for winter wtmn served with a rich
toraftte gravy*”
lentils, cooked and
dmirsed
iiim$ coe^ed.

Oil

Sweet basil
Soy ame
Onion, elaap^ed fine

EggB

1-3/2 C
1-1/2 c
1 I
i/!» t

1 t
2 f
2

Cheese, American
shredded
Floor, soy
fOBiato soup, condensed
or 2 f tomato paste
with 2 f water

Salt

1/2 c

mc

i/h c

3/2 t

1* Cook lentils, and the rice, If non are left over*
2* Braise the onion in the oil, add basil and soy sauce*
3# Fom in croquettes and bake in an oiled baking pan at 3$0 for
about IS minutes or until brmm and firm*
1* .Sew with sauce desired*
S« fadi sorving 'm& 10 gmm of protein and 1?8 calories*
Macargwii*Scyy Casserole
(8 Irvings)

surprising delicious dish#*1
3oyb®im% cooked and
seaTOnad
Elbow mtamroxsl, cooked

ma

Flour, whit©
mt&r
Sklsti milk, pointer

2 c
1 c

iA o
l/l c
2 c
2/2 c

Cheese, American
grated
Piiniento, chopped
uuloa, grated
Sait
Parsley, chopped

1 c
l/k o
1 f
1 i
2 f

1* Cook' i:iacaroni, and: drain*
2, Uhim oil, flour, water aim skim milk powder, and heat stirring
constaJitly until thickened*

Stir in choose until nseltocU
Combins *11 Ingredients mmpt> mmloy*
Mir into oiled casserole &ni bite at 350 for at least X/2 !mr*
6. ^rinkla with chopped parsley Just before serving*
?* Each earring has lit glias
&
protein and 22? calories#

tSmj

(Mtmai ymtties
(6
*A wholec0r«> nain dish.”

on
Onionf chof>i3«d
Cashew mts» or peanuts
grountl
Bnad erumba, dry ground
Oataml

2 1
1/2 e
1/2 «
3/2 c
1 c

Sgi®

3
1/2 0
3/2 C
3/2 *

Soy sauce
Paprika

1 %
1/h %

Hk» powder skim
vater, cold
Salt

1* Brown onions in oil*
2* Bl®rsd with all the other ingrediaats*
3* Fom about 12 patties, brown on both sides, in a slightly oiled
tvyti® ?»«*

1# rlaco in a baking dish and mmr with 2 cups of water and 2

tableo'poon soy sauce, mi bate uncovered at 3^0 until almost dxy*
ft may steer in a pan on top of the stove#
5# ^ te senmd as is or with gsssy,
6# Each serving has 12 perns of protein ami 2^0 c&lorios*
^jige^hjjwao
(S B«nd.as»)
"A d«liciou3 way of ueii^ up left-over rice*”

Pice, sooted seasoned
Onion, chopped
Barclay, choked
Soy fleer

3 e

Bgp

2

iA o
2 «

iA o

Cheese, i^erlcan
shredded
/iccent
.Salt

1* arina. cold rice, onion and parsley#
2* Staid, In soy flour, then egg, choose, accent and salt*
3* t)rep by round teaepoonful 1ji dae-p fat at 350*

U* Fry about 10 minutes or until golden brown*
5* Serve plain, or with any gravy or sauce desired*
6*
nerving has 8-1/2 grorss of protein and ISO calories*
Potato Dmplln&f id>tb Sour Cream Gravy
(S comngs)
”4 asesty temn favorite*”

1 c

iA t

1/2 t

m
ftm potstmB should be co 4ced tho day before •

?otetoes!S cooked in Jacket,
poelod mti ground
800 m
CMooif chives and
pmn&By, ehop.^d

Egns
Flour, whito
(M/kf) Soy flour
or U e
Salt
Accent
16

3

c

lA ©
2 t

lA t

1» Grind potatoes and mimd ardon, parsley and calves*
2* Stir in eggs*

3* Mis in nhite and soy flour* than salt and accent*
k* Drop by teaspoonfuls In about 1*1/2 quarts boiling water, and
cook for $ minutes* Cook about 10 dumplings at a time*
5# issaoffli dumplings carefully frera water, draining well and pines
them in a serving dish.
6# Cover with sour cream gravy nm1 serve*
Potato Boll
(8 servings)
attractive and delicious roll, that will fee mlms-m
by i&ost ©veiyone*8

apfes chopped
arson onion, chopped
Pm&ey, Chopped
0U

1/2 O
3A ©
2 ?

lA ©

Eggs, slightly beaten
Prnlmito, alioed
feas, canned
Salt

2

1 c
1/2 c
Vit t

1* Bm&m the onion, green onion, and parsley In the oil*
2* Stir in beaten eggs, until softly scrambled.
3* nmm® from heat and add palitito, peas and salt.
“oil

iOTto, cocked with Jacket,
peeled, and ground

Soy flour
Fliur, wiilt©
Skim milk, powder
Baking powder
1*
2*
3*
km
S*
6*

3 c (1/2
kg or 1#)
lA ©
1o
1/2 c
2 t

mrgarlm
.Egg yolks
Cheese, American
grated
Salt
Egg white, beaten
stiff
Cheese, Parsesean grated

I f
2

3A ©

1-lA b

2
lA ©

Grind cold potatoes*
ffiLx mi? flour, white flour, M2k powder and baking powder*
Stir flour mixture into potatoes*
Bland in the laargarira, egg yoUse, torican cheese and salt*
Fold in stiff egg whites*
spread in a flat baking pan, about 2QxX2r siae, which has been
thickly greased with mr$wb® or siioirtenlng, and floured*

m
7# gate at liOD tor about 20 nlmtoa or until set and golden brown*
Beiwe trm pan while hot, Inoaoning aides first, unto a dry
8p«*ad*eut clean dish towel*
spread filling above on roll, 'then roll up as for jelly roll*
ID* Brush with margarine and sprinkle with cheese, Pams scan*
11* Fl&ee in hot oven (1004i2$; for about 5 minutes or until the
choose melts*
12* Sam m an attractive platter and garnish with parsley*
13. serves in cut slices*
11. B&ch serving ha® 12*1/2 grama of .protein and 31? calories*
$#

(6 carvings)
Fillip.

cooked and
seasoned
Carrot®, thickly sliced
Onion, tMckly sliced
Potatoes, large cubes
Salt
£cmf&

UX/2 c
1 c

iA c
2 e

2 t

xA t

Sweet basil
Flour, white, browned
l(Sargarli»
Potato and carrot water
Olives, chopped or in
rings

1/2 t
3f
2 f
1 c

lA c

1* Cook carrots and onions in 1 cup of water for about ID m&mtm*
2* Md the potatoes, salt, basil, accent and 1/2 cup cold water*
Cook until tender#
3* tu a frying pan brown the flour, stirring frequently, then bland
in smT^arine.
I* Drain the water from the vegetable©, and. add enough water to
mate 1 cup of liquid* Stir this liquid gradually into the flour
ssiirtoe#
5* hhsm thickened combine with the vegetables, soybeans, and olives#
6# Place in oiled casserole dish, and cover with crust below*
grust

Flour, white
Fait

Shortening

1/2 e

iA t
3 f

Cater, cold
Egg yolk

2 T
(about)
1

X* Stir ©alt into flour*
2# Cut shortening into flour#
Add water to blend the dough*
: PoU out on floured board, Um ®lm of casserole dish*
S* Place on filling in casserole, .fluting edges*
6# Brush with egg yolk, and cut a few time® in ©eater with a knife*
7* Bake in hot oven (UOQ*b25) until golden brown, about 15 minutes*
3* Mb serving has 7-1/2 grams of protein and l©3 calories.
To tmk® plain cooked soybeans tasty, cook them for at least
10 Mm&ea with

!?6
.:ioybsaa£S# cooked plain
salt

3 c
1 t

Soy sauce
Accent

1 i

lA t

Soy^Barto Croquettes
(6 s^r^ings)

"This la a tangy croquette that will please and surprise*
The soybaam and barley should be cooked ahead, and used coM«
Soybeans* cooked,
drained and. ground
Barley, tihole, cooked
and ground.

1*1/2 c

Oil
Garlic* ground

1 »
1 clove

lrl/2

q

Onion, chopped
flour, vfilt®
Nutmeg
Parsley

Z t
1 t

Salt
Egg

1 t
1

2 T

t

1«
2*
3*
h*
$•

Grind soybeans and barley, iritli the parsley*
ilredse tee garlic and onion in the oil, add the Hour and otomt*
Blend all ingredients togotfscr nell*
Form croquettes in oblong shape and roll in dry bread, crumbs*
croquettes in deep fat at 350 until golden brown, or bake In
315 awm until golden brown*
6* Serve wite tomato sauce, or
other sauce desired*
7* Each serving has S grams of protein and 1U3 calories*
U>af
mmm mmmm mmmSSm
(8 aorvinga)

"A nutty winter dish that is very satisfying*n
Spybcana* cooked seasoned •
drained and ground
1*1/2 €
Bsaiuit butter
1/2 0
mar
1/^ «
Celery, diosd
1/2 0
Onion* topped
l/k c

Oil
'Fit**"t rfft m’4 a4*

-Hi vet'Tirn ^
jI
JuBS^Tf IJITUIkOi^d

Bread crumbs, dry
Eggs
fiadento, ctepped
salt

1* Grind soybeans*
2* Blend re&xmt butter and water#
Braise celery* onion, oil, and cnmblsd bay leaf*
:
Fto all ingredients well*

1 T
1 leaf
1/2 e
2
2 T

lA t

S* Flsoe in wall greased and vm-M paper lined bread loaf pan*
6* Bake at 350 for about IS mimtes, or until firm and. brown*
7# Take out of pan, and serve on a platter with brown or tonate
gravy* Garnish with parsley*
8* Each serving has 10*1/2 grss::i« of protein and W calorleo*
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mssm

(8

*A satisfying spaghetti dish Hlssly to please everyone •"
Spaghstti# raw

2$Q
(8 m)

Water# boiling
Salt

2 qt
2 t

1* Cook the spaghetti in the boiling mU»r with the salt until
tendbrw.
2* 'Lrairi ^li and mix with the ioHowiug sauce.

Onion# chopped fine
Sarilc# chopjied very fine
Green :popper# chopped
Celery# eliopped
G2ut©ii3urgsr# or ground
gluten
3cy sauea
Tcratoes# diopped

1#
2*
3*
It*
S*

2 T
1/2
iA
1/2
1/2

e
t
c
c

1e
11
1/2 c

Tomato juice
tomato paste
Water
Sugar
Cloves# whole
oregano
Ut
Cheese# Banaesean
grated

1«
3/a e
1/2 e
1t
1
1t
1*1/2 t
1/2 c
or SO gm

Braiso onion# garlic# gre&n popper and coleiy in oil*
Md glutenhur^er and soy sauce and dry 2*3 minutes more*
Md tho remaining inpedtonts except the cheese*
Cover and simmer very slowly for about 1/2 hour*
Md half of to cheese# mix with spaghetti# place in serving dish
and sprinkle with remaining

6. Bach sawing has 10*1/2 grari-R of protein and 210 calories*

aagg* iaitess
(6 servings)

nA delicious dish tot you want to use frsquently for
empany**1
Hutoab# h^ramade
Eto# cooked seasoned
Onion# chopped fine
Barsley# chopped
Oil

1 can
2/3 c

2 T
2 T
2 T

Eggs# beaten
Tomato soup# condensed
Falalto# chopped

2

V3e

1/2 e
to taste

Cut nuto&t in 6 slices# ami
in half*
Cook rice# if none is left omr%
Braise onion and parsley in oil*
Md eggs to onion and stir uutii scrambled soft*
Ccahto egg mixture with rice# tomato soup# pelmito and salt*
Pl&co one full teaspoon of this mixture between nutmeat halves#
on a baking dish.
7* Cover with tomato sauce or brown gravy and heat at ltDO for about
ID mimtes*
8* Each serving has 10*1/2 grams of protein and IB? calories*
X*
2*
3*
It*
5%
6*

m
(i
*A savory ©atr«ie for spaciai dair*s*M
If gintss 1® not avsilafol© it slasaXd b® pr®pu^red th© day befsrs*
Potato^., etibeif and
c

mi

2 f

Qnio% eliopj?®d fin®
1/b o
Green peopar, ©hopped fin® 2 f
aintoDt iMvered pieoe®
1*2/2 o
Soy siw®
1 t
Trnmtm®# ©hopped
1/2 0

Mlmit®, uatmmd and siiotd
r®a®# earned, drained
Ch®es®# tertoan
shreddad
salt
F&rsleyf choppod fine
OilveeJ| green imole or
shopped

1/2 ®
1/h g

lA a

1/2 t
1 f
3 amdlyia

1* Stoar^ potato®® until tender*
2# In the meantime termiss® onion and green pepoer in the oil, put in
the gluten and ®oy sauo®, fry 2*3 mimto® longer, etHrii;^ fro*
<|Uontly«
3* Md tfm tonatsss ami let
until slightly tender#
h» Bm&m trm heat- and. comblm
the drained potato#®, palisito,
poae, disease, salt, parsley and. olives*
g* Us® as filling in ©rust 'below#

SHI
Flour,

shit®
Sald^ pm^r
Salt
Shortoni^
Hargariiia

JUlA ©
1/2 i
1/2 t
l/h ©
2 T

igg yolk

mik, liquid
Bgg yolk beaten with
1 t oil

1
3 t

i

1# Cmibim Hour with baking ponder and salt#
2# Cut sh0rtenliig am! m&rgmrim late flour mixture #
3* Mar 1 egg yolk with .milk, add to dough* Bet aside for p mi nates9
roll out*
h* Boll bi.lf the Mixture out on .floured board and pl&m in 9 iasik
id,® tin#
5* Pla©e above filling into it*
6m amah the side of dough with part of y©Ik~oii mixture*
?• Cover with remaining pi® dougt roiled out*
S* Bees® side® and flute m for pis*
9# Brush rmaiiung yoUomil Mix^re on top ©rust, and a«k® a f@w
©uto in winter with a knife, to allow air to eseape*
10* &ttoB in a .hot oven (fadO*42S) for about 1/2 hour, or until goldsti
brmn mm crisp*

H« To servo out a® for pie*
12# sach aorving has 9 grama protein, a,ad 230 ealories*
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Palalto* hm and fc^ato
{X quart^j aarvicgs)
MA delicious «cc<3C!ipa2Um«t Jfoar ric®*w
CMoa, s'liced thin
CE1# cocking
Flour, idtltc
-^t©rf pslMto and other
Tcmto juice

1/2 e

2 T
2*
3A «
1/2 a

Tomatof sliced thiu
BalMto, sliced
Eggst hard cooked,
sliced

1-1/2 c
1-1/2 e

u

!• Braias onion in oil* Add flow and eiix uell*
2*
stir In palmito water mri tomato juice, mixing well until
thickened. Cook 5 minutes stirring frequently* Salt to taste.
3. Md sliced tomatoes, palmito ond eggs, enfolding carefully so m
not to break up.
It. Bring to a boil and servo with hot steaming rice.
S. Sadi serving contains 6-»l/2 gre^ protein and' 130 caloric, witlt*
m% the rice*

atee.
aaaM
(6 servings)
»M excellont ^ to use up rioe.**

mik

aa

.Flour, iddte
Cheddar cheese, shredded

1-2/2 o
3 f
3 t

Eggs, separated
rdee, cooked
Salt to tasue

3

1c

1/2 c

1. Bring the milk to a boll.
2. MtaE the oil and .flour and stir into milk. Coak until thickened
stirring instantly.
3. ntmem frorv heat and add clioeoe, egg yolks and rice.

It. Add salt to taste.
S* Bent egg whites until stiff and fold into mixture.
6. Bour into greased, baking dish and bake in moderate oven 050)
mUl firm and golden.
7. Serve imedlately.
8. Each serving contains 8 gm« of protein and 200 calories.
Cassava Croquettes
(6 servings)
Cassava, cooked
Chiton, chopped
Green anton, parsley
aad chivos, chopped

2*1/2 c
lA a

farms sean cheese
Eggs

.Salt

lAe

1* Grind cassava, onion, and groom onion mixture.
2. i&x with cheese and eggs and add salt to taste.

a/h c

14

to taste

330
3* Bro? W tempoomful into tioep hot oil. Jurying until eri^> and
i^Site* Senm hot*
mch serving (3*U bolls) hm S grams of protein and. 320 oalorios*

(6*8 Barrings)
Hmllc-iom**
vte&dMB, broken up
Cold. Matos."
Milk, powSstrod skhn
mtort boiling
flour, uhlte
OU
Gbrnm* ctmdrf&r soft or
shmdM
lm Cook the
and wmh
2* Mae cold
3* iring to

a e
1/2 e

i/a c

x~i/t c
iA c
l/h c

Soy sauce
Faprikft
Accent

^it

Pammmm chocs©
liprika

l t
1/2 t
3/2 t
1 t
1 f

Hash

100 grrs

1 c

noodles separately in salted water until tender, drain
with cold water*
water with powders! skim milk, and add to boiling water*
a boil and add flour mlmd with oil* Stir well until

ttilnfemad*

h* Wstmw from the fire and add mf% cheese, soy sauce, paprika,
accent and salt*
5* fish into greased baking casaorola and sprinkle with Paimseim.
dheeee miaoed with pinch of paprika*

6* iMkB in 'moderate over* 05®) for about 30 mi autos, until goidtn
hrown*
T* Each serving has il»l/£
of protein and 300 calories*
Souffle ga| Variations
{6 swings)
OH
flour, #iite
Idk, scalded

l*
2*
3*
h*

$•
6*
?•
8#

1/3 ©
3/3 c

Eggs, separated
■Salt

6
l t

1c

Ite oil and Hour*
Add to scalded milk, stirring until thickened*
Heneve fross fire and add egc» yolks and salt*
Md. one of the following wrlationsj
1* Cm© cup shredded vlmdmr cheese*
II* One and ©ne~half cups of cooked vegetable*, cubed mmXlt
as xusu, ■OCOhiid., com, polmito, or other vegetables
shredded Cheddar cheese*
desired, plus 1/3
Beat ©.gg Elites until stiff ana. fold, into isixture*
Pour into greased baking dish and bake in moderate oven (3£0) until
fins md golden, about 304iS mlmtcs*
-Serve inmediatoly* Souffles do not hold over well*
Bach solving has 10 .gram® of protein and 275 calories*

m
cfmm strsst®
(6
Chmm9 stuftaa&r sUe«d

mm

JiJkt p«iaar#<! akim
1*
2*
3*
1*
5*
6#
?*
S*

12 alto# mar
6
sat
Paprika
1 c

h «
1/2 t
1/2 t

jymsrigsi half tha toad siloes ©X»@ togeteer in a baking diatw
C0»r with abasia slices tt»
©isa of Urn bread*
Cwr iwith other slices of taai*
Beat ©ggs with posa^rsd skfe silk* water, .salt and isajprika* or
ttsl« in blsnacr*
bout mm Oastur© over
am! let stand for osio
bmir before baking*
m$m in aodarata oven (350) IW about 10 sdmtas or until fir©
and gcld^ii*
Cut bsibfa aarving bot*
Each Xarp? sandwich baa 22 gr®® of protein and 36? calories*
mmrmi m$ Com Caaaerola
(i mmr^s)

MMPaxs% uncooked
Com* camisd or cooked
mk
Egg* \maimi

2 e
2 e
2 c

u

Sugar

sat

2 %
2 f

1# nasw

3U Cook Tiacmroni in salted water until tender and drain*
2* Md' corn* Oik* eggs* sugar* smrpwrine and salt to beets*
3* flam Into greased casserole ana bake in moderate oven (330) for
about 30 minutes or until fte and golden*
km Mb eorying has ? graas of protein and 197 ealoriss*
Btmmd Tofu, ami ^Imlto
{& servings)
fofb

(mSmi$ ehopoed coarmlj
M^narM
sliasd
iggs

1/2 kg
1 a
2 f
1/2 «
3
1/2 %
1 f

flour* white
rnTgarlus
Mar# hot
S®& mam

1/3 c
1/4 e
2 c

-mrnvomm or parsley*
chopped
Grwan onions, chopped

2 f
2 f

sat

1/4 a

to Mbs

1* Cut tof u in 2 mntMter cube® and brown lightly in hot oven. (100)
about 30 minutes# train well* P%m» in a bowl*
2* Saute onions In first wwmt #f saargariw* ita with pOatito* BM
to tofu*

m
%
li«
£«
6*
?#
S*

Smft&ht® egga with mmnt, -in ail* mm 1/3 aside and nslat remaii^
log with tofu*
Brmm whits flour in frying
adc margarine, slowly add. wator
stlrrii5g mil until thi<dceiW;* ' Add soy sauoe and salt to taste.
Add tills gravy to tofu mixture#
F3^ot in baking dish and bai® .In moderate oven (350) unoovcrerd
for about l$0 minutes.
Just before serving sprlrMo
chopped watercress or parsley
and green onions. Sprinkle with reserved scrambled eggs* Serve
immediately.
Each serving has 10 graias of protein and 21*0 calories.
ffsigfetQ turnovers
(mkss about K) mkSXxm turnovers)
•A different mmlm of a famous dish.”

iSi^CfKJppwS fine
Parsley* chided
Oil
Sgga

1/3 c

Falmitc* chopped

2 9

lA d
6

Parmescan cheese
Accent
salt

1 lar>jc
can (ia«
2-1/2)

lAc

1/2 t
to taste

X* Santo onion and parsley In oil#
2* Aid C0g» and ecramhie until fim in small pieces. Heracve frro
heat.
3. Md chopped palmito, checco, accent and salt.
It* Place 1 teaepoez&ful into each turnover.
,5s©r',raci^ for pie crust* doubling it.
Boll cut dough as thin m possible on floured, tabic and cut
rating piocses with mouth of pateibo can.
add a small green
r'lneo filling in center of each round.
olive If desired. 'Bring side® together# closing them tightly.
Place turnover standing up in an ungreased baking sheet. Hht
&m egg yolk with a tablespoon of oil and brush turnover® lightly*
Bake in hot oven (hOO) about %$ minutes, or until golden brown*
Serve tmt.
MMfo turnover has 2*1/2 grams of protein and 112 caloric®.

(6 carvinge)
Bread cnstt&s
Cheddar dbmeaa, ehre^M

1/2 c

Onion, chopped fine
Garlic, crushed fine

Huts* shredded

l/2 c
6

sait

1 c

tomato gravy

1/2 «
Small
olowe
11
3 c

1« to aH Ingrediaati© mmpt tlm tusmto gjmvy*
2* !>i*»p ^ teaapooaful into hot Sm% Ol$)$ long enough to set hslis*
3* Put into baidng dish* Comr with tomato gravy and sprinkle with
additional ehoeso*
lu BaleD in moderate hot oven (3?5) for 30 minutes*
S* Each serving has- 11 grass of protein and 2>0 oalories*

11 Flaky, delicious
Crust
Fld'-hi6',

isking po^r
salt

1*
2*
3*
h*
%
6*
?#
S»
9m
10#

Shortening
r^rgatim
!gg yolks, beaten

2 o
2 t

1t

03 e
1/3 o
2

to fi,our, baking ponder and ssl&#
Cut in tho shortening and 3»t^Flm*
Met ti-jo beaten egg yolks and toss lightly*
fat 2/3 of the mixture into a 12-cup cake pan so as to form a
curst in them*
SBm tli© other third for' the tap crust*
Fill uith pabnito filling, add a green olive in the center*
Soil out remaining crust and couor each plof pressing sides
@li#itly together*
Imfo mi egg yolk and brush tops* Perforate tides with a fork*
mte in hot oven (1*004*2$} for about 20 minutes or until golden#
cod slightly before rrnmimi carefully from the pans, with tin
aid of a knife* Servo in scuff!* paper caps* Excellent for
buffet parties*

mm

Wl
2 f
Onion, eliiims and parelsgr
chcppca
1/2 «5
F^pi, whola
3
1*
2#
3*
h*

calorie rich*n

"mg whites
mlmlio, chopped
Salt
Olivos, groan

3
1e
to taut®
12

dmim the onions, chives tm5. parsley in 'the oil*
Mr! the whole eggs and egg whites and to until scrambled fUsa*
Vmmm from heat* Md ptolto and salt, tolng well*
Fmh ?<®apada« has $ grams of protein and 220 oalorias*

(6 servings)

Salt
Paprika

6 slice© Cornflakes, crushed, or
6
dry bread crumbs
l/i t
mrg&riw, melted
l/h &

2/2 C

1T

m
1* Cist (mm%& off bs^od sliest# mi ptwm ®mh ®Hm in
siSiffin ,pon*
2m Bemk m ogg into mp thus fomi4*
3* Mbe nalt# psprifea^ corrsflai®^ «! aargarlm^ and oprinkio on %if
of #ggs#
lito' in hot omn (hOD) about 10*15 r*inutoo, until oggo aso set*
HMm fro® pmm i.nd sorw nt oiw#
5* Booh mr9%m Imn S gpmsa of p^ottln ami 145 oolorioo*

(S aofvinga)
OniD% misled
ail
mb©d small

2 f
lf
l~l/$ e

•Salt
tggs, boston
?irsisy

11
Q

2 f

1* Broi« onions In oil slightly # add toMtoos amt oook for or*o
almta* Bammm fro« haat*
2* Md salt# beatan «g.ga and $«&&&$'*
3*
into lightly grs&aod mmmsml® dish ami hak# in.
mm (350) for about 25 sdsantot or until m%* Bo not allm? to
bate say longor* other»leo it will bo watory*
h« Ssrvo tewdiatsly* rolioioisn somd with fluffy rice*
5* laeh ©srviflf has 7 gfws of .protoin ami 105 calories*

Chsopi

spinach yw£

(6 mntixig®)

WA soal tasty dish*11

on

Flour# wtiiiio
ink# ©osiasd
SpoLssncit# stosMu sna
eboppod

1/1* c
%/h e
2 o

2 c

Choose# grated
Eggs# boston
Broad cnuf^s# dry
Esit

1o
2

l t

1* Mm, oil snd flour' mad stir into scalded milk# irifig to a boll
and. stir until thicksmod* Hmmm from host#
2* Add mimr lagrodisiits# and spread in a grossed casserole*
3#
in modsrats owna (350) for <tout 30 ^imtos* or until fi»
amf tU-ghtly brow*
h* Sores ismdiatsly#
5* isch aorolng has 11*1/2 gra^i of protein and 2p0 oslorUs*

m
(6 mrvitigs)
HMr

salt
Celery, or ate poro,
clipped
Oreen peters, choked

2-3/2 e Onion, cboppod
1-3/lb e OXoton, gyoiaad
2 t
OU
3imt chill powder
l/k c
Icmtoes, cubed smell
1A e
Sugar

iA c
3A e
1/U «
1/2 t
1c
16

1» erin@ beam and water to boll im 2 minutes, team off beat and
alien to soak for one hour* Coik until tender .In tbs earn water,
with salt, about 1-1/2 hours*
2* Chop celery, green peppers and onion*
3* Brain® gluten in oil*
h* Add aH Ingredients to bean# and steer about 30 attetse*
5*

loch ©erring contains 33 pwse #f protein and 250 calories*

asBliMlsa
(6 asrrings)

Bgg®
Orango Jute
F^>rlka

9

3/2 ®

3A t

Salt

to taste
2 f

1* Beat all ingredients
pt fmrpate*
2*
It .■ :'^ir^arin® in a skill© t asJ. ecrsimbled e g^. mlJEtor© in It *
3* item® hot with rice, or on buttered toast* fhie is a nte laippor
dish*
U* inch nerving has 9 grams ei’ protein and 15t calories*

m
wmmmms
fflmp do not
opting wgatsifeloa* Thta
b© duo to tlw
1*8^ tlsaf W' |jf©i>a*^d* A vog^taliM dish that is coXdt flarroriesg,
oiki
mzmi* b@ «n4o^«d» .3^© add so wish
oil, tlmt tho vo^ptabl© ^poaf® to ho owtoing in fat fm it ia
imsh vogetabias, took itat with wall aummta of oil ard
»ter ^nsit until tondor, ooaamt tl» i^U and. aoroo temdiatol^* :ai^h
togstahlao will bo ctpg^&llng, taatf and mtritious*
fo«t^l carrot®
(# ©arrings)

Co*®fl&k®% erushad
Sait
^priisa

1o
l/h %

1A t

Carrots, whole eoolswd
mrgarino, swltod

12 mmXl
2 f

Xm Cook carrots whola in »Xt®d m%m mill sMuhtly tandar#
t* CmhiiB mmtm& mmilMkm# aalt and paprika.
3* Boll oook®<! oarrots is
and than 'In cornflake aUdwa*
Aw«@i carrots on baking dboat# and bake in a hot own (to)
tyxmlm
to brown on all sitlss*
§*

Wm

carrots par wrwii^f*

Utel Carrots
Cli*€- oanrings)
carrots

Salt
Onion, slncod

1/t kg
%»l/2 t
l/h e

^ator, hot
mrgsxtm
3wa@t basil

l/h c

2 T

l/U t

1#
carrots and cut dia^ml% orosswiao in 1/2 c^ ulicod*
2* Mmmm In 1 <part CMaaiocrolc*
3* Coahtnc rwaining ingredients wl pour over carrots*
h# Cower, bake in taedlm owes (3?5) for about 1*5 niisatc# or until
tsmdcr*
Cheese fepp^ EUQg^iiii or luam Balvos
.{6 Imlwcs)
SlKMMfli. CKT mm

aaia% sliced
oliwc ell
Oregano, crushed

3 nodtoa ^Salt
Tomato sauce
1

to taaia
1c

1 f
ci'ioos®, Umarcla s'liccd 2S0 m
%/m, % Clsiwc, ?Bxmmm grated l/h 0

m
3U
2m
3#
hm
£•

Cut
or mm in MU Mngtlwiso*
l%m$m onion in oil until toiler* hu% not broun*
MM ^eeldnl or 301201 halves^ out sid© up*
QflPteM&B with oregano and ©alt to tost©*
Fomr tomto sanoo own oowr» and 000k until t©nder»«*b©ni 10
miaitot*
6* Top mieehisi or joncu with .'te-arolla cheese siloes, sprinkle uith
if dosirod.
?. Sprlnfela with Parnsesaan clmooc* Jfoat for 5 mimtos*
aal foraafco Cassorols
(MI: carvings)
KggBplant, pared and diced 1 qt
iiroans, |ic|i|3cr, chopped
1/2 0

Chsesa, ehoddar grated
Salt

l/2 0

CMo% slicod

I^pryta

iA t

on

1/a 0
1 T

misct basil
flacli
fmatoos, peeled and cubed 1*1/2 c

Brmd crumbs
Margarlna, aieltod

1 %

Ve e
1X

1< Parboil dieod egiiplant in ssiaed wtar for 5 minutes,
a* Braise groan pepper and onic-a in oil* Cook sloul^ until al.;oot
tender*
3* :3©ak: basil in l/t teaspoon of wmk water for 5 elnutes*
in* rite together all ingrsdioiits c»iapt the bread crumbs and isargariiiB.
5* Place in a greased baking dtati, and sprinkle with broad cnaabe
fsteied with, the malted eiar^triite*
6* Bake in medium own (375) for about 10 minutes or until tender*
Souffle

(8*1$ asrviaga)
mndioqpiito, cubed.
1 kg
2 t
Mhsarins
cheese, f^mtsean shredded 1/2 c

Eggs, beaten
Salt
Cheese, fresh white

2
to taste
2S0 ft
(X e)

1* Cook ;?andioq«inha with eait am' barely sufficient water to cover*
Mmn tender, drain, and mtsih*
2* Blend with aar^arine, Pemsaan cheese and beaten eggs* Salt to

taste*

3* Place in a baking dish and cover with thin slices of white cheese*
lu Bake in moderate oven (35$) until cheese Is slightly melted,
about 20 minutes*
?m&m$ rnatoes
ara

m@bed potatoes keep bettor and are fluffier if the potatoes
.nashsd, and. 1/2 cup of powdered skim milk is added for

m
mch 1/2 W^em of potatooa* Md mr^rin»f and sufficient but
potato outor for tlm
&mlrm» salt to ta^to#

Stam spimch ioovoo in amii
tomter bat gmon, about 5 mlm&tos*
Plao® spinach In serving dish
with oqpil parts of condensed tamto
gmtod tod oooksd egg whits aa!

asaount of saitod water, until
and top 'with m&onmlm nl*od
-soup* Docorat# in strips with
folk# altsimtslf«

3smom& mm&asi Esl ^M^aaa
imt Brasilians saute miptmUl®®* Mmm mn bo md® totior
bf the seasonings added to thm*
The flavor of all w^stafelca Is enhanced by the addition of
ana’ll Blounts of accent# todey is a perfect mcmp&i'&mnt for- aaor
vegetable#
For more individualised seasonings choose fro® the foUas«?irc
variutioi®#
I-Wta-^clovea# bay leaf# pH seed# basil, savoiy# carawe^#
ro<scoli»»lamon Juice# dill# oregano# garlic*
Cabbage**-oiiion powder# aarainy# miteieg# zsttxt*
C2arrot«-Hb«aiX# savory# thsw# mint# ginger# chives# nutsseg#
osdon#
cmuliflaweiwnutMeg, white sau.ee •
Cmmb&ro^lmMto Juice# eMmi#
E®flEwit-^omatoea# bay leaf# oregano.
Orsen bea$&«~baall# marjora-i# ttiyrm, mtmg, dJJU# savory*
r^as-^toil# savory#
mint# jmrjoram#
ibtatoes--K>aioa powder# perslcy# nutmeg# paprika# alho |>oro.
Spinsch^Hautog# onion salt# lazoon.
MMao^lancii#
foe'mtoes—marjoiam# oregano# ‘basil# onion powder, parsley#
thym# bey leaf# aaip#
itU^np^tomatciia# parsley# iisiiot- oasui# nuwog*
Sucohiiii-^mrjoim# tomtees, sweet basil*
SttfliacnMgs should enham t&m vogotable flavor and ziot cover
it up# ONI seasoning!! sparingly*

m
mum
OMtoMM s&lad
*A hearty eeJLad for tmn&e? people*n

'.^rbaneos, cooked an!
drained
Eggs, he^d cooked end
illsed

3 o
2

tickles, chopped
C&l&xj, diced
anions, chopi,>ed rins
Mymmlm

1/2 0
1/2 0

Xf
%/k 0

1* BXeod all lagfodioats end chili
2* Servo on pletes lined with lettuce ami i»mish with ;.iarsi®y end
tmmto wedges, or other dMred garnish*
3* fields 8 servings with 7 jpms of protein and 160 calories per
serving#

i&ssa .teas iae
SA mfrs^dUig esgr of serving legums#**

Egg, hard cooked
1
Oartoamaa, cooked ana
dxminod.
2 e
Klda^r or rod beans
2 C
oookcd aid. drained
Onions, sliced paper thin l/li c

Salt

Umm 4 nice
Olive oil
Paprika
Oarlic, crushed
Sugar
/tccent

2 t

2 f
2 f

iA t
1 clove
1t
a/ii t

1* CmMm onion, salt, lemon Juieo, olive oil, paprika, garlic,
suipr and accent#
2# Blend in the drained gasbaimos and beans*
3* Allow to stand, at least two mm®*
k* 8mrm m platter lined with lettuce and garnish with hard cookoti
egg, txmto wedges and parclc:*', or aa^ other garnish desired*
lieldc $ servings with 8 gyms of protein and 168 calories per
serving#

smamMsi.
{6 mrvim*)

orsan benrie cut ssmi
mter
salt
-rW

•y-‘i ii'i1#

I'iM i f rtlSi

ll*‘ r i

1

2 c

Mb.

1/^ c

1 t

Mm* ted cooked, chopped 2
Ta-mwa, cubed small
1/2 ©

Celery, chopped fine
Palaito, cut mmlX
Omon§ minced

Mayonnaise
Paprika

14* c

1/2 c

2 %

2 1
t

m
2* Cook ®emn Xsmm In water and ml%$
until tender*
2* Drain using water in some other dish#
3* ^hen ooM tom beans with mmix&ng ingredients, and add more
salt .if nseossaxy*
4* Serve on orlop lettuce leaves* O&mifsh with crisp parsley*

(6 servings}
X m&im Tomatoes, small

CmMJthamtf whole head
Drench dreasing

l/k o

mymm&m

6

lA c

1% Cmfc ittole trlaned caulifloi^r in «m!i amount of salted water*
'falsi off heat while- still crisp#
f» mmMm oauULflowor ImM M tmmh drassing for 1 hour*
& arrange cauHflowir on platter lined with crisp lettuce Immm
Cut tomtoes In h wedges ans5 armr^e around cauliflower#
3* cover center of caumiower with .isayonnaise* Serve cold*
Beet yd
Salad
(6 servings)
Seette
else, eooked 6
Igp^ hal’d cooked
2
lA e
1*1/2 f
1#
2*
3*
k*

Parsley or green onion#
chopped
Onioa, chopped
Salt

lA «

2 f
to taste

Peel cold cooked beets and cut into cubes*
Mm egg yolks with myonmlm and leeon Juice* Add to boots*
Mt! chopped egg whites, parsley# onion# and salt to taste*
Wm lightly cm crisp lettuce or endive*
Beet imr .Potato Salad
(0 fSfll&gS)

Potatoes# cooked and diced
Celery
Eggs# tod. oookBdt choked
Green onions or chives#
chopped
Radishes# sliced thin
Bas^loy# m% fine
1*
2*
3#
1*

hc
1/2 c
3
lA 0
1A 0
2f

inion# chopped fine
Paprika
Qarlic powder
^Byennaiee
lomon Juice
Salt

29
1/2 t
Pinch
1C
1f
1*1/2 t
or mm

Cook potatoes with skin# aMinc one bap leaf to cookisig water*
Cool potatoes# peel and dice*
?&x potatoes with other isip^dionts several hours 'before serving#
feu m$ add other ingredients ass p&bnito# pickles# olives# diced
green pepper# cucumber# dill seed# etc## according to your taste*
3* Sorm potato salad on crisp lettuce and garnish with toaato wedges
or slices# and olives#

Wl
(6-8 earring)

oil# eaoking
e*»5tod
HMwir# eold
salt
Paprika

2 f

grain or
1 c
3 c

3/2 t
l/h %

Peas# canmd# drairnd
Celnfy# eho^od
Pickles# chopped
Onloa# chop ed
Cheddar cheese, cubed
ittyonnaiae

1/2 0
1/2 0
1/2 0
1 1
1/^ e

3 t

1* Cook %tjeat with water# ell# ml salt until tender* train and
2* tmm all ingredients together and pirns m chilled lettuce lined
plate*
3*

with tomato wedges*
Tp®m$ salad

rj&ah# drain and chill
favorite salad greens, as lettuce,
endive# tender spinach# parsley ^ mmXm * fear in sssaU pieces
and. six tilth thin onion, slices# imtl chopped green onions# into m3M
bowl* mmp in mtrl^mtor until flwmxig tiw* Just before senring
t«ms lightly with french dressing# or any other dressing desired*

MM(MBmrnte.
BM
sewings)
Oelatin# tmflavorod
gramilated
Sugar
Salt
lister

Lemon Juice

20 ipn
3/2 c
3/2 t
2-3/2 c
1/2 c

Cucumber# uhpeeled thin
slices
12
Radishes, sliced thin
1-3/2 e
CJ^aage# shredded finely 3/2 c
Celery# diced
1c

1* ita gdatin# sugar and salt In a saucepan*
2* Md half of the water* Place &mr lew heat mad stir until gelatin
is tUmmlmti*
3* I:.mm frora heal# stir in realising water and lersoa Juice*
li« .4rrsm§Q a few of tbs
tables in an attractive design in the
bottom of a 1-1/2 quart nasM*
5»* Spoon in enough of the gelatin to cover the vegetables* Chill
remaining gelatin to unbeaten egg white consistency*
6* fbM in remaining vegetables* fum into mold and chili until firs*
2* thissold on serving platter and cpmlsh wiUi salad greens* iley bo
served with mayonnaise or plain*

m

am mamk.
m
(8 aorriagsi)
gj^amlstad
'mtmr
Cbmm9 tem-riom grated
MUm* gmt^d
salt

20 m
2-1/2 o
2 c
2 f

1f
2 t

Mrotay* chopped
chopped
Colox7| diced
}m&ronlt cooked
brokca
iesrinincliivi

1/U 0

2 f
Xc

3 «
X c

X# Spiliida ^eXfttltt on MU? of tm water la eol'lea*
2* Place owr low heat md otir usxUl gtlalin Is dissolved*
3«
from hoot and stir in mmu&ng water* &od caooco* Stir
ootiX choose hoc edtonod*
!i* Ml teoB jmioe* oaloa aanl salt* Chill to unbeaten ega wtilto
cofss&stcney*
S* Fold in, ree&alnii^ ingredients# 'lura into 1-1/2 quart noli and
MUX until firm#
6* Unsold on serving plate and garni ah with salad greens*

Jxmx mn be made into a ddHeious salad If cut in half and
cooked in the skin* In salted utter* until slightly tender* Pool ih©
mm* out in cubes and mix, with uroen onions* olives* lemon juice*
olive oil* salt and paprika* File* m crisp lettuce and garnish with
hard cooked egg wedges*

(i carvings)

^latin* unflsvered
gramla'ted
Joter* eoM
Fruit juice
lemetk juice

2 1

1/2 c
2c
1/1 e

Ju^ar
Salt
fruits* drained
(do not uss raw
pinsappla)

1/2 c
1/U t
3 «

1* upsinkle gelatin on cold water to soften#
f«. Place over 1m# heat and stir until gelatin is dissolved*
3* %mmm from heat and add fruit juice* lemon juice* sugar* end
salt*
1* Chill to unbeaten egg white consistency*
5* Fold in chopped fruit (ora^, banana* papaya* pears* apples*
etc*)
6* Turn into X»l/2 quart mold and chill until firm*
?• ilmold on serving plate and gamish with salad greens or other
dssirod fruit*

m
m*L SMJsi
On a crisp Isttuos Imf arrai^o half a rlpa» or cooked pear*
Gippod In orange juice and lightly mmmd with white frosting# Cut
w^C dmk grapes In halff rmzm the scad and stick them close
togsthor on the pear to yaaoMs s pyaps duster* 3onm cold*
Col

mmmmSt

^rrongo
lettuce leaf*
on the siac 01
avocado balls.

a pooled bamna ait la half Isugthalwi* ©a a crisp
It Is host to dip the cut hamra In onu^a juice first*
oitcft oanana curve arrango a row papoya* wats ria# 10a am
Sam iMadiately it possible.

ate aaL^y.f,
nm beauty of a salad. Is increased 100 per cent by Um garnish
you mrm with It*
m® garnishes asi tomato Hedges* hard«eooksd egg wodgoa or
dices* sprl^ of parsley* radich ro^s* carrot curia* gwn or black
dives* pdaito slices* crisp mt^rcroas* thin aliens of eneuii&er*
whsss© pooling; has been deeply sempwith a fork* green or r®&
Ptvd% salads look mm attractlfe If garnlsiiod with a orlop
sprig of dot* a boautlful otruilbor^'* a maraschino cherry* avocado
wedges* or&ngo sactlons* simll colored gum drop* papaya or watomolsm
balls*
tot your imagination guide j?ou* and gsndjdi all your salads*

looking for a fancy wm to serve fruit salad? Cut a beautiful
pineapple In half lengthwise* toping the upper leaves on* imwm the
edible part of the pineapple and .fill it with your favorite colorful
fruit ^lad* Serve it on a X&rm platter garnished with greens* Be
sure your salad looks crisp and 1© told*
Ji delightful way to sews chilled fruit salad to a larger crowd*
is to cut a large watermelon tog'telss* one side biggtr iMa to
other# teMJte to to part of the larger side and fill it with fruit
salad* using a lot of watermelon b&Xla in it*

m

{k~6
A MMms my %&

mm

up tUmmr tmmm la

cooked and
tiiaNltf

a&knfo&cima)

X e

Plcklee or ollvo8f cho^d 2/k 0
■to o31 laai^dlents and spread

supper maMLitot*

oraaa oidonst chopped

scat

1 t*
JA b
g »

on sandwicii bread*

(IHS tops san^flehes)

Carrots, abraded
lauwm Julco

1 0

Xfy 0
1«

Mist all Ingxadisnta and spread

salt

Bits, shredded

11
1/2 ©

on sandwich bread*
sandedch

(l*«6 la»^ sandwichoa)
Beam, MMt or brown
cooM, nmshod
Pickles, capped
Onion, chopped

Xc

XA 0
1/2 t

Ito all li^redients and spread

1%

Oraea pepper, ehopped
Celery, chopped

1/2 e

Sait
HuyonmlM

2 T

1A t

on sandwich bread*

agi. aaBK. mmm

(6-3 laj?go seiJdHichss)
IftfriBA

X'&t -fc &

«>»*

Banana* rmited

1/2 e

2

jrapo jttXly

:to all ingredients well and spread crania on sandwich bread*

2 f

m
msmu&mam

aM mmkm
ftkWf whlt^

cilit ooc^dug
'^t&r
EggS# »l

(mtom 3 mm)
imprlka
xAi c
t f

3A ^

2

Salt
Oil# eooklctg
teon Juioo

1/2 %
l~X/Z %
X*l/2 e
3 f

X# 3Da a maXX ksttis mis?: flour and .first anaount of oil*
2* Heat «»31 and slowly add to mter# arUrrlug until Uilcjk and
flSOCltife*

3* I4nm oggs# paprUca, salt to itoto rnkmtm into l^toar to
!8ft4^g ^1|.l. f

k* to to oil wtvllo boating# mvf slowly at first#
Sm ton Imlf to oil has ton tood# pour in toon Jules# ton
stoly to msdnlng nil*
6* this ?f«ayoimais«s will k»op «ill if fsfri^arato and covered#
T^rto "auce
(imtes 2 imps)
Heyoimato# cooked

MA «

Egg# hto cotod# topped 1

?3to« pepper# chopped
toato soup, condensed

3f
3 f

1* tta all Ingredients and eer^i
or m desired#

Pickles, topped to
orainco
Olives# green topped
i%prika

1/3 c
2 X

lA t

vegetable salads# croqwtto#

MM *r Mg, Me

(Wse l-J/2 eups)

■tr/oti/Miise • cooked
Sciar erea-

C^Pocn mAm§ topped
Parsley# stood
X#

8/3 e
2/3 ft

1T
1 f

HUl seed# seed or
fresh# minced
Salt

Oarltc powder

1 b
1 t
taVAj.aWb-lj'ft.

Filial

i ^L5h ®LL-.~v 11^BXX#

2# Alto ftoers to blend for m ter before serriijg with potato
tois# or on canapes*

m
auk Maasm

(t-msm M/i mm)
Oil* oooldng
fcgiato sc«ipf cor^ need
tm* hard cooked
Salt

1/2 e
Sugar
1/2 nmt iMmn juice
1A
CNtauf cljcpped
1A l§i

*A t

1-1/2 t
1*1/2 t

!• Htaec all ingredients in felcrxler
whi*% until cre^t
2* K@c;p6 neH if refrigerated ai^l covered*

Meesa ss&m aig
aa nan aae
(.Him 3 cupe)
>lilkt pondered skim
viator, tec cold

lA a
1/2 e

lemon juice
Sugar

3 f
3 T

1* Pine© & medium, deep bowl mxl mi egg beater in the reirigprfttcr
to ol'dll nan*
2# Beat Urn rdlk and ice water in the bowl until mixture stands up*
j# Aces i^mn juice and sugar
ana beat wen#
h# Allow to stand in refrigerate at least half hour before topping
fruit salads, gelatins, puddUca* etc#

Siaafl ,iiaaB3!sa i&a*

(Mtthsf.- lAout 2»l/2 cups)

JUlkt evaporated
cM.net!

Lemon juice
Sugar

1e

2 T
2 f

1# In a chilled deep medium bowl beat the very cold evaporated milk
until, very flnflj#
2# Add the lemon juice and beat until stiff*
3#
in the sugar#
l*» Use Immediately or keep refrigerated for a short tisae* This whip
dees not stand u?> fwr very latap*
5* Osc cm fruit salads, calms, i^Mtins, .puddings, etc#

smpMm
Pimmnt
groatlng
(Frosts on© Mayor mk® or 1 oblong layer)
3upr, pofwdsrsd
mrgarixKi
^andlla

2QQ ^
3 f

1 i

Salt
Orange juice
Lemon juice

Pimjh
l f
1 f

m
It Cmm sugar md mrg&rlm*
2# AM mmSMag Ittgmdlmt® and
iielX«
3* Almpi spread tills t^pa of frostiag oil cold cakes*

aggr, .mmi. tmkm

(Frosts om 3NU|W oaka, 1 oblong layer,
or a tub© pan oak®}
augpre poiaSowid
imrgarinc

200 |p
1/3 ^

l* Cvmi% sugar and mnrgmYim*
2«
teon Jaioo am!, banana

Cowrn juioe

1i

aanaosts, large, purecd

2

md beat until consistency

d0®2j^d *

3»

Spread on cold oaks*
Easy Cootead c.:iu>uolate Frosting

Corartarcb

Sugar

1c
X/k c

cocoa
Salt

3 f

^ater
w^arine
ymaiHa

1 c
3 f
l t

Pin^i

l»
2*
3*
U»

ite sui'^ur, carjiatarch, cocoa aim! salt In a medium kettle*
Sietriy add mter and mile nail*
Sriug to boil aM stir constantly until It tbickons*
Iteoim £rm boat and add iia^^rlne and vanilla* Mir wll*
Si S|road on cake* It uill 'tnioken <%ora at it cools, but mw&m
glossy#
Seven g^g|| f rosUng
(Frosts 1 layer cM© or an oblong; layer)
ttA deliciouo Huffy frostinf, ^ade in 7 slnatcs**

f'liia f^wting rpiuin® a doubM bailer*
sugar, granulated
Egg idilton
®mm of tartar

l»V2 «
2
X/k i

Water, cold
salt
fanllla or other
flavoring

f

Amh
1 t

l* ito all the ingredients mm^ the mnilia in top of double
boiler*
t* Xtmrb in bottom part which uteOd have shout 2 iuchse of boiling
setter*

3* %mp m%®r boiling;, while vigorously beating the top mixture with
an ogg beater*
b* Mtor ? minutes the. frosting will h® light, fluffy *nd hold up in
po^si*

m
5* fmmm fvm l»att add iraisll3% md sprsad on eafet#

iS.

(iial^s J cuj>a)

^S8S»

»r»Hciotta with Xantil patti© s.**
fmmtmB, cubed mall
Omn p&ppsr, cubed mall
Cummhtsrfi cubed mall
Cffi&xffi* Cl^mxsd fills
X«

2 c
2/h c
1/2 C

2 r

fareXey9 mimmd
teisou Juioo
OUm oil
.riit

e

1 T
1 ?
to tmt#

r^bs all ingaredieirts and temp refrigerated until ready to use* Bo
list Imp from cue day to tin met*
l^hite 9too Proportione
OMcm 1 cup

eemmiMniie elieoiiiienewii' miwttiKBBWMWIi m

Thin een«

ass

m

fM

f^edtoi

2 T

2 f

1c

Thick

3 t

3 T

1c

soups, thins cheese
'ZZj>
For vegetables and indium
gravies*
For thick; gravies*

Sartm thick

%/h c

lA e

1e

for croquettes aad souffle®*

1* iEir the flour and oil*
2* Stir these into the boiling fsUk*
!: Cook until thickened, aUrrtng always*
season mth salt ana otfier ■sosooiiajigs coairoo*

ssteia{Mm
to1Ate
ssm
cup)
Sugar
Comstarcfi

2 T

1T

Salt

Pinch

IMamg
nater
Grape juice

1* In a mall kettle mix sugar* cornstarch* salt and nutmeg*
2* Md u&tar eloirly stirring uell#
3* Md grape, juice* and brim^ ta a bo.il stirring constantly*
k* imMcious with tapioca crear^ or oianc mange punoing#
«...

.X*,*.* *<*

dk*Sb<**d2 -SikJihtlNt

eili'llfluiiw ifflilifri)

eh MUMilk

aiu* Ab.Mlk titiuM.

wVmm
2/2 c
1/3 c

m
ChPco3*to Smm far Mdin^g
(IMm 2 mips)
Sugar

c&rn&t&ruh

1 c
1/3 $
Pimh
X-l/2 f

mtatfi eodd
'm%*v§ boiling
l^irgsilfm
?aniIUi

VI/3 c
1/li o
X %

X*
imprf cocoat ©alt and oamsiarchf with the cold water#
2* Stir this into a kettle with the boiling water#
3# Boil about h talmiies, stirrli\: frequently#
ntmzm from fir® and add
and *mnilia#
$* B&rm cold on puddings or loo cr^n# Keeps well if arefri^rutod
and cowered#
goononical Ohocolato Sauce for mk (i’iocolate
{‘Hake® X quart of sauce)
^iugar
Cocoa

salt
X#
2#

2«4A «
1 G

^ater

VanUXa

1A i

In a large kettle sdx sugar* cocoa and melt with the- water#
Bring to a boil* stirring frequently*
Cook for 5 mJhautos*
fmrnm from fire and add waniXla.
S# Keep refrigerated and cowrsd* all the tine* Keeps wall#
6* Bee about one tablespoon of syrup per cup of hot or cold milk to
n&ku isot or cold chocolate#

t

t

m
cmm:s
If fm mn% to oarioh fmxp cookies-f iwsabar that fm mn add
1 tablaipocm of ooy flour to *mk eap of whito floor ill® tmtiM oall©
for*
Cookiaa
(i^Stos li dossen)
Slip®1

3&Xt
immh eoeomt, grotod

M/S ©
1/2 e
11
3$0 jp
(1 #)

Fresh coconut wter
Flour, white
.mkim ponder

3/2 <3

t^/3 c
1f

1«
f*
3*
li*
S*

augar, sargarloo and aait*
Add mmmt m6 cm®mt mt®#*
Sift t&® Hour Mil baking gsowdar throe tlsKOS and add to dou^i*
Boat for 3 saiimtofi*
Drop lay to&spooiiful in a mn gm®m& cookio oh®ot# loa^Mig
stiffteiont spaco botuson ooakias %o double in also*
6* Bate la a modoratoly tot owa (ITS) mill goldoo*
7* C»1 «0Upitly tofore smting fras pan* Do not stack %fom until
^oid*
Chewy mmxt tm%Ur Cookies
(Most (**%/2 isasxi)

Su@ar
Salt

ao

ll c

2 i

Bsaattt batter
Hour, whit®

h
ao
Sc

1*
f*
3#.
h*

CxMft Mrg4rimf suiart salt, anc! eggs*
&M poaimt butter and Gmm m'll*
AM Hour and mix mil*
i«® balls the &lm of a iMtet, amt flatten on a mn gm®m&
m®ki® shoot*
% mm fork press orisssroso design m each cockle*
6#
in rna&sr&m &m® DSO) ®hm% M mimm® or until
7* Allc^? to cool tofere mm®wUi^ £mm pan* Ttos® cookies keep well
if
covered*

Vernier radcliffe memorial library
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
LOMA LINDA, CALIFORNIA

m

{m&m ttomt 3 domn)
flXXB

mk%»
®a^r

1c
3 ©

1 T
X c

Salt
rmrgari:ie
Eggs
vstfjr

i/st t
1/2 o

i-1/8 f

X* Sift »*W5#aX# fXmsr and baldnn ponder twlc©#
2« P3jm» in & torn! with th© mi^mr tmi salt#
3# la Um esnt&r of te miacttir© Ml »i^arini®# oggs and wator*
).u Boat well until mmoth*
S« Msk»
tho Bim of m ml*mt# and flatten m non greased
ooo^r’iii sheet*
6# vjitfi fork prees eriesoroes aosipi on each cookie*
Mae in moderate oven (350) ifeont 10 minutee until goldten*
Allan to cool before removing from pan* These cookies keep m&X
If stored covered *

S:

f&itritloae

oatmeal Cookl&e

imm@k ttomri)

B^lnn penawr
salt
Cimmmn
Ws&mg
iugtr

U%/2 c
1 t
11
1 i
1/2 t
1 e

'largarin©

Banana puree
Bite, shredcod

a/3 0
2
10
M/2 •
1/2 e

1* Sift Hour, ImkXxm powder, colt, cinnamon, nutmeg and sugar in a
hMU
t* A&l Marine, eggs and half of 'the banana mixing noil#
!: Md i^nalnlng banana, oatmeal a?sa nuts* Blond oell*
tmp W toaspoonful on a prnsocl cookie sheet*
5« Bate in moderate oven (350) until golden, about 13 minutes*
fSi*

JpLJLlSlf' ‘I®

7* Um®® cookies might stick together if kept long*

(MOM Ii doeen)
.^isgar, bro»
nar^wrim
r^aki^i pmdar

alt

3«
1/t c
1 T

2t

Manilla

1 f

Egg®

2

fogurt
Flour, idiite
Cometarch

1* Cream sugar, margarine, soda, salt and vanilla*
f* Beat in eggs*
3* -Stir1 in yogurt*

Vl/2 o

5«
1c

lit
S*
6*
I*

MM flmr sUTted «ifch
Tmip trf teafipoonful in
md floured cookie sheet*
M® in model***te even (3S0)
10 idimtee or until goM@n«
Tmmmm trm sheet i^iUa still
md roll in pondered sugar#

a«aig, am aa
Mrgsrifia
Sugar
' '(;r.
Hoiaaiio®
MZk
Flour*

l/tj e
1/2 c
1
1/2 c

5/2 e

1-3A o

Baking pander
Bait

2 t
3/t t
10

slits* shredded
Fruit (currants* prunes*
pineapple* banana*
mangoes or other
fruit chopped)
Wf 0

1#
2#
3*
li*
$•

Crum margarine* sugar, egg and molasses*
Idd milk and mis nail#
Sift Hour* baking powder and salt# stir in islxture#
4dd nuts and fruit* blend well#
Spmcd in greased pan and h@ke in mode rota oven (350) until
gol^n brown am! lim* shout 30 laiiaites#
6# Cool and cover with frosting desired* or softened powdered sugar*
?* Cut bars before removing t?m pun*
C
Puffs
(imm® It large)
tms
•mtwwm
mm> mmmmmm.

rntcr

mu

ia
1/2 o
I/ll t

Flour* white
s§is

1 c
h

1# Bring noter* nsrgsrine ami, sal.t to boil in a kettle*
2# lower the heat air! stir in, ill the Hour at once, stirring until
te# loosen® from bottom*
toiovo from fire m*& add cg||3 one by on© beating wall#
Prop W tsdJlesp^nful on lightly oiled cookis sheet* with suffix
c.lent spacso for puffs to
in also*
5# Elite in hot oven (faOO) until iplfen* then lower heat to tmMr&lm
(ISO) am! allow puffs to day mi% for about 20 minutes#
4* vftoii
out In half and. fill with ©ream filling#
?* Bmeiiti&A with suriar or eomr tilth chocolate frosting*

t

f^jgsir

flow
'lilk* powered skim
^ter* mM

3/U
V3
1/2
1/2

e
c
8
e

Voter* bollir^
Sggs* beaten
Salt
Margarine
fanllia

>1/2 «
2
1/u t
l t
l %

203

X* $&£ sugar# flour, pwrite'm& stta isllk and eoM. uator*
2* Mr tfil# into boiling water te a kottlo*
Cook alewrly iibout 5 raimstes, stirring eemUmtlp*
AM mm® of hot mlsttere to boaten ogi», thon stir oggo tete hot
mMw», mlxiinig util* Cook matter salmi® *
5*
fra» fir®, odd oalt,
and mnilM*
6* cool mad fill th® ofoaa imff0*

L*

asMs

aa

(note 1 &hlmg pm)

Xmllw coloring

chopped and

enter
salt.

2 0
2 6
1/!* 6

X* t&lng ^dnoappXo, nater, salt

lag te a boll*

Cornstarch
Sugar

F#h
drops
1/2 e
l 0

dMirod amount of yellow coXor*

2* ita smipr and comofcarch and. ^tir into boiling mlrturo* Cook
until thiekoned, about $
stirriag frcquontl/*
3* Cool noil*

laBta*
Mot

.Eggs, bouten thick

3/k e
XA «
2

Pinch
Salt
1 t
fanilla
Coconut, fr»^i, shrodt^d 2 c

1* First of all mte the recite for pie crust (pg« -207)* Una oblong
teMng pan* ^ baku cruet*
2* Spread cold filling on cruet*
3* 1km rmk® topping* Boll mter aM sugar to 2140 or soft- ball etspi#h* Pour this ayrup slowlj late #iick^r beaten egga, and centime
boating*
5* Ma salt anil midJULa, and i'oM in coconut*
6* Spread topping on pineapple fllilng, and brown alightlr
©oaorate (330) oven* Cool noil before oabtiiig*

2Qh

cmm
(2

matfifixim

mm
-Immg yMXm

1/2 e
yt ©
2

1i
2 0

Cormt&vch
sm
Bflldag powdar
Milk, powderad skim
later, cold

lA* e
1/2 t
1 t
Z/k ®
1 ©

X» Qmm m&tfueim
mgar*
S* Mf! #ip «nd m^UUa and bsat wlX*
3# fdffe .flaar^ mtmtsmshg ws&h$ imking pomder ai'id ^^daracl aisXm
«dllu Md ttai
tte water, starting and ending
nitli tlit flour miMtum*
h* Spread la f raun! ©akt pan® fttksfi art graaaed and Hawed., or
linad 'Ulth nantd paper*
$m Bate la TOdterate men (350) far afeeut 25
or until flu?*
and pi^sa*
6* AH011 to ooal iii pans for abmst 5 minutes before rearing#
?• y^a ©old cover with frosiiao issirod.

fimss! lag

C3 l^ar)

Mwgiirlf®
f!t»a»r

salt
Soda
fardlla
X*
t*
3*
li*

3A O
1*1/8 «
a/2 t

aA t

1/2 %

%gs
Ilananas, puroo
Hour, white
Baking powder
fegwt or sour milk

3

1*1/2 e
8-1/2 a
1 T
1/3 o

CrM mrgarim# sugar, salt, soda and vanilla*
AM 1*11 eggs on® at a %im9 and teat imll*
i&l' tea paraed banaims and .ate
MIe flour and baking powder a«3 add alternately with yogurt,
at 14^ wail*
5* %*rteS into greased and ftamd, or wasr. paper lined route cate
pmss.
l^ite in rnMmmm oven (350) for about 25 minutes, or until firs
ate ioXdon*
2# Allcm to cool 5 mlmtea tefor© mmmlm from pan*
8* idioii cold cover with DrooUng desired*
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Bamaa CIAtfon C«ta»
(31 tJifee pan)
nowi ittto
Ooraatan^
Sugar
Baldsag poster
■Sait
Oil» cooking

c
lA «
i©
2 t
1/2 t

V3 e

Egg yoUcs
i&mm paxm
Iflttfpyti Julco
C-reaa of tartar
Igg i^iltoa

5
at

2/3 c
i/b t

s

JU Sift flour, cornstarch, sugar, baking powder and salt*
f* Om hr on© add the oil, egg poUm, banana and lesson juice,
5§m H ♦

3# Beat the egg white® with the emm of tartar until eery stiff
nnJ dr/*
It* FoM egg white# into cake isilst*
5* Four into ungreawed cake tube .pen and bake in a very rsoderate
(325) oven for about one hour, until fire and golden*
6* fimmm from oven and turn up mid© down to cool*
7* To tm&m from pan loosen .cite with a knife and shake out*
S, Front when cold*

aaaefflg

(1 square or oblong .layer)
EiE&au eenaaated
Salt
VJater, tolling
SUPUE*

3

1/2 t
1/3 o
1c

Oil, cooking
vanilla, or orange
or Xenon rind
'flour, white

1/3 o

li
1^1/U 6

1*
2*
3*
It*
5*
6*
7*

Beat egg whites and pat until frothy*
M4 boiling water slowly, beating constantly until stiff*
Add sugar slowly beating until, it resembles meringue*
Add yolks one at a time beating well*
Mow use a wire whip to gently Ibid in the oil and vanilla*
SdosOy fold in flour, small mmnt at a time*
Spread in square or oblong pm which has been greased only in the
oostcot*
S« Bales in isodsrate (350) oven until firm and golden*
9* Hhen cold cover with frosting desired* This cake Is go x! for
up^side-KJown fruit cake*

(X square or oblong layer)
Use recipe for spoxtge cake* Before spreading dough in pan,
gpftt&se pati with %/h cup- isargarii®, and sprinkle with X cup teown or
White sugar* Cover with thick oXiceo of pineapple or mangoes* Boor
the cake batter on this and. bite m for Sponge Cake* Cool about 5
minutes in pan before removing* inosea sides with knife and turn

2C6
up old#

on

platior*

i;#ooroto ttfltH oUnar fruits

Ct hmr)
.Ftear* $shi‘ts
€ors»t®re^
Salt
Bsklnc: pm*tor
Cmm

1^1#^ ©
i/a ©
1 t
z t
1/3 o

X-l/2 0

Sttgw?
to^urt or sour ikUIk

a/3 ©

2

i^^arlns
?lodllft

1/2 ©
i t

1* Sift flmrt conwtsrch, salt* Unking powder* coco® aM minor*
2m #4d .yogurt* eggs* i^urgarlns* miiilis aod best %oll for 2
juimtos*
3* $$ma& in two rotmd cake .Dfe^s ^aeed and flomd* or llnod witlt
h* Mas la aoderatc omn (330) limit 25 mlnutos or until fim*
5* $&%m to cool 5 es&nutse la pm boftr® removing*
6* Mtim cold comt t?ith frosting dScaired*

M&I3&

(Cm 2$d*0 mm shallow pun)
%8Sf ao?5aratcd
Salt
sugar
1*
2*

3*
km

5#

6m

?•

8*
%

10#

h
1A t

flour* ubite
inking powder

% C

1/2 t

2/j o

lioat egg whites and salt until flxts*
Add ogg jrolks one at & Urn* bating well*
Slowly odd sugar* beating
fluffy end firm*
Sift flour and baking powder, add slowly by folding in oarsfUily«
Spread in shallow baking psa alsout 25x1*0 os** which has bean
greased heavily and floured* or lined with wax paper*
Babe in fairly hot even (3?5) until fir® and golden*
loosen sides with a knife am! turn teed lately unto a clean &mml
sprinkled with sugar*
ftmmw wax paper* and spread mith 1*1/2 cups of Jelly or softened
$m ym* wish*
Boll bp towKliate ly and keep in bowel until cold#
tmm foil plain* frost It* or sprinkle with c^nfectionor*®
mmr* Cat sllcos and. ®®rm»
l iamy Cake
(Qum olOong layer)

Flour* white
Milk* po^dtred skis
Sugar

3 c
1 0
1 c

'liking powder
Salt
Margarine

1 f
3/2 t
2 T

,'0?

Clnnarson
'sMxmg m elows
1#
2m
J*
km
>m

1 t
1/ii t

viater
Honey

1c
1c

tHar all dr^ iagvadlttists*
homy and iidx*
Add
p^iduall^ and teat mil until creamy*
Bpm4 In sraas^d oblong baling mn*
Bate in .moderate own (350) for about 30 minutes or until fim
and golten*
6* Saxw plaint «itb fruit, or ;rroati.ng* %ia cake keeps nail*

m
rm
Mm ( wyst

(l Pt*)
Flour

Salt

l 0

3/^ t

3iK>rtealag
viator, cold

1/3 o
2 t or

!• l-€s: Flour with salt In a howl*
2* Cut in shortening, until
xoflwmhlos coarse meal*
3* sprliikle water on dough and toon lightly* Add only suFFicient
wntor to mtim it stick to§ator*
h* f&m in a ball and lot stand For $ minutes*
S* Holl out lightly cm Floured table, making it slightly larger
than the pie pan*
6* item in pie pan and Fold under the edges*
?* Flaten edges and prick whole crust, IF it Is to be baked b&fom
Filling is pit in* Mith Fruit piss do not prick the bottom
crust*

m mylasae
(1 id*)

Ere unites
Salt

2

iA t

Sagar

Vanilla

JA o
VS «

1*
2*
3#
li*

Mt the egg whites and. salt until they Form soft peaks*
Add' sugar gradually hsatinc utitil stiFF*
AM wanUla and boat wall*
Bptmi on top of pie filling, and bake in moderate wmn (350)
until light golden*
5* Cool wall before cutting*
Cream no g$ Variations
(1 pie)

sugar
Ccms'tareh
Salt

iA «

1/3 c
l/h %

mik
Egg yolks
Manilla

2c
2

1/2 t

1* Hisc sugar, cornstarch and ©alt in saucepan* Slowly stir in milk*
2* *4dp In egg yolks*
Bring tbs mixture to boil, stirrinii constantly*
Allow to cook two minutes after thickened, stirring*
5* nmmm from heat and add witilla*

f:

m
6m farlatdons*
For fmmm Cmm Hm$
t«o bmmmu Into 'Um
pi# oruat and. p««* tl®
fULliiii on top. £®mr
with mrin^m tel
fl. FW Cocamit Qmm% Ho idd X oap ahred^d mmmt to
tb® filling and pmm it into ti® batod craot* fop
«itb mr&a$w am!
Ill* for Wtimlrn Qmsm f$m§ odd X/Z mp mltslm to emm
flXliOS« feor Into Mod ol®3Xf and top oitb
Bala»«

smi
Cl pin)

Snsar
ComitaM
m%m§ hot

tlmiz

ui/z c

l/lld
X*l/f o

h#

tm fo>Vm
mx%arlm
Ijmmn rind
Lemon juie©

3
3 f

11
lA c

X* £0 o
2m Stir
Co:jk
:5tir

J:
S*
4#
h
S*

fettle ®dx salt, sugar tel cornstarch.
in th© liot ootorf oXsoXy*
for X mimito otirring.
mm of tl® hot
into egg yolks, and add to hot
cookimi motbmr rnkmim*
timmim trm boat and add ^rgaHn®, X@^n rlrsd. and^ %*mn luioo*
Poor into Mod pin eruot, tel mmr with wringne inado of too®
wMtoa idth 1/3 oop of m.^mm
M$m to light golden*
Cool m$Xl hofoso oorving.

a^ang.

(X taan ©jm®t pia)
ij^Xoai tart, pooled and
sliced ftm
flour, ^i't©
S^or

8*? c
a T
Xc

Ciaawoon
salt
i-tnrgarin®

X t
X f

X# feuhla plo crust recipe.
t* fine pi® pan with half of cruet, aXloeing estra to hang on side.
I* fear sliced apples into
crust, allowing mors in the
center#
Is. Mr flour, sugar, cinnosaon, suit, and sprinkle evenly on apples*
*>• Mace ^mrgarlne on top in center.
6# finish edgts of crust with w&Xk*
lm Cover with rominlng pie met, and roll edges of both ©rust under
tepitbar* Flute aide**
8# thrash top cruet with milk ami apriaklo with a little sugar.
?• Hafe a few lam outs into top emot.
10* Mm 'in hot oven (liOO) until gOldb% then lower temporatufe to

mttomfo* (350) for about ffl mtmtoo*
AiiiMtf to m&% util bofovo ooroloK# it lo Oolliiloiai olth
ffiHt to^plikg# or with vmMM lot tmt*

m
mmmm
(6 ©^rrliag©)
diifef eeepereted
Prom puree
1*
3*
fi*
5#
6*
T*

1/g e
1 c

Sugar

^on juic©

l/h c
2 I

Ham v&lk In rsfrigarator to tp% im cold.
rate thick pnino purtc of coated prune a*
tto puree with aug&r end cl'4Xl#
In a deep eoid 'bowl beet tte icy .milk until aery light ate fluffy*
Md teaon Juice and saiuc mXi until stiff*
Carefully fold, in prune mi^turo*
Meli out in deaeert
®®d turve cold*

(6 SQ.rviiAgs)
-Suptr
Cometarch
Ij^on rind,
"aiter

1*
2*
3*
km
$•

1 c
l/h c
i a
Ul/2 c

Usmn Juice
^ilt

1/3 o
1/t t

%g etiite®

2

In «&X eaucepan aise sugar., rntmtomh, mil, egg yolk*
Md rank slowly and beat well*
Bring to a boil# stirring until thickened.
-m&m from heat and add munilla*
Cool well before serving*
Cocomt
SMm Mange
tmimrttummmmw mm- nimm* mmrnSfmm

(6 eerrlnge)

Sugar
Cornstarch

1A o

iA c

Coconut milk
mik

1c
1 c

1# in a saucepan miit sugar air! oometwsh#
2* Slowly stir In coconut milk*
ikk! milk: and bring to a boil# stirring constantly*
Cook slowly for two minutes*
5* fbur into individual or large mM rinued with cold imter* Chill*
6* itea wry cold, unsioM. by
aidtos with knife and shaking
out*
?• Sere* with fruit compote or chocolate .pudding sauce*

t

212

(6 mrtim*)
bollliig
Salt
Tapioca, pmrl
Sa^iF
HiUkt pa(«tomd akirs

2 ©

Hach
i T

lA c
i/2 ©

v^tar, cold
jigg yolk
fanlila
%i white

l/k c
I
i t
1

U SlcwSgr cook- tapioca with &*titaag mt&r and salt until clear,
stirrii^ occaaionally#
2# ite sugar* pcwiterad okim wlB:, cold water and egg yolk,
stir
Into cookad tapioca* Filx wall aad cook another minute*
3* fteow from lira, sdrtaro will, ba thin*
km Md vanilla, and fold In atiff beaten egg white*
5, Servo with sauce desired, grape Juice sauce is delicious*
MSmS^ Sw»^siisi^y3ft
(6 swings)
F3mr

3/4 c

sugar

1 c
1 T

Mfgarliio

Eggs, separated
Lemon juice

2

mik

©

l*
2*
3#
It*
Sm
6*

mat Hour, sugar and margarlm*
@^2 yolks and mla well*
MS. Zmmn Juice and milk, stirring wall*
Boat ogg whites until stiff asi€ fold into lemon wlscture*
Pour la square baking disli, *m greased.
Place this dish into a baking pm with hot water, as for bain*
aarie*
?* Bake in moderate mm% (350) until firm and golden, about kO
ciilmton*
8* anill well before serving*
Q&tmntmtml Cpcomt l';uddlng
(6 sorvingo)
isrgarimj
Flour
Cheese, Cheddar, grated

1 T

foconat, fresh, grated

2 f
2

segar
^mter

1/2 0

h»%/2 c
1*1/2 C
1 c

1* Cxmj*s mrgarins and flour mm stir In eggs*
2* Md. ehoese and coconut*

t
5*

Boil sugar and water to 210 or soft ball stags*
Pour into coconut mixture ami stir well*

SimmA. into a greased square baking dish and bake in moderate wmn
(350) until firm and goXde% atoit 30 minutes*
6* Cool well before cutting a?sd mmlng*

mmmu

m

\1

m
*mms mm tu mmtm
Vmml fitter
ohips
Hjpli t®te®
Dm*
ilm^r
’1-*v titwiTtir iifu A ^

%.v4v

Sii&llfiMtS pciamit
€vai«
CamaoXs
tmlww m%
Hard
Plain uulg®
CO^I©S

m

F3pur
Sponge cake
foread
aUwe
Garavlca
Avoeado
!>iaahad potato®
Plain nacaroni
Plea

;3©an or cr«&m ®«mp
c^latln dassert

Cocked 0*X*&1
C^rt>onat#d have mg©

aaranss iiica
am£$ mMs/m and $im

wmm%
Cmhm mt
Brasil tsu&

xm ihoskii

%llt peas
flour
Soybean®
Bread
mik

Wm$B IXB'tmti. in decwettalng mOm of aalorlaa*
a^Njada Hated in doarasMiing
mnHn%*

m
*mc,m ioch

id fat

Bjpaail mxt
ahaXXed paanut
Cashew nut
IWah cocoait
Avocadu
OHims

oxiji

fata
l»pg»rim
f^iwat letter

#»fo:C'S Eicr- ri zmomm'&u
Hard iMtti^r
jf^ i— nrfi tilLrf ijlifJttejliiii,*^

'’% |d*r

LirlSOSJffl^f. m*LJLK

Ompe Juiee
Breadfruit

TnmrlM
c®kM with ieing
Baiaiiiss
iliava pr©©orw
Fla
WmaA
tljsmtmb
rimxtt whoat
Caalmr mb

Btamit
Israeli nut
Cera
Fu^eHisg
sweat potato
rota to
frepara* gelatin

Plain ealce

mstea
toan aoup

frulte eoc^ssd with sugar
Banana

kmonaae

sapota

loipsaas
tlacldfimit
Riot

Persimm
sugar eane

Cliocolate rdik
White sauce

*F0o<& Uetod In decreasing fat mr^nU
listed In decruaoli^ oaife&l^toit© content#

mcm mm
Bm
mwmm®

DWJlwJ® ccwi#r

g

Ml
1^4
Ml

fl?e@h #x^pt e-mi

orange frost
Sxi|^p0tioi» for IVuit bewrai^a

XS

ami
cten^m rolls
Coffoo cake aae! mrlatioos
GarMe lawad

xs?

tttoat broad
Hiola #soat bre^!

166
166

chiffon cate
immm la^r cate

205

l:k>^ cate
4lol3^ roll
.iMat ctecolato cate
spot^p cote
up^ldio-dows cake

206
206

QmMtf ptccnt butter coddM
croaKs puffs
DcHd^ys cocofsct* cotilsi&s
Scor^iieiO. correal cookioc
E^tle plnoa^pl© bars
rlstrlticw bamm octmal coalite
fcructilo fruit bars
rogurfe cooldos

aoo

16?

xs?

m

iXrthftaar cate

206

205

fea plo

202

m
203

m
201

aw

toa

cr» pl@ mrl&Uora
Inmn mringuo pi®
Ha crust
H® nseringus

208

m

a?
page
oocomat puiaii^
pWKttl tatyf-p

tapioca

Imrki saw

dis^@:

pcO^ilt^

sipliftidi 3#&f

Clie#s0 tmts
^»let
C#fn ^serol®

loaf

fwA^iSwia

$$m®m baiia
10^1 patties

-mimmi

m
m

m
m3

IJttM WKlIas
^mmmJ %®iu

m

mm ommmlm

pmt&im
tm&t&Mf ©gg mai
BafeiM
(Httl© pto)
fUMto imrnmwm
mum tkmpltnza with •our mma gravy
p®$mm sreU
p,lm*zim&m bails
I5©t rtl,#

&§m

’amiffle and. iwlatians

m$*m% imi
aWM

Twmm mrnhtb
%m0Uffltomf0zti»p jgiip

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
MS
4»yw

m

Mt

IB

m
m
m
m
m

173
ITS
13S
to.j
176
176

m

177

m&M$r

m

f^g*.
^meting
aiste! ehoealat#

ri^nns, ara«^ fitting
fiwting

w

mg®
ttll #al mi®n dip
mum
-IxIpM ovaparat^d mUIk

sfefca »4Ik

ss^iet for padding®
Cote^?al grft|3o Jwioo ssaoe
.;^i«v4oal chocolate sauce for sdk chocolate
IM&* sauce proportion®
mid egg salad
Bo0t vm1? potato salad
c;a^iliflo^or &®a tomato aalM^
Colosml banana salad
Wmmst aalads
salad
Qrap© cluster
C5fe®a bean salad
:m^f %&’$&& salad
ilaln dish salad

leaded fruit salad

.macaroni and else#®©
r'dldod vegetable salad
salad ipmioiies
Tossed salad
J-ixm salad
^gyairs

bean sandwich
Nutritious wf filling
crecy
r^oet hearty nandMich

m
m
m
m
m
TO

Mi

TO
TO
TO

TO
TO
TO

m
m
TO

TO
TO
TO

m
TO
TO
191
TO

m

TO

m
m
i9k
m

^nr;3
soup

Cold fruit soups
Italian ^Insstrone
l&tpm soup
mmm&m id®m for soups

ittnttta

»W|i

fei^bai&e orsam soup variation
^ogstable
rice

163
163
368
168
163
161
168
161

mmm ?
mmmmm mm mmmmAtmm
*&& mtlsor of m tmk wMm tlw iriaima©ilptf aua wl-ai lit
piblialiisr

o» test palicla# ta ba falXm^a ia Urn pElimisg of

tte bools*
fm lour Fooi aod. lorn pMdmioii tHe foXted^ wggta'U^is
Am An immmmlm Imt steel/ p®$®#bmk b&®kt pmimmhlg in
book signator© di^ritlow of al^cteon pap?s.
a# 4 book that la pnoUmli dgpahl^p anS ©iMXar to a
kitchon cook bo^««90it^pi m ua^ablo Conor, aod optmX
binding oomM b@ wicl*
€« ttm imAM mmr wm$ hem mm odnortising material*
Jb Tim bock &w$wtm &b to mm%M% of i
Page V-MUT title pNp,
Ba§o tMUgr be bte^k ar mwv$ cep/fight ooiica*
fee®

title page#
a* title of Um book*
b# Mice** a

m &$m viahoc it ‘to

mm®*
a» ite la*
c*

mrn&m tot a portion, of %im tol4
wm Litton to fulftn to partial
ie«piis»enta for to Mftattr of 3clas»
»

m
iM Urn sttimil

mtrlWm ani

mt %h® tarn Unda

§

Urn mtplm&i California, u*S*4*

4*

of pabliahor*

Mg© t or pag^

pag« aosi p^lio^r1#

mo*

itio la eoi^nrli^iltiiig^Irifcor^tioml or BraaiHsii
BOlO«
Pag©

p&Q&^to Vm bmmmk®r*n

mp

m w^Mmril mimri&i mmk m

or a^siifc %lw ntflicyt

Pago T—»fa&le of emfomBteth
fmp S^CI^tor I#
lo^lpao to etart on sight ham:! p&@&*
^©ato to otart m sight torn! paga*
a# Tables or nfwts#

o* ,4ck»wtoacpiRMt® if focpiro4*
aooipo into to start on right haad pa^s-^alphs&otic^a.
aobdlviaioiB si^ imdmr mMlvt&imm*
rfM migiostod readings staiM h# of interest to the ariismgo
mao©r

avai.ia0io in Br&e&i* t% x&

tnat a oo^sparastwi^'

Hot is saefe offootiira*
ttaoroos ehaptor 6lri&i®m 1mmit% the reader bj pswldingt
1* Uoiok and oas^p rofliri^eo*
t* S^Mficatioa of natorial*
$* ^ttor

&®m th® point of rlo^ of tHe reader*

m
Mtor

tbQ book -in Its present fore eta# nos gtresi

to tbs poooibUlty ot imromtm m& mmmgu^ tbs chapter

sorerdins ^ the i&Uowi&g outllnof ns the boob is treastetsd to the
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TABLE XV
RECIPE PANEL-TEST!M3 SCORE CARD

SCORE CARD
Date

Marne
ITEM TESTED
’’ j

Excellent
Appearance
Texture
Taste_____
How do you usuaily
rate this food
How do you rate
todays item
Comjnents:

Good

C :

Average

Fair

Poor

mm mm mmmsin
School oi Gfa&iate Studios

a

mm on mmnton Am comnx
fmm am jou

to

%

Ida Borgoid

Am Mmtmct of m fhssis
in Partial FulfUJhaont of the icquirsmeuts
for th$ rcgroo mator of Soionoo in the
Field of FoodB and nutrition

Jim® 1962

ABSmACT
HMQf Brazilians are laalmurisiied and show lack of acte^uaW
education in nutrition and cookaiy by their poor food habits* I'&ttrl*
tion education is an important mam of celibating malnutrition*
There is a pressing need for more nutrition education in Brasil*
ft lias been the purpose of this study to present a small hookf
on the average Brasilian homemaker and layman* s level with up-to-date
nutrition information, simple principles of food preparation, and
ecoiw.dc and easy-to-prepare recipes calling for foods readily
• available in Brazil*
In order to present such a book scientific nutrition litera
ture has been reviewed*
First, on the nutrients such as protein, carbohydrate, fat,
vitamins and mineralsi their importance in the various stages of
life I the supplementary values of various nutrients necessary for
man} and the importance of receiving adequate amounts of each*
Second, on food patterns, ratth emphasis on the Basic Four
Pattern, and its application in planning adequate meals*
Third, on principles governing wise menu planning*
Fourth, on present world interest in vegetable protein supple
mentation and its possible application in Brasil*
Fifth, on nutrition principles governing different phases of
life as childhood, adolescence, pregnancy and lactation, and old age*
Sixth, on simple basic nutrition principles applied in disease*
Seventh, on methods of food preparation, emphasizing those that
viii

pmmrm tJtm mmt matriemts, aui nm&m® uttraetive aiad p^A%ablm
dialwci*
'Ichth, on prlnclpio® of isltiac fmr hs^onjakars*
on wiquisites for rrotpe wriUng*
aIjIo

material has boon tho backgroune? for the thesis jMtotat

«hieh ms the i«riting In Xa^ae^s tagnago of the bouk* four Tm&
and Tom* for eraalX gpeelfietll^*
n:ocipo® used in the book mm chosen and tested for nutritious
dHataes pefsiier in Brasil*
In conclusion sugipstiona «« made for policies to gcmsrn
piblishimt of the book in Brasil* after it is translated into the
i^rtugusssc language*
A revision of chapters* ineroasing their number but using
material nlreadl? jWMeatid* is f^om^nded# sug^stions are rsad® on
bon to •present thee® ch&ptsers in m form mm attractive to th©
limslllan hosismaker*

im

